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DOCUMENT OV- W' ,
ANTERNATIONAL BANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION AND DE1'ELOPM1ENT

NOT FOR PUBLIC USE

SecM72-661

FROM: The Secretary December 22 , 1972

The Bank's Project Experience

1. In the course of the discussion of the paper "Project Supervision"
(R72-121) at the July 25 Board meeting, after several speakers had urged that
the Bank should do everything possible to make its experience of project appraisal
and supervision available to officials in developing countries, the Chairman
asked the Secretary to review what was being done in this respect.

2. As emphasized at the July 25 meeting, the Bank has over the years
developed considerable expertise in the techniques of project appraisal and super-
vision and accumulated a great store of experience relating to the preparation,
execution and operation of projects and to actual problems which arise in the
course of this work and their solution. This experience exists in a variety of
forms, many of which, as the staff pointed out during the discussion, are not
immediately suited to being made available to the public. Nevertheless, the
Bank has made this experience available to persons concerned with development
in its member countries and to the public generally in a variety of ways.

3. The most important of these is through the day-to-day conduct of the
Bank's project activities. In all phases of project work, the Bank's accumulated
experience is transmitted to persons in the developing countries concerned with
the identification, preparation, evaluation and execution of projects. For
example, during the mid-1960s the Bank cooperated with the UNDP, other agencies
and Brazil in carrying out a comprehensive study of the transport sector of that
ccuntry, wich in tuJr ld1 L a program ror the sector whi in
constituted a transfer of the Bank's experience in modernizing and vationaliz-
ing transport sectors in developing countries. The Bank has participated in
carrying out the program by making a number of highway loans. As a result of
this work, local consulting firms capable of carrying out studies and design
work were created, the federal and state highway departments were reorganized,
highway design standards were adopted for the whole country, a transport planning
unit was created and trained, a highway training center is being created; all of
these reflect in different ways a transfer of the Bank's experience in improving
the execution of project work in the transport sector and in improving the
effectiveness of the sector itself. Similar transfers of experience, some
more effective than others, take place daily as part of the Bank's regular work.
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The Bank also seeks to make its experience relating to projects
available in a more formal and systematic way through the proj.ects courses
conducted by the EDI since 1963. In these courses, the Bank has sought to
make available the lessons it has learned in the identification, preparation,
evaluation and supervision of projects. There have been 47 of such courses
with a total of 1,142 participants at the Institute's headquarters, and, since
1967, 11 projects courses with a total of 284 participants overseas. The
participants come from upper--level government posts, and return to key posi-
tions in ministries and government agencies or institutions concerned with
development.

5. Finally, the Bank has made its experience relating to project work
more generally available through its publications program. Included in these
activities are:

a) An EDI book, "Economic Development Projects and Their Appraisal",
by John A. King, Jr. (1967), which reviews the history of some
30 Bank-financed power, transport and industrial projects.
While, as the preface to this book points out, these projects
are drawn from the Bank's earlier experience, and do not illus-
trate the Bank's work in the less traditional sectors in which
it has become active in recent years, or its latest techniques
of project appraisal, it remains a valuable guide to the prac-
tical problems the Bank encounters in its project work.

b) A series of EDI books on project analysis; the first, "Economic
Analysis of Agricultural Projects" (1972) by J. Price Gittinger,
has already been issued, and was distributed to the Executive
Directors. French and Spanish translations of this book will
be published in the first half of 1973. A book, "Compounding
and Discounting Tables for Project Evaluation", edited by
J. Price Gittinger, will be published in Fabruary 1973. Other
EDI publications are planned for FY74. the first of which will
be a manual on farm accounting.

c) A series of Seminar Papers, produced by the EDI, some dealing
with project analysis, of which the following will appear in the
first quarter of 1973: "Industry Case Studies and Work Exercises",
edited by F. H. Lamson-Scribner; "Agriculture Case Studies and
Work Exercises", edited by J. Price Gittinger; and a bibliography
of works on agricultural project analysis edited by Orlando
Espadas. A collection of "Education Case Studies", edited by
I. A. Sirken, will be completed next August. Executive Directors
will be notified when these papers are available.

d) A publication, on which work is proceeding, which describes the
preparation, appraisal and negotiating phases leading up to a
Bank loan, and the subsequent supervision of the project, which
it is hoped will be published before the end of FY73.

e) The series of Sector Papers prepared over the past two years
and recently collected in a single volume entitled "World Bank
Operations", which gives a comprehensive account of the Bank's
approach to project selection, but does not go into the details
of the evaluation of individual projects.



f) "Occasional Papers" consisting of specialized studies by staff
and consultants which, while prepared primarily for internal
use, appear likely to be of sufficient interest to readers
outside the Bank to warrant the considerable time and expense
needed to put them in a form suitable for publication. Many
of these papers are based on the Bank's project experience and
describe appraisal techniques used by Bank staff.

g) Other Bank publications reflecting project experience or appraisal
methods in particular fields are the three volume "Water and Power
Resources of West Pakistan", prepared by a Bank Study Group
headed by Dr. Lieftinck (1968), and "Experiences with Agricul-
tural Development in Tropical Africa", by John de Wilde and
others (1967).

h) Guidelines for general use such as those relating to procurement
and the use of consultants.

i) Articles by Bank staff, over the years, in Finance and Development
dealing with these matters, such as "Project Appraisal" (1964),
"Consulting Engineers and the World Bank" (1965), "Evaluating
Transport Projects" (1966), "Some Economic Aspects of Education
Projects" (1968), "The Project Cycle" (1970), "Animal Production:
Constraints and Their Removal" (1970), "A Layman's Guide to
Little/Mirrlees" (1972), "What is a World Bank Project" (1972),
and"'raining as an Element in Bank Group Projects" (1972).

A list of Bank publications is attached.

Attachment



Mr. J. D. North (tArough D H. Virc ) December 1P :12

Hains Agerschou

roject prep r ton for rmnsport-tion Projects Involving Mainy ehabilitation,
seplacennt and Reconstruction_________

1. bject projects imed at re-establihing previoun capacity n

"recuancy o{ service appe r to have become increased in nubers tt t o

since the oraVr colonies achieved tndependeme and after so or these

countres n:.vs experienced dv stating external or civil wars.

2. Ofte the prevling opinion seems to be tht auch rojects re-

rire t .le >roject pre:rAtion -nd cen be prop~red nearly exclusiveli
z 1 n: st. Y with no or little use of conulting firms for fesibility

stAd.es, rA iary engineering ad cost estintes, -nc thu be :praised

in short order. I think this approach is fute krong i gener. . and oiol

: tteimpt to sheos this below.

3. For co.ta and inl0nd w ter transport and r ilru the arvices

?rovided by the colonial powers or priv 6e comp-nies verc often wre hn

;deq to. The c pcit to transport cargo nd >sienrs 1a well s the

freemency of service we established on the basae of otter considerations
then the benefits to the econog of the colony, becaise the econoonic e -

itY t tudy Yothodology had not been developed or firne nc viz ilit
the a in concern .

. $ome of the new countries inherited or natio ilized extensive tr n-

portation faciltie , s c thoe o the ira innd te rw tr nsport
service (the Trnawdy Flotil a), the ire and -sai Rivers tr xn port
service tn 7re and varioue riirod networsa. Through irca of atilld

gent 'ud tehnicians, ack of or poor iocation oforegn crrenc

the fleets of ships, navigation- 1 Aids, rolling stock nd rAilroad tracks

have not been properly maintained and repaced when needed. The asa wac-
lities have Ln some countries suffered extensive deatr tion nd in
wars.

5. Tn number of cases the trnport for a certiin d dined
in terns of cargo tons and passengers, and/or in ton-ilo1eter and oraen-
ger kilomters and are less than during the lat years of colonia ruJ ,
partly due to stagnation of the econory and partly due to new cometing
modes and routes such aS roads and to a minor extent air tranisport.

6. Thu, the ide - that the ervice in uestion should be brought b c to

revious pea c City ad frequency of service without mucu ar.lysia o

present and tare deands is not -Ak id bec-use

a) the coloni tra'ns ri c city an rec uncy of service
~as not baed on conaldetions of benefits to the econor
of tae countryj



Mr. J.D.North -2- December 21, 1972

b) r nt nd future forecas tr nayortation demands for
the maodes in -tixon wxy not reaca previous peaks; and

a) it is often quite difficult to ana .e and attempt to
optt2ui fleet and rol ing stok requirements for wa tar
tr n *sport and railroad systems other than very simple
few or Lgins-destinations and few commdities systems,
and this has in most cases not been done before.

7. Except in mergency attuations and perhaps a few other rare instances
I consider full fledged project -rep r tion and apprUis;l as necessary for
these projects as for "new" projects.

cc: tssrs. Adler
flickers

HlAgerachonsabjec



Mr . bhpenh no (through Mr i. Pollan) December 20, 1972

Discussion on 'Mr. wporiinger' pper: "The Selecting of- ppropriate
Border Prices in rbject -por is l0

t Ar. Polln's revuest I ttended the meeting in which the bove
p per :s discusoed. Mr. juisinger revinvtod O mili r conceptual ind Pr ti-
ca 1 problem in selecting approprinte border prices, such s multiole c.i.f.
prices for identic l comodities, 1 ok o comnpr-bility between domestic -nd
imnorted loods, uncert inty of future orice mvents, d-t, in dequcy duc to
under or over-invoicing, robntew, mononolitic prices. Aince, in the -nk's
exrerience, in mny orojecto border price sumtions are crucial deteruinants
of - nroject's social profit bility, the collection of better 7nd more relevqnt
infor1 tion on border prices h-s indeed or.ctic-1 significAnce.

To i.,rove inform tion, tr. Oiainger suggst one y vold be to
de velop oper' tion-i nroceduros which would 'smire the ore efficient utill j--
tion of existing kno ledge bout border rices on indu tril com odities. The
other y could bo to undert.k4 rese rch desimned to exp nd exitin knonlodge.
To thi- end it would be -dvi:ble to pren re enual or centr 1 file to col-
lact inform tion on border prices lreiy -vilbl- within the Tnk Troun. In
ddition, it would be desirible to or r, on exerirent-l b.i., checkli t

o rice determining f ctors. fhe reoonsibility for the pran r-tion ind re-
viion of the centrl ile hould b issi ned to speci-l 7 l unit nd-ork would begin with ew indu tri . On the r se rch side, two 'r. could
7roducc u-eful infor tion: ork on duI pin >nd roduct Yu lity difference

11l he bov pro oi I could be plor d in hew on t t ofc tudyo
on industrial project. 'convient n -,ndid te would bn th- notton tetile
industry in geri!, aerc I i eurrn tly involved.

Durin the di cuqion it e-red tb t he centralition -ad
Ail hility of inforn tion on border prices to interateod uor i d .iri-

Oln -nd th cro-tion oA such in on r,, nt b i dyi>ble. 'uch -unit bould hE ht h to one oK thn oer tion1 de prtmenta, in tri A
nroject beinj Nh ,o it lovic 1 l c,. Tt e Trzosted in thi . contxct
th-t r. . ooro nd J. ' ood ire> r ,oa outlinin too u, culne,
onn ~ J Or; i -tion, ark, etc. os "i- unit 'or Mrt.r etion. rv. Z.

Tu-h -:l M oordin to th, coll-tive fort. A'rthr, :iney th oropo -A
Ady on 7-tilS in Ni er nvolv- onlj ir"n--l co: to the Wnk And'Orn ne nuick return-, it -.- Olt 4 t 1t '"ouN b" unlrt n.



INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Files DATE: November 21, 1972

FROM: Bela Balassa

SUBJECT: Bank Work in Project Evaluation

1. Messrs. Chenery, Cauas, van der Tak and Balassa discussed on November
10, 1972 Bank work in project evaluation. The following summary of the dis-
cussions is based on the assumption that Mr. Henderson will accept the assign-
ment to coordinate research on shadow prices and project evaluation in the
Bank; it may serve as a basis for a memorandum by Mr. Chenery after this ques-
tion is clarified. The topics covered are: the results of the recent Project
Fest; the reconstitution of the Steering Group for Sector and Project Economics;
the operational memorandum on project appraisal; and the research program on
shadow prices and project evaluation.

2. Apart from demonstrating that, properly defined, alternative methods of
project evaluation have the same information requirements and give the same re-
sults, the main benefit of the Project Fest appears to lie in its educational
value to Bank staff. It has contributed to a better understanding of methods
of project evaluation and of the need for using shadow prices. However, differ-
ences of opinion remain as to the practical application of alternative methods.
Messrs. Balassa and Henderson have been asked to write a short memorandum stat-
ing points of agreement and the questions to be clarified.

3. The Steering Group for Sector and Project Economics has been reconstituted
with Mr. Herman van der Tak as Chairman and Messrs. Bela Balassa and David Hen-
derson as members. While the Steering Group has responsibility for Bank work
on project evaluation and its relationship to sector studies, Mr. Henderson has
been asked to coordinate Bank research on shadow prices and project evaluation
on a day-to-day basis.

4. Under the direction of Mr. van der Tak, the Central Projects Department is
engaged in an extensive revision of the operational memorandum on project apprai-
sal. In revising the operational memorandum, use will be made of the various re-
search papers prepared or in preparation at the Bank. Drafts of the memorandum
will be circulated to those engaged in project work and, in particular, Mr. Hen-
derson's contribution will be solicited.

5. Messrs. Balassa and Henderson have been asked to review recent Bank re-

search on shadow prices and project evaluation and to prepare a proposal for
future research. The proposal should aim at establishing a coordinated research
program in the area and should cover work by Bank staff as well as by consultants.
It should take Mr. van der Tak's May 10, 1972 memorandum on Shadow Prices and Pro-
ject Appraisal as its point of departure. A copy of this memorandum is enclosed.

cc. Messrs. Chenery
Cauas
Duloy

BBalassa:alm
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Messrs. Richard H. Demuth/Michael L. Hoffman October 18, 1972

Nimrod Raphaeli

StaffiiU/ RDPla jfl rojects by Bank Personne_1

Mr. Hoffman has asked me to prepare for discussion a paper on (a) the
background of the development planning projects in Jordan, Afghanistan and

Uruguay and specifically, the means by uYhich members of the staff have either
becoma or are proposed as team leaders for these projects, and (b) the im-

plications of these projects for the Bank in terms of its relations with
the UMDP and with the countries involved.

(a) TheBacigoundof thePlannig ProIects

Revi.ering the files and discussing the matter with the members of
the staff who have been involved in each of the three projects reveals no

general pattern. Each case must, thus, be reviewed separately.

1. Jordan -- The planning proj4ect in Jordan - the only one
of the three to have been, thus far, approved by the 1DP --
had its naissance in the updating economic mission to Jordan
in February 1971, when the mission was asked to ha:ve the
Bank send to Jordan someone to advise on the reorganization
of the Development loard. Mr. Hartin visited Jordan in March
of last year, and submitted a report ich rocomended,
among other things, technical assistance. 1.r. -artin visited
Jordan again in 1971 as a riember of the economic team ,,hen
he also helped prepare a reqruest to UNP) from the 3ordanian

Government for a planning project. This request for assis-
tance came from the Jordanian delegation to the Annual Meeting
which also asked that the Bank act as an executing agency
for the project ihen it should be approved by the
The draft proposai for the project was held up in the Bank
for about three months pending the Bank'a agreement to serve
as executing agency. Eventually a recommendation to that
effect was included in the Country Program Paper and approved
by Mr. Mlclamara, and, after much debate over the role of
the Bank in the project, was approved by UNDP as well.

The initial move to nominate Cyril Martin as the project
leader caiie from the President of the Kational Planning
Council of Jordan, Dr. Shafiq, in his letter of July 7, 1972
to Mr. Benjonk. Dr. Shafiq explained his Government's request
as follows:

During his first visit Mr. Martin quickly asses-
sed our planning problems and, as you know, his
report was accepted by the Government. Many of
his recommendations will be implemaentcd either
as part of the project od'conjunction uith it.
His further visits and his help to members and
officials of the Government have convinced us
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Mesers'. Demuth/Hoffman October 18, 1972

that he would make a most acceptablo leader
of the team. Since he has been associated
with the project from the hginning, he under-
Htands the problems involved and we think
he could got tho cooperation necessary to
solvo themi. If the Bank would desir;nate him
as leader we boliove that the project would
go foruard fastor.

The Covernment of Jordan has beern informed that the re-
guest for Martin'a services was approved.

2. irwual - The Midsteor of Economics and Finaice, in his
viit to the T;ua1c in Juno of this year asked that a toam of
three planning advisers be provided to the Govornment of
Urugiuay. Iniltially, the Area Departmcnt asmed that all
three advicors ought to be regular staff members, paid by
the Bank and seconded for the duration of tho nrojoct to
Uruguay. DD rugganted that the UDP shculd first be approached
for financinn. Consoquently, bxnk etaff madh proliinary
contact with the U!DIP RsidentYR- rinntatirve inntevido
and later in ahington, who had indioted the- Uu fundin«
1igfht be made _ available for the advivory t. n o the basic
of theso discnssions the Bank conclmue that utilizing UAN
fi.rancing would offer advantares for both the Coverinemnt
and the Bank wd the Covernment was Vo informd. Concomit-
tantly, the Bank agreed to act as executing agency for the
program subjectk to UND? approval.

The candidacy of Mr. Eccobar camo up following a casual
conversation between Mr. Alter and Mr. Escober when the for-
rer rained tha quontion about the difficulty of finding asuitable candidate to head the project which was to be dis-
cussed with the UNDP. Mr. Ecobar indicated to Ilr. Alter
that he might bo available to undertako the tea lcadership
in 1974, at .hich timo ho would have had cCalcted 10 years
of service In 1ashington and would have liked to spend somo
time in a teaching or adviaory canacityr in a Latin rican
country. Mr. Alter saixd upon the opportunity to uhmit
Escobar's name to the Government of Uruguay which approved
of the candidate.

3. AfEhanistan -- The timing of the economic mission to
Afghanistan (June-July, 1971), led by Mr. Abdel Yaguid,
coincided with the presence of a UN mission which was an-
praising a Governiment's roqcuost for technical aosiotanca indevelopment plaing. Tho Bank mission, which was asked tocomnent on the UN report, oungested that the UN recommenda-
tion for a toan of 11 exporta for fivo years was too am-bitious and proposed its scaling don The Bank pointed outthat Afghanistan has received planning assistano in variouaforms for a long time, aid that at the present time Afghadtan
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Mesors. Doemuth/Hoffman Ozctobcr 13, 1972

has need of a relatively snall numiber of lon-termi advisers,
to provide rgeneral assistmoe cnd advice, but that this team
should be able to call cn conuants for uarter periods.
Meantime the Royal Goernnent of Afghanistan oficia11y statcd
to the Actiig esident presctative of UJ"DP that it would
not be intcre:oted in the proj.ect if the Bank did not undertake
the suorvizory rceponsbA.iitios. Iile the Banik was debating
the matter, the name of ir. Abdl u uas raised by the
Area Departmcent as a suitable cvadi date to load a teau of
exports at loast during tho initial tares of the project.
It was suggested that fr ieguid le ;ol acquainted with the
country' rolations with the Afgrhani off'iciLas, and particA-
laI'ly with the Deputy Prime hinister 0ho was the motivating"
force behind the projct. It should be emphasized that the
candidacy of' euid has nover been officia2ly sobmittod by
the Dank to tho Governant, nor has the Governent indicatcd
prfeorenc cor ny partiLcul1ar individual- Bank staff membr
or othcrwisci. The proj1 ect itslif has yet to be appraised
by us, and the UNDP has yet to approve it.

(b) pfifpation of Staff Membeis to the Pro.1ets--Tmlications for the Bank

While there has been no pattern folloucd in d-si.rnating Bank staff
membera as possibl leadera and/or membero Kor UIjinacet pro;et in
dovelopmient plauning, there is a iontor co-non to all three ca it has
been the Governnent I insistence that the Bank crve as an exccuting agcncy.

You will recall. that when the Austr lian Covernont had a ed the
Bank to cerve as ecuting agency for a p emin p in Papua 1 CGuirnea
in iovembor 1971, ;r. Riley and I discussed the matter with Ir. :uth wno
agreed that we P:o had with that proicot, and that LSD could una rXtak
s-AJir pru'octs in the future if a Covernamt had p;>eifcanUy Jdcated
its prefercnce for the Bank as executing ag;oncy.

The question whether the Bank should take one otep furthcr and desig-
nate one of its own staff mbernrs to head and/or st.a i uhrojcots is- a much
More compe1x question end should be ighed in the lht of the advantages
and rinks for both tle Bank and the country concernod.

Advaita g so

1. I think that it is safo to assume that the govornments' inistence
on the Bank as executing agency stos in part fro.a their desire to benefit
from the Bank' s practical aproach to devclopment roblems, particularly
in the identification mnd appraical of projects. Landing by the Bank is tied
to occnomic perforianco and it is in our intorest, as uoll as that of' the
govcrnIcnt that we lend our efforts to iprorovo the plannzing machinery and
methods and consequently, one might hope, the econoric pcrformaunce of the
country.



Moesrs. Doemuth/Hoffman October 18, 1972

2. A Dank staff membor vho ill be assigned to any of these projects is
likely to be an individual Jho has cerved in the Bank for at least 3-5 years,
sad uho is fairly "ell acquainted with the B1ank nornsa nd methods of opora-
tion. le will look upon hio assi nt aa challn as vowll as a continua-
tion of his career develmnmt in the B3ank. His motivation for succcess ill
most likely be greater than a consultant soeing a fixed-tern assignment over-
seaS, 1hoce futuro career may or may not be affected by his succoss or failure
in that as sigrnment.

3. The Bank has accumulated trcmendous c:erience and expertise in do-
volopmnont matters. A flank man could, hnci necessary, dr w moro oasily uon
that experience a.d xp Crtise than someone o i n ctly cnnected
with the Bank. Moreover, in a cars ihere the coiuntry in'sts that the Bank
act as executing gency, having a o'i.:. maan dir-etly reonsible for' the pro-
joct would thereby Otrengthen the links between the country cznd the Dank.

b. It could be argued that the Bai3nk could exrcise influence in negotia-
ting with the goverment an agroemnt that would permit oasy accoss to the

policy imaccrs by a Bank staff member. In the advisory busine this is a
great asset indeed.

5. 'here there is no Bank rosident repre-entative, a project director
could ierve the Bank in the field ad, when n would o'rplan the Bank
position and proccdures to the loca. bureaucracy nich is invariably q(uito
uaiiar with the working pattornr; of this institution.

Risks

1. Tt is imortant to distinguish between two categories of projects
under renast ono category is the purely adviory ojects and the other
is advisory cum trining. The proposed project in Urgua falls in the firot
category while the other two fall in the sccond. The ri;k stems prmaily
from the aCrisory function of both categoris. The principal ri-c wCuld be
that a :Bank-dosignated adviser mirht recomaesnd or Ouort policies that could
be cerassing for the Bak. There is also th danfcr that the rovormeont
would take advantaer' of the Bank's aw3iation ith the pro ;ct to aomote
and litiize policios that are neccsnarry but othranciso u,,ur with the
public (such as raising t criffs wbich, in the case of the city of Cali in
Colombia, caused riots and the loss of life).

2. Tliro could be difficulties for the Banzk as well as for the Bank
adviser in the field if projects prpared and recoimended by the latter were
found by the Blank undc3irabla or unworthy. The refusal of the E-k to
acceopt rcommuendations mace by a member of the staff tmporarily assigned
to a planning project could seriously undexraie the adviser's authority and,
consequently, his usofulneos.

3. The Government might istakenly believe that a Bank-designated project
leader could generate more Bank lending than is othortise xarorantcd.. Unfnlfilled
expectations, even ;hen they are unjustified, could be blamed on Lhe teami
lJader.



Hessr. Deuth/of7in Octobor 18, 2.972

In opito of thie risks a case could be mado for deignating TDank
personol to lUDP-fina nced proects in develoet planig subject to certain
rostrictiona:

. Strict rules of eolection should bo applied.
Under no circvl.iztancesj -hould the Bank dcsig-
nato a member of tho staff ciimply becauce
ho io "availablo."

2. here tho country has not tpcifically indicated
a preference for a partiular 2diA La acaber it
is 'vital. that theo Dank zke ito dceiin.ted candi-
data available for discusionc mand rdbly for
intevview by th'e gover n-n Cco'cd vo hould

a yskeep inl midth "ptri!-to eots
7s cially projec bioctors, b ily accep-

tabl to tho Covrnment and have tho nar-onal
qlifications to work thruCrh exitig insti-

tutions and to relat) 1oll uith t9'e lcaKl ooY)ls.I

3. 7o owud avoid f;taffinI un erte t er with h nt
ofiIS. It ol emmlelthtUD ud

ajCO to finan21ce "n antirc Dank team fr a pojet.
in any ovCet, It uld oo d
non--nk ctaf deveu ( - lo nt pining advi ory

team to m old -1ry imp'rcuion hn is
runnin tho econo;-ico afir " o acstry.

Seminarq on Co utrpart Training, Projects Dpart t, April 1972, h.01 (ii).

NR:rlc

cc: Messru. C. J. M4rtin
V. J. ailoy



Mr. R. Picciotto 
October 17, 1972

Dennis J. Parsons

FY-1974 Program

1. As requested in your note to the ttWeiner,
the following schedule indicates *hat ey present planninr of supervision
missions:

Country Proiject Original Schedule Now Planned
Indonesia Estates I - IV Oct.'72 - Jan.'73 Jan.73

Fisheries Ot'2-Jn'3 Jn7Fice Processing August '72 Jan. 73See February '73 March '73Seeds 
January '73 March '73

Korea Credit 
March '73 May '73Livestock 
April '73 Apr*l '73

Malaysia Forestry Ecember '72 Jan. '73
Jengka I & II February '73 March '73

Papua &. New Agr. Dev. I & II May '73 May '73Guinea
Livestock 

July '73
Philippines Livestock April '73 April '73

Rice Processing Augrust ? Janl '73niral Banks May '73 May '732. This sch edule covers the most ur-ent supervisions, i.e. Indonesia! states and Fisheries, Philine ice oEc andpplne andi n a oet assoon as staff are available for the four FY-73 appraisals now scheduled.It also allows FY-7 4 projects (as far as they are known to me at present) tobe appraised as follows:=

Country Project Timetable Date Now Scheduled
Indonesia Fisheries II Sept. '72 Jan/Feb '73
Korea Seeds ov. '72 April '73
Malaysia Land Settlement Johore A ril 173 June '73
Thailand Seeds June '73 Aug. '73
Indonesia Estates V Dec. '72 A.3.
Malaysia Forestry II Sept. '73 '1. S.Malaysia Livestock - Sabah July '73 N.S.Thailand Credit Jan. '73 .S.
Philippines Credit III Sept. '73 N.S.
Korea Livestock II N.S.
Korea Credit II N.S.
Indonesia Research N.S.



Kr. R. Picciotto~ - 2- October 17, 1972

3. Thooc preenti;; not Bcrd -s cm b appraiseate June, or i.
they are ±ead~ :Cor appradsa3 be'or thdr:, BOneB off the less inportn~ft

superviionsl couil: he postjxmne, e.g. 8-aa ieJergka in Larch and iA 2m ~iw
Guijnea \ir. ebvt. 2 I 113 n lg. It wodd n t be advisahin, to postpone aniy
of~ the oters.

9.itfi the sc114edues prenI planned it appears tndt t'da lecticm
cou~deappris o&i 3, or at the n st 5, '-7' pro, ectB beffore June i 73 wt
tae preselit sieAnin • hs wold retat ever'; treber wrould he etrethe
te thea utuaost, ith PIosVt cary~n aut tc, an o, four, uiosic~na been
now and June 1C7 3 . Some slip ae in thee p1:2 can theref or he epcted.
Aa, vrith ry present staff, it woulid be inpossible- to appraise a ^urtoler
7-$ projects be fore oeeeber £73, T taink we naould soon considerou 7
capscit~ and adjus t our prorram acc ordingly.

*acs ans4w



Messrs. Gutierrez, Knox, Yiese, Division Chiefs October 16, 1972

Richard S. Dosik

Vistorical Record of Project Processing Times and Manpower Expenditure

onAppraisal

P & 1B has prepared for our guidance the attached three tables.

The table on project processing times was derived from the FY 70-72

timetables. It is hoped that reference to this table will assist in the

preparation of more realistic timetables; any major divergences from the

average times should be explained in the remarks section of the timetable.

The two tables analyzing the manpower expended on appraisal in FY 71 and

FY 72 should help in reviewing the work programs.

cc: Mrs. Punter

Attachments

R~opat



FY72 Opcrations Program -

Manpower Expenditure ind Appraisal Tasks-
(Manevcks per Task)

East West East Asia South- Central Am. South Weightedc/
Africa Africa & Paci fic Asia EMENA- : . Caribbean America Average

Agriculture - Credit 24.7(1) 14.5(1) 47.4(3) 6.5(1) 8.7(1) 18.9(1) - 26.9

- General 21.0(11) 21.3(9) 33.2(4) 7.8(1) 5.6(1) 70.9(1) 23.7

- Industry - - 48.7(1) 50.9(2) 38.3(2) 51.8(1) 47.6(3) 46.8

- Irrigation 40.2(3) 21.7(2) 29.7(4) 30.6(3) 47.5(7) 32,4(1) 10.1(1) 38.1

- Livestock 23.5(7) 45.8(1) 75.3(2) - 34.8(3) 19.1(3) 31.0

Education 9.7(1) 23.1(7) 38.5(8) 67.6(1) 57.8(5) 56.0(2) 55.2(1) 40.1

Industry - - - 26.3(7) 37.2(3) - 55.2(3) 35.5

Population - 48.9(2) 111.7(1) - - - 69.8

Public - Power - 24.8(3) 30.1(2) 3222) 19.5(6) 27.0(7) 1624.

Utilities - Telecommunications 9.5(1) 28.4(3) 27.9(4) - 15.1(1) 22.?9(3) - 24.2

- Water Supply 8.7(2) 18.7(2) - 27.2(1) 66.6(1) 34.3(1) 173.2(1) 44.5

Speciat - Urban - 81.5(1) - - 14.9(1) 38.8(1) - 45.1

- Other - - - 17.0(1) - - - 17.0

Tourism - - - 36.9(1) 80.8(2) 33.8(1) 93.7(1) 65.2

Transportation - Aviation/Pipelines 61.7(1) 15.1(1) - 13.5(1) - 44.3(1) - 33.7

Highways 19.7(8) 19.8(8) 22.2(2) - 23.5(2) 16.5(2) 26.5(3) 20.8

- Ports 28.3(2) - 42.0(3) 48.2(1) 30.4(3) 33.4(2) 12.7(1) 33,5

--Railways - 26.3(5) 28.2(3) 37.3(1) 38.1(1) 44.4(1) 49.6(2) 33.5

includes time spent on negotiations. Minor tasks (under 5 manweeks per task) were excluded from the sample. Numbers in parentheses
are the numbers of projects.

Afghanistan and Iran included under EMENA.
c/

Weights were the numbers of projects.

Source: Projects Departments Time Recording Data FY72.

P &B
9/22/72



- ~ a/
PROJECT PROCESSING TIME - FY 70 - 72 LEN0INT oPE TloNS -

Departure of App. Miss

Departure of Appraisal Mission - Board Presentation to YeIlow Cover AD.
(m nt hs)

Sector Eastern Western E. ASia S,-t Cn. Am.- South Sector

Median Africa Africa & PaCific Ai - E-EW Care A-erca Median

Area Median 215. ) 8.2(53) 7.6(65) 7 .4(57) 8. ( 74) 8.2(39) 5-3(7 4.2

Agr icul ture

Credit (17) 8.5 6.1( 1) - 10.0( 1) 9.1(10) 11.5( 3) 6.5( 2) - 5.0

General (28) 8.9 11.6( 7) 9.6(12) 7.3( 7) 16.2( 1) - 2 5.7( )4

Industry (11) 8.4 14.0( 2) - 8.4( 3) 8.6( 3) 8.9( 2) - 6.5( I) 4-7

Irriqation (20) 8.5 8.1( 3) - 8.2( 4) 8.5( 8) 8.5k, 4) - 17.9( 1) 4.7

Livestock (25) 11.2 16.5( 2) 23.8( 2) 10.5( 2) - 9.8( 3) 9.1( 7) 7.4( 9) 4.o

DFC (42) 7.4 8.8( 5) 7.3( 2) 6.0( 8) 4.5( 6) 8.7(14) 5.9( 3) 9.0( 4) 3.4

Education (39) 9.6 11.9( 7) 11.7(10) 8.7( 6) 9.5( 2) 8.4( 9) 8.8( 2) 12.2( 3) 5.2

Industry (16) 9.2 - - 13.0( 1) 7.1( 8) 8.7( 3) - 10.7( 4) 5.7

Public Utilities

Pow r (49) 7.4 7.8( 6) 6.7( 1) 6.7(12) 7.1( 6) 10.0( 8) 8.5( 8) 7.5( 8) 3.7

Teiecoi. (18) 7.8 10.4( 1) 6,7( 1) 6.8( 6) 6.0( 3) 9.3( 2) 12.5( 4) 11.7( 1) 3.8

at r (18) 10.4 13.5( 3) 7.1( 2) - - 9.9( 6) 10.1( 1) 9.8( 6) 5.4

Population 5) .5 10.7( 1) 7.6( 1) 10.4( 1) 6.8( 2) 4.1

Tourism ( 5) 10.5 . - - 10.1( 1) 11.4( 3) 8.2( 1) - 5.2

Transportation

Aviation 6) 9.6 9.5( 1) - - 9.7( 1) 6.3( 1) 11.8( 2) 6.6( 1) 3.5

Highways (57) 8.3 8.9(12) 7.7(17) 7.!( 5) 7.7( 3) 8.5(12) 7.0( 2) 9.5( 6) 3.9

Ports (15) 7.4 7.6( 2) 8.1( 2) 7.6( 5) 7.1( 3) - 5.5( 3) - 3.8

Railways (14) 9.6 14.3( 1) 9.2( 3) 7.2( 4) 10.7( I) 11.0( 2) 8.9( 1) 10.7( 2) 4.9

Urban ( 3) 7.5 - 7.5( 1) - - 8.0( 1) 4.8( 1) - 4.0

a/ The nurz.0rs in parentheses follo-ing the redian tire given for each sector and region, indicates'the size of the

sa-ple in that group. The nun-ers in parentheses associated with the titles of the regions and sectors, indicate

the total size of the sample in the respective regions and sectors.

b/ Afghanistan and Iran included in EMENA. 
P 8

C/ Median for all projects.

Source: Project Timetables



An.rx 7

APRATSAL C22FmIC1012S, Py Rlgion and Sect.or

D.. IND. POP. AU- I a

COMT'L N0

r..3.9 O23.9 - - - 28.0
- 2.8 - 172 - 3 - - 6.5 - 3.6 - 15.6

East Africa . - 1 - - 13.6 - - - - - . - 36.2 - . 25.3
West Africa 1. . 1.3.6 - - - 11.03
East Asia 7.0 Pi2.3 --. 8 . - L.8 - - - - 3 -13.1

South Asia 7 - 5.2 - 1.0 - - 5.8 - - - - * . . . 21.0

~ErMtrAl k-rz ~3 - 13.5 - - 19.5 18.8 - - - - 1 7 . 2.0
cenal Axica Ci- 0 - 2.3 - - 8.5 - 1.2 - - . •

South L-ic 1. 0. ---9 -6. ..

Average - 7.1 3-8 0.5 12.1 68.1 - 8.5 18.8 0.8 2.5.9 2 -3 • 6.5

plus Aver6ae fc !;,g. 5 oad0 L0 2.5 7.0 7.5 - 1.0 5.7 10.3 23.6 6.1 6. 20.5
Plus9 - 13. 1 7 8 2.9 19.1 75.6 - 18.5 24.5 11.1 - -

M, L - - 39.6 - - 30.7 - - 28.7 - 35.1 - 38.0 - 33.6
East Africa - - 29.9 - 13.6 - - . 38.0 3 16.7 - 33.2

8 0 - 288 5.3 - . 28.1 32.0 L.6.9 - 33.9
West Africa .. 2.9 - - 8.8 1 -.
East A2aP i - 25.9 - 88.1 - - 22.3 53.2
South Asa -. 58.9 - 38.7 58.5 - 3L.3 . 56.7 29.2 697

A 72 1 -6.8 - 3.5 - - - 2. -
Central Ax-ica59.7 7..1 - - - .

So33.t h 357 ax?9 'l1 32.2 35.6 L1.2 56.1 56.7 29.1 o6.5 57.6 22.3 315

plus Av3r3 39.5d-93 -.2 .0 - 13.0 9.7 5.7 10.3 15.8 12.7 9.5 2.8 1 7.3

Plus Avr35.6 r3 e -.7 -21 33.9 - 55.1 51.9 51.3 51.5 56.1 72.5 39.8 55.9 56. 25.1 4`8

I1NIATIO - .h 8 .IN'l T 1AI 1 -0 -5.0 - 20.9 - - -9.1 -3. 0. -.
East - 6.5 7.9 30. 0 37.6 25.8 - - . - 2.5 18 -

We 0 2 .2 10.7 - - 27. 13.87est A fric a . 7.0 h 7.2 - 2. - - 10-7 -5-0.0 . 10. 1 -.0z 6.0 - 1
9es Asric - 23.1 - 15.9 9.8 - - 3 - 19

East Aia 31.a256c 26.7 - 12.0 1.6 21.9 16.3 25.0 7 -.1

1.5 ,5'.2 30.7 12.5 . 1.. 7 6 1

Cect A krc i1a 16.2 5. - 2.1 32.0 5.3 .2 127 - - 6.9 2.
Central A ,erica & 1aiba -. 20 - - C.5 - •--

Scuth A rica -. ' --- .:_ -- -

Averace 15.1 10.2 13.2 11.6 23.2 25.1 15.0 8.7 8.9 36.7 10.8 37.5 18.0 12.0 17.0 5.5 20.3 15.0

a/ -he average fcr Crl -tt- .d ?,,l is calc..:lated by dividing the su of the coefficients plus the Average for Negotiation and Board,

for each Sector or Stre:r, ty te :n- er of cocficients.

Sorce: Projezts Departieents Tire R.tcordi- Dta T71

P & B
9/27/71



EMENA Program and Projects Division Chiefs October 3, 1972

Historical Record of Project Processing Times

1. In recenw Wonttw P & 6 have someis usedt the historical record of
project processing times as a means of checking the realism of project
timetables for the later stages of project processing. By and large, P & B
has found that these comparisons have confirmed a widespread feeling that
may of the schedules contained in projects timetables are too optimistic.
This leads to problems of two kinds. At the operational level the timetables
become unreliable as an aid in planning staff assignments. At the Bank-wide
level it leads to difficulties in estimating or forecasting the outcome of
the Bank's and IDA's operations for a given period.

2. To assist in reducing these problems, P & B have prepared the attached
table indicating the average historical processing time from the date of
departure of the appraisal mission to Board approval, for different types of
projects and for tne different regions. The table also includes median
processing time to the Yellow Cover Appraisal report stage. The sample
includes the 388 projects approved in FY1970-72 and in most sectore the
sample is large enough to be meaningful. In some sectors, however, such as
urbanization and aviation, the sample is still too small to have much
meaning.

3. The table is intended to assist those concerned with the preparation
of project timetables to arrive at more realistic schedules. It is not
intended, of course, that these historical times should be adhered to rigidly;
rather, they should be used as a starting point in creating schedules which
take into account the particular characteristics and problems of the
individual projects. However, any large divergences rom the average times
would call fo: some comment in the remarks section of the timetable.

Attachment
Ces Messrs. Hartwich, Votaw, Wapenhans
SDEccles ije



PROJECT PROCESSI-4 TI"E - FY 70 - 72 tENDW, EPATIONS -

Departure of Apo. m is,
Departure of Appraisal Mission - Board Presentation to Yeilc4 Cover A-n.

Sector Eastern Western E. Asia Sou'n/ Cen. Am., South Sector
IMedian AFrica Africa F& Pacifc Asia- E A- Caribbean Aerica Medan

Area Median 9.6(53) 8.2(53) 7.6(65) 7.4(5) 8.4(74) 8.2(39) 9.3(47) 4 2

Agriculture

Credit (17' 8.5 6.1( 1) - 10.0( 1) 9.1(10) 1 .5( 3) 6.5( 2) - 5.0
Genera) (21- 8.9 11.6( 7) 9.6(12) 7.3( 7) 16.2( 1) - - 15.7( 1) 4.6
Industry (1 ) 8.4 14.0( 2) - .8.4( 3) 8.6( 3) 8.9( 2) - 6.5( 1) 4.7
Irrigation (2) 3.5 8.1( 3) - 8.2( 4) 8.5( 8) 8.5( 4) - 17.9( 1) 4.7
Livestock (2) 11.2 16.5( 2) 23.8( 2) 10.5( 2) - 9.8( 3) 9.1 ( 7) 7.4( 9) 4.0

ic (42) 7.4 8.8( 5) 7.3( 2) 6.0( 8) 4.5( 6) 8.7(14) 5.9( 3) 9.0( 4) 3.4

Education . (39) 9.6 11.9( 7) 11.7(10) 8.7( 6) 9.5( 2) 8.4( 9) 8.8( 2) 12.2( 3) 5.2

industry (16) 9.2 - - 13.0( 1) 7.l( 8) 8.7( 3) - 10.7( 4) 5.7

Public Utilities

Power (49) 7.4 7.8( 6) 6.7( 1) 6.7(12) 7.1( 6) 10.0( 8) 8.5( 8) 7.5( 8) 3.7
Telecom. (18) 7.8 10.4( 1) 6.7( ) 6.8( 6) 6.0( 3) 9.3( 2) 12.5( 4) if.7( 1) 3.8
Vater (16) 10.4 13.5( 3) 7.1( 2) - - 9.9( 6) 10.i( 1) 9.8( 6) 5.4

Population ( 5) 8.5 - - 10.7( 1) 7.6( 1) 10.4( 1) 6.8( 2) - 4.1

Tourism 5) 10.5 • • - 10.1( 1) 11.4' 3) 8.2( 1) - 5.2

Transportat ion

Aviation ( 6) 9.6 9.5( 1) - - 9.7( 1) 6.3( 1) 11.8( 2) 6.6( 1) 3.5
Highways (57) 8.3 8.9(12) 7.7(17) 7.1( 5) 7.7( 3) 8.5(12) 7.0( 2) 9.5( 6)- 3.9
Ports (15) 7.4 7.6( 2) 8.1( 2) 7.6( 5) 7.1( 3) - 5.5( 3) - 3.8
Railwa.ys (14) 9.6 14.3( 1) 9.2( 3) 7.2( 4) 10.7( 1) 11.0( 2) 8.9( 1) 10.7( 2) 4.9

Urban (3) 7.5 - 7.5( 1) - - 8.0( 1) 4.8( 1) - 4.0

/ The nurers in pare,tneses following the median time given for each sector and region. indicates'the size of the
sample in that group. The nunbers in parentheses associated with the titles of the regions and sectors, indicate
the total size of the sa-ple in the respective regions and sectors.

b/ Afghanistan and Iran included in EMENA. - t a

.S/ Median for all projects. 9/22/72

Source: Project Timetables

C7.



THE LITTLE-MIRRLEES METHOD OF SOCIAL COST-BENEFIT ANALYSIS

BY

CARLOS SANCHEZ-MARCO

STAFF MEMBER, INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT

Paper Mimeographed, 16 pages -
September 23, 1970



Sceptember 23, 1 9/0

Ca rlos Sanwhez-Marco

1/
1.. Littl's an:1 ? rles' manuali sceks to offer guidelines to the
use of cost-bencfit analysis from the economic viewpoint in developing
countries, primarily for industrial projects in the manufacturing sector.
While agricultural, power, transport and communications projects are not
excluied from the principles of the guidelines, the manual says little
about their special problems. Projects in sectors of the economy such as
education, health and defense, where benefits are especially hard to measure,
are offered limited guidelines from the manual.

2. The manual is concerned with the application of cost-benefit
analysis precisely in fields in which it is considered unnecessary in de-
velopcd economies. The justification for this can only be that it is felt
that within such sectors of more advanced economies the profit motive, acting

via a more freely operating price mechanismn, will lead to an adequate and
beneficient industrial development. It is, however, harder to believe that
the price mechanism works in developing countries in such a way that private
profits are a reasonable measure of net social benefit.

3. Since there is a strong case that a project's anticipated receipts
and expenditures cannot be relied upon to measure social benefits and costs,
the basic idea of Little-Mirrices method is to use hypothetical rather than
predicted actual prices when evaluating a project. These "shadow" or "account-
ing" prices are chosen so as to reflect better the real costs of inputs to
society, and the real benefits of the outputs, than do actual prices. The
whole point of an accounting price is that it shall correspond more closely
to the realities of economic scarcity and the strength of economic needs
than will guesses as to what future prices will actually be. The manual
recommendation can be summed up by saying that the governments in developing
countries should try to adopt policies which result in prices approximating
as closely as possible to accounting prices - or to put it in another way,
to adopt policies which ensure as far as possible that the prices which
guide private decisions also reflect real social costs and benefits.

4. The manual advocates valuing the inputs and output of industrial
projejts by direct appeal to "border" (c.i.f. or f.o.b.) prices, in the
belic that the distorted domestic price structure reflects long-run advan-
tages and other economic conditions less accurately than world prices. The
structure of world prices also reflects what the country's own domestic
price structure would be if it pursued an economic policy aimed at solving
the country's external payments problems in a manner that pennitted the free
importation and exportation of manufactured goods at an effective exchange

1/ Ian M.D. Little and James A. Mirrlees, Manual of Industrial. Project Analysis
in Dcveloping Countries. Volume II. -Social Cost Benefit Analysis. O.E.C.D.
Development Center, Paris, 1969.



rate and tariff structurC that discrin ted nof hir bL:' n di 0r3n

in lu jtrial1 goo nora~m be twe th e manufacture~ of the 5 L:I 1fl idu:,til 1 oodS

for domestic and for export markets. In other words, if the econovy were

trading non-op i11-lly, but was moving to an optiui forcign trade policy,

the relative prices of traded goods at the port would becomoic equal to

relative c.i.f. or f.o.b. prices. The mnual therefore recomnds to

assess the desirability of domestic production against the background of

"border" prices, which better reflect this hypothetical optiium situation.

5. A distinct feature of the Litt]e-Mirrlees method is that the use

of "border" prices is suggested not only for inputs or output actually

traded, but also for locally purchased inputs or for the output sold in

the domestic market. A justification for this treatment is offered in the

manual. It is common practice when considering projects in developing

countries to separate direct foreign exchange costs and receipts from the

rest - because foreign exchange often appears to be cspecially scarce.

The result is often claimed to be the balance of payments effect of the

project. But the above account should have made it clear that the balance

of payments effect of a project cannot be estimated in this simple direct

way. Indeed, it is positively misleading to try to do so. It is much

nearer the truth to say that every output of the project is a gain 
of

foreign exchange, and that every input implies a use of foreign exchange.

If more electricity is to be produced, that will enable some other pro-

ducer to use the electricity to make goods for export, or goods that would

otherwise have been imported; or if not, then that producer's output can

be used in one or other of these ways. Following the chain of production

around, one must eventually end at commodities that are exported or are

substituted for imports. Even if the goods are consumed in the country,

some kind of consumer goods would have to be imported if they had 
not been

available, in order to provide an equivalent benefit. Exactly the same

argument applies to costs.

Because of these possibilities of substitution, we can compare

one thing with another; and in particular, if it is convenient, colpare

any particular commodity with foreign exchange. It is not sensible (although

very often done) to isolate a few of the inputs and outputs of 
the project,

and regard their foreign exchange value as indicating the balance of payments

contribution (or burden) of the project. Thus the manual suggests not to

classify inputs and outputs according as to whether they 
are purchased or

sold in the home market or abroad. Instead, Little and Nirrlees suggest

to make a three-fold classification: (a) traded or internationally tradable

goods and services, (b) non-traded goods and services, (c) unskilled labor.

These categories are discussed below.

The Valuation of Traded Goods

6. By traded goods we mean (a) goods which are actually 
imported or

exported (or very close substitutes are actually imported or exported),

but also (b) goods which would be exported or imported if the country had

followed policies which resulted in an optimum industrial 
development.

The second division (b) clearly requires .an element of judgment. 
It is



intend to catcr A cs such as the foiO.in :. A ountry hn ml

set up a plantL whiich prdu:lecs an inter:ediate good A ct a very high co:; -

andl imports are banned in order to proLect it. We are considering a project

produce B, which uses A as an input. If B would be socially desirable using

imported intermcdiates, then the fact that it may be made to buy the domes-

tically produced A at an excessive price should not be allowed, as it were,

to incriminate it. An industry which is itself good for a country should

not fail to be established because some bad industry has already been started.

How then do we value such traded goods? If they figure in the

import bill, we value then at their c.i.f. price. If such goods are exported

we value them at their f.o.b. price. It is clear that this valuation expresses

their real cost or benefit to the country in terms of foreign exchange, and

free foreign exchange is a good yardstick of value because it can be used to

satisfy almost any need. For short, we shall speak of valuing such goods at

their "border" prices, it being understood that this means world prices as

they appear to the particular developing country.

World prices are used, not because it is thought that they are, in

some sense, necessarily more "rational" than domestic prices, but simply

because they represent the actual terms on which the country can trade. It

is important to note that the use of world prices applies even if the good

is actually bought from a domestic supplier.

7. Purchase taxes and import duties are excluded from accounting

prices; for the project should not be encouraged to use inputs that happen

to have low tariffs or taxes on them, since that may lead the country to

spend more foreign exchange to no advantage. The manual recognizes, how-

ever, that the rule that one should ignore duties and purchase taxes would

not be a good one if the government was using these duties deliberately as

a means of discouraging one import as compared to another, for reasons that

demanded respect in project evaluation. But, in reality, one cannot pretend

that the structure of tariffs, as we find it in any country, is designed to

provide just the influence on imports and hence internal production decisions,

that the government would now deliberately choose to exert.

The structure of tariffs in most countries is far more the result

of a series of historial accidents than of a deliberate attempt to influence

production decisions so as to get more of this used and less 
of that. The

import duty might be higher on one commodity compared to others 
because it

is an important and therefore a useful source of revenue; or becuase of past

programs to encourage domestic production of the commodity; or because nego-

tiated tariff reductions had involved the second commodity but not the first.

Usually, the reasons for tariffs are irrelevant to the decision whether to

use one input or another in production.

- There is, however, one exception. The rule that the accounting

price should be the foreign exchange cost of unit of the 
commodity is correct

only if the price the country pays for the commodity is independent of the

amount it wants to buy. If this is not true, there is a case, at any rate



in terms of narrow national intcrcst, for discouraging use of thait comnocdity.

The reason is tit an increase in deiiand will Increase the fo;cign exchangic

cost of what is already bcing, bought; so that the actual foreign exchange

cost is more than the price of the cxtra amount demanded. In this casc, one

might well want to havc a tariff on imports, and this is a tariff one would

want to include in the accounting price. This might happen either because

the country's demand for the commodity was a very important part of total

world demand, or because any expansion in demand would force the country

to resort to more expensive suppliers. The first reason for having an

accounting price above the world price is applicable only rarely to the

case of a developing economy. The second reason arises more frequently.

The general rule is that the accounting 
price for an imported

commodity is the total foreign exchange cost, 
including any increase in

the cost of existing purchases, of increasing imports by one unit. The

technical term for this quantity is the marginal import cost. It will

seldom be easy to tell just how much higher 
the marginal cost is than the

world price. Probably there are few cases where the difference 
would matter

very much. But a similar point arises in connection with exports.

8. If the exported commodity can be sold at a fixed price (in terms

of foreign exchange) that price is suggested in the manual as the accounting

price for the commodity. Thus, if the project produces a commodity that is

being exported, it must be credited with the 
foreign exchange equivalent.

This is correct even if the output of the project will 
not itself be exported,

but used in some other domestic industry. For, given the demands of this

domestic industry, the output of the project 
still has the effect of increas-

ing exports, as compared to what they 
would otherwise have been.

Unfortunately, the above description of an exported commodity

sounds rather unrealistic. Countries seldom feel that they can export as

much as they choose of any specified commodity, without significantly

affecting the price they can hope to receive. Perhaps the developing

countries are apt to exaggerate the difficulties 
of selling goods abroad;

often the problem is not so much that of finding 
markets as of maintaining

adequate quality on a sufficient volume 
of production. But sometimes

countries face, or feel seriously threatened by, the 
prospect of impene-

trable trade barriers erected by the more 
industrialized countries.

If, on reflection, project planners decided 
that the limit on

the export .of bicycles is the rate at which 
good quality production can

be expanded, then no special problems arise in evaluating particular

production proposals (once they are 
reckoned to be genuinely feasible).

If', however, increased production will have to be sold in 
less and less

favorable markets, it may be necessary to 
reduce prices to all purchasers

if exports are to be expanded. This is certainly the position in many of

the markets for primary commodities; if cocoa producers try to increase

production too rapidly, the price is forced down. 
In that case the extra

foreign exchange, which will be earned by producing 
more, is less than the

actual foreign exchange receipts farm the 
new sales, since the price reduces

the earnings of existing production.



In such a ca c, it is a good idea to discoura-c pro uct ion by
crediting the projec ;w!ith rather leas than the rulin pricc for the com-

modit. This lo;: er price, which is the increase in foreign exchange
earnings per unit of extra exports, is called the marginal export revenue.
It is analo-ous to the marginal import cost discussed in the previous
section. The general rule for determining the accounting price of a
commodity that is being exported is that the accounting price is equal
to the marginal export revenue.

The Valuation of Non-Traded Goods

9. The most important non-traded goods and services (apart from
unskilled labor which is considered separately below) are power, internal
transport and construction. Occasionally, power may be imported across
a border, but this is rather exceptional. Land is another obviously non-
tradable resource, but it is seldom important so far as industrial projects
go. To such obvious "non-tradables" may bc added a good such as cement,
where the difference between the import cost and the export price is large,
owing to heavy transport costs, so that it may very well make sense neither
to import nor export it. Skilled labor may also be sometimes treated as
a nan-tradable resource. On the other hand, some highly skilled labor may
actually be imported. In general, the proper treatment of this "input" is
difficult to decide - but, fortunately, it is not often a large element of
costs.

, Having decided to value traded goods at their world prices, it
becomes necessary to value non-traded resources also in terms of the con-
tribution they make to earning or saving foreign exchange. Only thus can
we ensure that we are valuing everything in terms of a common yardstick.
One way of allowing for this is to use a special accounting price for
foreign exchange. But another way is to revalue domestic resources. This
latter is the method suggested by Little and Mirlees.

The method of valuing non-traded goods and services is to break
them down into their inputs. These inputs will in turn fall under one of
the three categories mentioned: (a) traded, (b) non-traded and (c) un-
skilled labor. Items falling under category (b) can be broken down again
into the three same categories, until one is left only with traded goods
and unskilled labor (or land, whose importance can be ignored). In this
way, following the chain of production around, one must eventually end
at commoditics that are exported (or exportable) or substituted for
imports (or importable). In short, input/output methods are resorted to
for non-traded goods.l1 The general long-run principle advocated in the
manual is that the accounting price should equal the social cost of pro-
viding a little more of a non-traded good (the marginal social cost - MSC).

1/ It is also discussed later other short cuts, in particular a "standard
conversion factor" (SCF) to be applied to all internal prices which were
not treated in a more sophisticated manner. This SCF is the inverse of
a foreign exchange premium.



If th is cost vario; with output, te level of d( 1: l;J 111 n.1 Lo be

predicted. For in;lkance, if power capacity is i1,;uL Ci ent to m ] the

derand and cannot be quickly expanded, there is case for pos:;tporn rn

projects which are heavy users; of electricity. Thi2 can be doll by

using a highor accounting price than the INSC for a few year; until

such time as output can be expanded to satisfy the demand. Similarly,
excess capacity may arise - in which case, an accounting price below
the long-run NSC will be appropriate for a few years. In the case of a

public utility, and since the growth of demand depends not merely on
accounting prices but also on the actual. prices charged to different
users, the government should ensure that actual prices charged are

brought into line with accounting prices.

Ambigus Cases

10. Sometimes project selection should take account of the ways in

which the government influences demand, and this may force us to rcard
a comrodity that is being imported (or exported) as a non-traded good for

the purpose of estimating its accounting price. A straightforward and

obvious case is when the country is receiving foreign aid in the form of

a fixed amount of some commodity - say wheat - but the government has no

intention of importing any more of the commodity than is provided by way

of aid. In such a case, any increased use of the corurodity in question

must be provided by domestic production; and, if there is no possibility

of export, increased production must be absorbed by domestic users; in no

case, will the quantity of imports or exports be affected and the world

price of the commodity is therefore of little help in estimating the
accounting price.

A slightly less obvious case of the same situation is when the

government imposes a fixed quota on imports of the comnodity. The quota

might be so ungenerous that many potential users would be willing to use

the commodity even if its accounting price was substantially higher than

the price of imports. If the quota will really not be influenced by de-

cisions on projects that produce or use the commodity, it may be necessary

to use a price above - or pos3ibly below - the foreign exchange cost of

importing; after all, one has to make sure that the demand is not in

excess of the supply. In such a case as this, the government is obviously

unwise to operate a fixed quota. It is absurd to produce a commodity
domestically at a foreign exchange cost greater than the cost of import-

ing the commodity. Project planners can point this out. Indeed, planning

for the long run as they are, they may be tempted to take production deci-

sions - or rather decisions not to produce - that will force the goverr.ment

to relax the import quota when the time comes.

Another case where a good which may normally be traded becomes

temporarily a non-traded good may arise when there is excess capacity.

Extra deand may then have no effect on imports of the good itself, and

its accounting price becomes the accounting cost of the current inputs

of the labour, fuel, and materials required to make it. Such excess

capacity cannot normally be anticipated except sometimes in 
the case of

equipment to be installed at the beginning of the life of a project.
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tr: o3 0 d rn.-tri goods5 is not al.ays ai Sharp an prac cc as

in tl'-(-i - Oe m vm to rcj;ard LCxtile pi cc-goods as traded goods,

bcc e t e quitLe an Simpor Lnt part of total production. But

the par icu in of textile goods that arc exported will usually be

rathc - di ffereC nt from the kinds that are produced for the domcstic market.

It is obvious in this case that the whole output can be regarded as traded

goods for the purpose of accounting price estimation, at any rate when

the different goods are of fairly similar quality. But there may be

awk:ard cases, where, say, small workshops produce goods of inferior

quality for the domestic market; one would not necessarily want to assume

in this case that he accounting price and market price were identical,

just because market prices and accounting prices are identical in the

case of the products of large modern firms.

How far one should go in worrying about the proper classification

of a cormnodity depends, as does the amount of work that should be devoted

to estimating the accounting price, on the importance of the commodity for

the project in question.

The Treatment of Labour

11. Few categories of labour can be regarded as imported or exported

"commodities". In order to estimate the social income generated by the

project, one must therefore estimate the accounting price of labour by re-

garding it as a non-traded good. But at once there is an obvious difficulty:

in many of the developing countries, the supply of labour to the industrial

sector seems to be considerably greater than the demand for labour by that

sector; and when one comes to think about it, there are reasons why this

has to be the situation in the early decades of economic development. So,

in this important case, the accounting price is not supposed to make the

demand and supply equal.

There are some categories of labour for which one should want

supply and demand to be equal. This is certainly true in the case of men

with special abilities, skills, training, or education - such as production

managers, and skilled labour generally. It is "unskilled" labour - that

is labour whose work requires only simple training that takes little

time, and at which most people can be expected to succeed - that has to

be treated specially. Not that it is particularly easy to estimate account-

ing prices for the various kinds of skilled labour and highly-educated

manpouer; but for these one needs only very rought estimates, since

skilled labour inputs are seldom so large a part of costs that variations

in their accounting prices would make much differcnce to project choices.

In contrast, unskilled labour may be an important input. Pre-

cisely because a developing country can seldom afford to commit all 
its

production to consumption, it is unlikely that all those who would like

jobs in industrial employment should actually be given them. So, as al-

ready remarked, the balance of supply and demand is of no help. But one

can still ask by how much production elsewhere would be reduced by the

employment of unskilled labour in the project under consideration. With
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1?. To take n extr. tno case (which it` prob it ly not true ainy m)
if there was aluys, every day, uneiploymet)L in ;ricuLure, one couIld
assuie that therc would be no reduction in production. This mons th: ,
from the point of view of society, it is a free rcsOurce (like the air)
in that the alteriiaLive product sacrificed by using "raw" labour from its
alternative use - in agriculture - would not reduce output there. I n the
more usual case when, at least for part of the year, labour is a bit
scarce in agriculture, one should be more subtle in making an estimate.
What one wants to know is the reduction in output, valued at account inc
prices, that is foregone as a result of reducing the nunbers workig~ in
agriculture. In principle, the probable reduction in output should be
averaged over a representative collection of different crops, using the
appropriate accounting price for each.

This number, the value in terms of accounting prices of the
average reduction in agricultural output per man withdrawn from the sector,
is called in the manual the accounting marginal productivity of labour
(AMPL).

However, there are many developing countries where the AIPL is
not the largest part of the social cost of labour. Society incurs into
additional costs which can be regarded as the social cost of transferring
labour from an agricultural to an urban environment. The main effect of
this is that labour in industry commits the economy to extra consumption.
Very often, unskilled industrial labour is paid a wage that allows the
worker (and his household) to consume goods whose social value (goods
and services consumed valued at "border" prices) is consideraUly greater
than the social value of the reduction of output in agriculture result-
ing from his move to inlustry. If absolute priority were given to
generating production that was not committed to being consumed, then the
whole of the consumption of wage earners would be a cost, to be set against
the benefits provided by the project. But it is impossible to justify
subtracting the whole of the wage bill from the net value of production
of the project. People are consuming commodities and services which they
could not otherwise have consumed: they are presumably better off, and
this is a benefit for which the project can take credit. As against this,
more people could be provided with consumption later if it were possible
to use the wage bill for investment in extra projects. The question is
whether it would be better to postpone consumption in this way. The answer
depends of course upon how fast the economy will be growing, and what could
be done if it were possible to undertake more investment projects. The
manual devotes a whole chapter (XIII) to the stimation of the shadow wage
rate. This rate, multiplied by the number of unskilled people employed



d: pJ t, ld i I,e ttil social coi nivolved in commiL tin,;
tI Icon -: to p l ) in, conupl ion as a res.ult of increased eploynct.

13. To determiine the shadow ua;e rate, the manual secks to consider
vhat con be achieved by 7urther investrent; what is the probable fuLure
groAlh of the econOy'; Vwhat is the marginal productivity of labour in
agri culture, Pnn also the exLont to which agricultural incomes and wages
arc spent on conlsuip Lion.

The Accointin Ratq of Interest and Social Present Value

1,. The methods outlined above give guidelines to attach a social.
value to the inputs and outputs for each year of the project's life. The
sum. of these values constitutes, in Little-Mirrlees' terminology, the "social
profit" for etch year. To obtain the "present social value" the annual
social profits must be discounted back to present at a certain rate. If
all investment wero under public control one would adopt the rate of
interest such that there is just sufficient number of projects - with
positive present social value - to add up to the total - ount of investment
which available saving (domestic and foreign) permit.ir When only part
of investment is under public control, the effort should be made to see
that the interest rate used for discounting is about the same as that rate
which would give a zero present social value to the socially least
desirable investments made in the private sector. In other words, planners
should try to see that the marginal social yield is about the same in both
sectors. Since some may feel that there is a presumption that the public
sector (and others, the private sector) is more likely to produce results
which are of high social advantage, full allowance should be made for
benefits felt to be peculiar to either sector (such as the fact that
profits are more fully saved in the public sector, or that excessive
erployinent and lavish expenditure on prestige items is less common in the
private sector). There is no case, afte all such allowances are made, for
adopting different rates of discount.2

15. Finding the right rate of discount is not easy. A lot of guess-
work is involved. One should realize however that since - by valuing inputs
and outputs at "border prices" - the social profit is expressed in equiva-
lent anounts of free foreign exchange, the interest rate should certainly
not be less than what can be earned by portfolio investment abroad (5-60
in real terms). This is a lower limit that may be surpassed by too many
projects, more than available savings would permit to carry out. Little
and Miirrlees expect that most developing countries could achieve 10%.
They consider even 15, not beyond reasonable hope in some countries.

1/ Not all investment has however sufficiently quantifiable benefits
for a.plausible estimate of present social value to be possible. The
total- value of such non-quantifiable investments - which it is decided
to carry out - must be subtracted from the available savings before
trying to strike the balance suggested in the text.

2/ The authors do not advocate making any allowance for risk on most pro-
jects from society's viewpoint. In general, when there is uncertainty,
the proper estiwate to make of the value of e;r'i input or output item
it, the Cx-ce.ed value.
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The Actual Estiiation of Commndity Accounbjng Price- - Traded Go~o,

16. At some point in the preparation of estimates, the anoun- of

the main inputs and outputs must be given in physical termus - so mny tons

of a particular kind of steel, so many machines of a certain specification,

and so on. Consider an imported commodity, such as a piece of machinery.

For a definite item like this, one can find out what has to be paid for

it at the port: this is the c.i.f. (cost, insurance, freight) price, the

one that is used for oustoms purposes and the like. The further cost of

getting the machinery off the ship at the port and to the site of the plant,

is the port-to-user margin. The service of getting commodities from port

to user is a non-traded good, consisting partly of transport costs, partly

of handling charges, partly of the services of traders, agents insurance,

etc. The method used in the manual is to devide the port-to-user margin

into two parts, one the transport cost, the other all the rest. 
The

actual cost of each of these two parts then has to 
be adjusted so that

transport and services are valued, as near as possible, at their accounting

prices. It is best to keep all these transport and trade or port-to-user

margins separate from the c.i.f. costs of the inputs, and add them up

separately. One can later value these subtotals by 
using the appropriate

accounting prices. (see paragraph 17 on the valuing of non-traded commodities)

A similar procedure applies in the case of an exported good.

The commodity - is valued at its fo.b. (free on board) price - the price

that is received for delivering it on board ship at the 
port._ The cost

of the transport and trade services involved in getting it from the plant

to the ship is converted to accounting price terms 
and entered into the

calculation as a cost. In none of these cases are taxes or subsidies

included.

A complication arises when the hore-produced commodity is of a

different kind or quality from those that are being imported. This is very

common. Home-grom varieties of raw cotton can be used for some purposes,

but certain kinds of cloth (perhaps export patterns) require 
a higher quality

raw cotton, which is imported. Heavy-duty electric motors may be imported,

while smaller ones are made in the country.

In such cases, it is wrong to look up the average c.i.f. price

of cotton or electric motors, and use that to value the domestic production.

Theore.tically, the correct price is then the export or f.o.b. price, if,

e.g., the light electric motors are in fact exported 
(or would be exported

if the country had an ideal commerical policy). If export is a very

unlikely possibility, then it should be valued as a non-traded good. But

1/ It may be important in such a case to estimate the narginal revenue from

expolting. insLearl. To do that, one has to estimate the effect of a .'urther

nrer n nJ.n po: on the pice received, and then deduct the net effect

,rf' ih - ni 7"~tc'j
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A slightly different case ariscs with final consiner goods, whichhu e s a bade uses, but where the quali ity is different, or where con-sumers' preference are such that the imported and home-produced varietiessell at different prices. A good examplc i- American wheat, uhich sellsat a discount compared to indigenous wheat in India and other counLries.

For industrial, goods, it is more often the home product whichsells at a discount. Thus a domestic car may be worth less than an im-ported one, althouyh both claim to be the same model. The accountingprice of the hone proctuct would have then to be adjusted at a levellower than the foreign exchange value of the imported model.

A point to consider very often is the fact that there may seemto be quite a wide range of import prices for a particular product. Thiscould be because of a difference of quality, but might also be for otherreasons, for instance, differences in the size of the consignment, orbecause the goods were not bought at the same time. It could also besimply irrational - someone has paid more then he need have done. The pr-ject evaluator should always try to estimate the lowest price at whichimports of a given quality are likely to be actually obtainable at therelevant times. This will not always be the same as the lowest priceat which a good has been recently imported: sometimes, for instance, foreignfirmus may make sales at abnormally low prices (perhaps because of excesscapacity), or because of some subsidy scheme of a foreign government whichcannot be relied upon to last. But, equally, it is easy to imagine circum-stances in which sone recent import prices are higher than can reasonablybe relied upon in the future. All this is inevitably a matter of wide know-ledge, and nice judgment, about which it is impossible to generalize.l/

The above paragraph applies also to exports - except, of coursethat it is the highest price which one can expect to obtain, which isrelevanit.

Non-Traded Goods

17. Tho basic rule for determining the accounting prices of non-tradedgoods is that domestic supply should equal domestic demand, after allowingfor the influence of the accounting prices themselves, and any restrictions

1/ Sorsetimes, an aid or a trade agreement may cause the lowest price atwhich an import could be obtained to becomie irrelevant. In the sirplestcase-of a loan which is tied to the project in question, the price ofimported capital goods is irrelevant. The cost becomes the cost of
servicing the loan. There are, however, more difficult intermediatecases about which we cannot generalize# Common-oenoo allied to thepittiao bhhtI It iti the iving or earning of freely usable foreignexchange which matters, should provide a guide in difficult cases.
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The case of construction is, in principle, one of the casiest.
We have only to estimate the accounting cost of the inputs required for

doing the construction - the labour, the raw materials, and the services
of the various bits of machincry. The shadow wa will be used foi abour.
Raw materials are usually traded goods, and if not, can be treated by e

or other of the rethods we are discussing. Machinery requires rather care-

ful treatment. A bulldozer may be used on a project for a number of years,
but will not be worn out at the end of that time, so we must evaluate the
services it provides in each year. The price of these services should be
just high enough to justify the initial expenditure on the bulldozer. O1c
can estimate the number of hours a bulldozer should work in a year, and how
many years it will last. The price per bulldozer-hour should be falling
from year to year at the same rate as the prices of bulldozers themselves
may be expected to fall. Then the price of a bulldozer-hour is set at
such a level that the PSV of the services of the bulldozer will just equal
its cost (import cost, most probably).

The authors emphasize that the above method is correct only if there
are no spare bulldozers that would otherise be idle. Since construction
work is normally a rapidly expanding activity, ore should hardly expect con-
struction machinery to have no other use. But, sometimes, an earlier mis-
take may have left the economy with a temporary glut of one particular kind

of machinery, which commands no second-hand market abroad. In that case,
using the machinery does not involve any cost to the economy.

Thus, if the major construction work associated with a project
can be costed in detail, then the labour used can be regarded as labour

used by the project, and so can the services of the machinery used, and

the raw materials. The cost in terms of accounting prices can then be

calculated using the methods indicated. If the construction is supplied

by the private sector one should also make allowance, for the consumption
out of profits by engineering contractors, labour agents, and so on.

But when construction costs are small, or estimates are not
available broken down into various parts, it will be useful to have avail-

able a construction conversion fact (CCF), which can be used to revalue

the actual money cost of construction work to its cost in accounting-price

terms. This can be done only roughly, but it would be a great convenience
for project planners if a typical construction programme were costed in
terms of accounting prices, and the result compared with its actual money
cost to the enterprise. The estimate could be done for an imaginary con-
uteretion projeat, in 6oMuitAtial with firms in the oonstruotion industry,
or the relevant government departments; o,r it could be based on the actual
construction work done for a number of public-sector projects, for which
detailed information is available.
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capitl should ideally, give the cost of ths services of the capital Cquip-
ment for a year. Put tax laus and accountants' conventions have a con-

sidorable effect on the figures for depreciation. This is not, therefore,
a ver'y satisfactory means of estimating the value of the equipment's services.

One miv nevertheles:; have Vo shut one's eyes to the unsatisfactory nature

of the figurcs, and calculate the normal annual cost of providing a million

rupees of construction work on the basis of data for current inputs, labour

costs, depreciation, and the value of fixed and working capital. The
accounting-price value of the million rupees of construction work would

then be obtained as follows:

(1) Raw material and miscellaneous inputs, converted to
accounting prices;

(2) Labour costs, measured at the shadow wage rate;

(3) Value of consumption out of profits, measured at

accounting prices;

(4) Annual depreciation, converted to accounting-price
terms by using the ratio between the accounting-price

cost of the machinery, etc., and its actual costs;

(5) Interest cost, evaluated by charging the accounting
rate of interest on the value of capital stock, both
fixed and working capital, converted to accounting-
price terms.

The sum of these items would give an estimate of the social cost

of the million rupees of construction.

Electricity generation and transmission is a more complicated

case than construction, becuase it costs more to supply electricity at
peak times then at others, and the older or less efficient methods of
producing electricity may be used only at peak hours. Also, when hydro-
electric and thermal power stations form part of a single grid, it may
be quite a complex matter to identify the cost of making electricity
available in a certain place at a certain time.

If the input of electricity is an extremely important item, as
in the case of the manufacture of some non-ferrous metals, then more expert
calculations, than can be dealt with here,should really be carried out.
But, in the case of a large number of projects, where electricity is
neither,extremely important nor negligible, the following rather crude
method should be adequate.

First, make some convenient diyision of the day, and the week,
into peak hours and off-peak hours. The normal practice of charging by
the electricity authority may give some guidance. Then it can be assumed
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Next, a typical poxer station cal he costed. To do this on. ello; t. Q: t i Lo

for how many year s of its life it will be provid i Io ff C-p d c' tri ty;

and one must estimate the raoe at which the peak anf off-penk pr'i cc of

clectricity will be falling over time. For sinplicity, it iC; n;uned i t ,

both fall at the same rate (this is not a very good assumption, but then

the meLhod is admittefdly ci'udo). Finally, today's price for peak-hour

electricity is determined by the requirement that this typical power station

should jyt break even, that is, have a zero PSV. From that everything else

follows .-

Since we are trying to estimate future accounting prices, cil-

culations of the kind described must, in principle, be made on the ba.;is

of the techniques expected to be in use at the relevant date. If current

techniques are not the best available, there will be time to change, and

we should perhaps base our estimates on the lowest-cost techniques for

1/ Assume C - cost of the plant at commissioning date, interest at the
accounting rate of interest being charged on earlier

expenditures.
h - number of peak hours operated per annum (this will not in

reality be constant: an average, weighted towards the present,
should be taken).

T - number of yee.rs the plant is expected to be in use at peak hrs.

t - number of years for which the plant will operate during off-

peak hours.
k a number of off-peak hours per annum that will be worked during

the period t (this, like h, may also vary with time - a similar

average can be taken).
g a annual rate at which accounting prices are expected to fall

r - ARI per annum
a - running cost at the time of comissioning.

p - accounting price per kwh of peak electricity at the time of

commissioning.
q = accounting price per kwh of off-peak electricity at the time

of commissioning.

Since, by assumption, q is equal to the running cost of a plant t years
old, it follows that: q - a(1 + g)

Up to time t, the social profit of the plant in the year ending at time n is

ph(1 + g)-n+ qk(l + g)-n- a(h + k) = ph(l + g)-n+ ak(l + g)t-n- a(h + k)

After t and up to T, the social profit is:

ph(l + g)-n - ah

Summing, discounting, and setting the result equal to C, we have:

C'= ph(l + g)-n(l + r)-n- ahT (1 + r) -n+ ak/ (l + g)t-n_ 1 (1 + r)-n
n=1 n=1 n=1

q is estimated from equation (1), and p from equation (2).
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1in tcr s; of socia;l cOL-'eeneft anJysis is jumt beguning, it is harcly

worth wlhile to do a ver/.' detailed analysis of alternAtive mithods of

p':odu; tieon :hen estimiiating -ccounting prices. Thc business projcct

evaluation can perfectiy isl1 be beguin using aCCOuLnting prices based on

the techniqucs currently used in these industrics. The accounting prices

can be revised later, if it is found that other methods of production are

better.

It is not true in all industries that production could have been

expanded without any chanc in the c6st per unit of production. It is not

tuc in railway transport, for instance. (Ideed it is not always strictly

true in the cascs already examined, and special trcatment is needed when

this convenient assumrption is too unrealistic.) Thus, what we really want

to know, when estimating the accounting price for railway transport on a

particular route, is what it would cost to provide the extra transportation

that will be required if the project we are interested 
in should be under-

taken. But transportation will often be too unimportant a part of costs

to justify a very careful analysis of this point. So, for many cases, a

conversion factor for transportation, as for construction, 
is a useful tool.

It might well be estimated by applying to the railways the 
same kind of

calculation as discussed in the cases of construction and electricity.

But sometimes there would be a difference. The kind of situation

in mind is one where a railway line is relatively under-utilized, 
so that

traffic on the line could be expanded quite easily, writhout the necessity

of laying new track, re-arranging signalling, expanding handling facilities,

and the like. In that case, the accounting price for railway transport

should be just the price that is necessary to cover the additional 
costs

of new inputs - new locomotives, workers, rolling stock, and so on. How-

ever, one has to be rather careful. when doing this kind of calculation,

as it is easy to miss out some quite important costs: for instance, an

expansion in traffic as a result of carrying raw materials 
to a new factory

may result in slowing down deliveries to other 
factories on the line.

SimilarJy, new traffic on a road may well greatly increase 
costs of main-

taining it to an adequate standard.

The Standard Conversion Factor - A Short Cut

18. When a particular input (or output) is likely to be rather un-

important in the overall evaluation of the project, 
or when it is difficult

to get hard information about the methods of production, 
one has to resort

to cruder methods. In such a case, one may be able to estimate the actual

prices are overstating or understating the social cost.

The actual prices paid cover the cost of imported inputs, including

import duties, the market cost of various other inputs, the cost of labour

at the ruling wage rates, profit, and tax payments. To get the account ng

price of the inputs, we would like to subtract 
import duties and other indirect

taxes, the excess of actual wages over shhdow wages, the excess of profits

over that required to cover the accounting rate of 
interest, and to add on

some allowance for the consumption out of profits by those involved in pro-

viding the services. This is hard work. It might be worth doing for a few

commodities, but certainly not for all.
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their world pr-iceus, and use this averige proportion to conve. rL the

prices of these goods and services into accounting priccai. Since: tho r .oa

may be so disparate, it may be worth taking some care to en:;ure thit the

average is a sensibl one. For extunple, if it is obvious that the production

of a cormiodity depends very much upon imported inlpu ts, one should reduce

actual prices to accounting prices by applying a factor that is baseod mainly

upon imported commodities. Bimilarly, if one is dealing with some raw material

derived from a crop quite similar to othe*r agricultural products thtt are

exported, the appropriate factor should be based on exported agricultural

commodities.

But quite often, it would be very troublesome to discover for some

fairly unimportant input what inputs bad gone into its production, or what

kinds of production it directly replaced: in that case a crude average of

the accounting-price/actual-price ratio for a representative 
selection of

tra4ed commodities would suffice. There is, therfore, some advantage in

having available a standard conversion factor (SCF), calculated 
as the

average of the ratiQs for a wide and representative collection 
of commo-

dities (which need not necessarily be restricted to traded commodities).

The calculation of such a factor is a very useful preliminary to project

evaluation. It can then be applied to all unimportant or doubtful cases.



CONFIDENTIAL

Mr. W.A. Wapenhans September 20, 1972

D.W.M. Haynes,

Appraisal Procedures

1. The draft Procedures for appraisal lay considerable stress on
decision making during and immediately after field appraisal. They
propose concurrent preparation of the Appraisal and President's Reports
although in Wy experience preparation of the President's Report has seldom
caused delay since it ia done during the period after negotiations when
the Borrowers negotiating team is obtaining official approval of their
actions. In general, however, the main implication of the proposals
seems to be a major shift of effort to the period prior to departure of
the appraisal mission.

2. If it is true that Borrowers measure our processing time from
arrival of the appraisal mission to loan/credit signing, this change will
be for the good. It may be, though, that they are more likely to measure
from despatch of the feasibility study, in which case they will notice little
change. Indeed, they may feel our performance has deteriorated: if all
major issues are settled within a few weeks of appraisal they may wonder
why any further time is needed for processing reports.

3. The objectives of the procedurs are praiseworthy. The only
purpose of this memorandum is to point out some operational imiplications
which we should take into accoubt in preparing our work program and
certainly before the first set of regional timetables are signed at the end
of October.

4. The premission briefing, recognized as necessary in the draft
Procedures, will be of fundamental inport nce, especially during the
coming months when old hands are learning7 new procedure and new men are learn-
ing new responsibilities. For the briefing to be meaningful:

(1) The preparation report must be good in all respects.
Many such reports on agricultural projects are sound enough
on the mechanics of projects butwak or silent on the
subjects on which most intensive briefing will be needed,
e.g. international water rights (Iraq); interest rates
for on-lending; (Ebro); land reform policy (draft of Abyan Delta);
management (Upper 4gypt Drainage ).

(2) The preparation report must be thoroughly reviewed so
that Program and Project Division Chiefs can decide
what briefing is necessary. It is true that closer
association with all stages of preparation will provide
greater familiarity with thefroblems. However, we have
not budgeted for this additional preparation for the
FY7h projiects and the Ebro has demonstrated how nasty
surprises can arise at the last minute
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Progen d iim aust accept that we xust pore e dela; of at least
two mnnt between receipt of the loaaibillty study and departure of
apprai sal missioens; that an;; delay in re ceipt of the study will auto-
matcaldely appra: sal; that availabilit of staff nust be measured

bf aabil trfor review rther han for armaal missions; and tha
somel4 exiting tafretables naust be revised.

5. Our lening program is full of exanples wahere difficulty has
isen or could arise. For exarple, the Program Divsion still insist

that appraisal of hbro should be scheduled for October oven though F DO/CP
hare not startod, nor schoduled, preparation of the livestock conponcnt
and mintain that the interest rate issue shoald be settled in the field
(presuindbl after ditamtri calig opposed bri:ens from Program and Projects
ivisions). ~he ''uphra tes I preparation mission, currently in the field,

is now scheduledl to fnualize its report at the end of January for appin: sal
in March, Phe fyorus Paphos pm ject is currently scheduied for appraisal
in 'November alohouh w:- have not yet rereivred the study. The Traq Ge~rer-
ment and the 'rog;ra: T snu believe h t a. ve mon delay in appointing
consul tants can be cd ubr reducin ph prpration time for Shotamo
from a year (needed to otftain a full wra~od a limatic and hydrologic clata)
to seven months.

6. ' think also that thre draft Proc edures may require changes in the
duration of field appraisals. I welcome the parti cipation of Progre:m
divisioni sterf in the final week (good ones will nake a major con tributio -
bad ones e l earn oeur se). ertheless, I do not see how
the preposal can be accoeodted in the ~3 nen-3 weeks" trend apparent
after recent emphasis on econotg on tra-rel aielted costs. Few Progrne
di vision staf f c an replace a member of a Project appraisal team and
presumably few can be sprdfor tong enough su to do. In Mr experieuce-
only the best anmost favorably situated pro jec ts can be xaidin
proper detail in less than three weeks: foraulation of problems and
solutIons wi1l take two to three daeys and proper briefing of the new
artival from the Program division at least a day or two. '"he future trend
therefore, wil be to four to five weeks in the field.

7. The role that hection, and indeed 2ivision Chi cisa will play in
resolving problems during fIeld appraisal and "p renego tiationa" does not
emerge rclearly from the draft Procedures. Ii sem to me that thly will
undertake £ requent, if brief, missiona particularly during the rnxt
12u mthe for which we are ni w preparing opentions programa. Since there
will be no formal deputies, marry administrati-re problema will arise in
the absence of the .7ection Qiief; who will sign outgoing mai and ca bles;
leavelrequests; travel authorizationa; ~epes accounts; timetables; trans-
lati on requisitiona; consultants Form 11.01 and the other administrativo
documnitation now sind by Jivision hiefs. One aspect of this problem
internal to the 1SE:EA Projects Departrret, is the allocation of Editors,
Admini strative and inesearch Assistants. Three Special Services posea
assigned to the agriculture Projects Di uisian in the first list, are
shown under you in the final announcaent. while I agree that the Zditor
should be shared with other regional Projects divisions, I consider that
seh o? the gric'itu!n Trc'eets sections needs an&A iitirativ4/Besearch



CONIENTIAL

Mr. W.A. apen ais 3 September 20, 1972

Assistant and all rplannira has been based on the assumption that one
would be assignd teach section.

Dllaynos tak



Ar. D.O. Ballantine Septmer 12, 1972

Pro~eet Lnolattion: Rcordig rogress

1. in the cour-:e of compilin the recent analyui? of tec'nfeil asist-
ance nditurs, I was Qtruen by the very useful Schle of Milations
to b" :et Uy th arrowr asexed to :r. inAy's Ouervision leport of

r 6 for t" Jordan Project. A copy of the "cheule, e'et should be
read together VtQ r, inavy's i'evi'd 11ementation ScheIue, is attached.

2. It ems to me that, slightly expande to include:

(a an o icaton -r the :eriodo .ithA which tO various items
CO ."o.:. tecnnical wiebltance ipaoin ents, etc.)

are tn !a completed, :3n

(b) a CoLOan hSO:in¶ the progress reached at the tie of the
su:erviLion report,

a achedule of this Tid uould serve two very useful purponse. In the first
olace, it would >rovide built-in rramworh for various types of groact
evaluation. In the second place, it would help Aenional ivisions to review
the progrcas of te software items L loan and credits. Subject to the

vi s of others. I would su t that w, shouni prepare ; pro forma on the
lines suggeated aoCve for use by the Divisions, f irst at nraal saaga
and then in the course of subsequant supervision Missions.

Attachuent

cc: Nesars. Calika, hultin, Erder, Burt, Stewart, van Dijk

rnunnill/mec
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JORDAN - First Education Project ANNEX 2

Revised Project Implementation Schedule (March 31, 1972)

First Year Second Year Third Year Fourth Year Fifth Year

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

,.Construction, Furniture and Ecuipment

i. Civil Works

Design and final drawings - - - - -

Preparation bid packages - -

Tendering and contract award
Construction and site development
Defects and liability
Professional services

ii. Furniture and Equipment

Preparation of master lists - - - -

Preparation bid packages
Tendering and contract award
Manufacturing and reception -
Delivery and installation

Defects and liability

12.Technical Assistance

Equipment specialist is
Education specialists
Fe1lowships



JORDAN

SCHEDULE OF 0BLIGATIONS TO BE MET BY THE BORROWER ANNEX 3
(Technical Assistance and Other Covenants in the Credit Agreement) Page 1 of 3

Ultimate Date Reference in

Due Item Credit Agreement

August 1972 . One fellowship in Educational Planning Number 3 of Annex B to
Schedule 2

February 1973 . Complete and communicate to IDA a com- Article IV - Section 4.O4
prehensive manpower survey

. Appointment counterparts to technical Number 3 of Annex B
assistance for two Educational Planners to Schedule 2

. Establish a National Vocational Council Article TV - Section 4.05
with a Vocational Education and Training
Department as its executive arm

. Establish an Advisory Council for the Article TV - Section h.06
Polytechnic and Trade Training Center

. Establish a Coordinating Committee for Article IV - Section

Agricultural Education 4.07 (a)

. Establish a Teacher Training Committee Article IV - Section

within the Jordan Board of Education 4.07 (b)

. Establish an Educational Planning Commit- Article IV - Section 4.0F
tee within its Ministry of Education

. Appointment of two Educational Planners Number 3 of Annex B to
Schedule 2

. One specia'_st i; n technical subjects for Nuirber 5 of Annex B to

the PolyCec i (U.K.) Schedule 2

. One specialst in trade courses for Trade Number 6 of Annex B to
Training Center (UNDP/ILO) Schedule 2



ANNEX 3
Page 2 of 3

Ultimate Iate Reference in
Due Item Credit Agreement

August 1973 . Three fellowships for Industrial Arts Number 1 (a) of Annex B
(comprehensive schools) to Schedule 2

. Two fellowships for Home Economics Number 1 (b) of Annex B
(comprehensive schools) to Schedule 2

. One fellowship for teacher training Number 2 of Annex B
(Teacher Training Institute) to Schedule 2

. Ten fellowships in technical subjects for Number 5 of Annex B
the Polytechnic (U.K.) to Schedule 2

. Five fellowships in trade courses for Number 6 of Annex B
Trade Training Center (UNDP/ILO) to Schedule 2

February 1974 . Seven specialists in technical subject Number 5 of Annex B
for the Polytechnic (U.K.) to Schedule 2

. Six specialists in trade courses for Number 6 of Annex B
Trade Training Center (UNDP/ILO) to Schedule 2

August 1974 . Appointment of directors and assistant Article TV - Section
directors for the following institutions 4.02 (a) para. (iii)

1. The two comprehensive secondary schools.
2. The Teacher Training Institute
3. The Polytechnic
4. The Trade Training Center

. Two fellowships for Industrial Arts Number 1 (a) of Annex B
(corLrehensive schools) to Schedule 2

. One fellowship for Home Economics Number 1 (b) of Annex B
(comprehensive schools) to Schedule 2

. One fellowship for Teacher Training Number 2 of Annex B
(Teacher Training Institute) to Schedule 2



ANNEX 3
Page 3 of 3

Ultimate Reference in
Due Item Credit Agreement

August 1974 . Seven fellowships for technical subjects Number 5 of Annex B
for the Polytechnic (U.K.) to Schedule 2

Five fellowships for trade courses for Number 6 of Annex B
the Trade Training Center (UNDP/ILO) to Schedule 2

December 1974 . Two Industrial Arts specialists for the Number 1 (a) of Annex B
comprehensive schools to Schedule 2

February 1975 Establish a "tracer" system to collect and Article IV - Section L.03
record all relevant information, in respect
of the project institutions, etc.

Annual . Conduct an annual review of the plans and Article IV - Section 4.09
program for expansion of enrollment in the
Borrowers' schools and communicate the
results of such review to the Association.

P. S.
a) Fellowships dates refer to the start of training abroad.
b) Other dates indicate the latest dates for provision of the different items.
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August 25, 1972

Professor A. C. Harberger
Depeartme-nt of Zconomics
Dniversity of Chicago
1126 East 59th Street
Chicago, Illinois 60637

Dear Professor H1arberger:

You may be interested in reading the enclosed, I would be interested

in, and grateful for, any comments you might wish to make.

The gist of my argument is that the "correct" shadow price to employ
in cost-benefit analysis is typically a weighted sum of MV and MSC. I call
this the "cateris paribus" shadow price - perhaps redundantly, since Daniel
Schydlowski has pointed out that it is identical to what he calls the "second
best" or "general disequilibrium" shadow price. 1y position seem4 somelwhat
at variance with yours, as set out in your Survey of Literature on Cost-
Benefit Analysis for Industrial Project Evaluation, wherg, on pp. 241-243
you advocate the zaluation of project inputs and outputs at their market
prices (assumed to equal their MSV's) as a general rule, though you do admit
particular exceptions, one being the case of an input in perfectly elastic
supply and subject to an excise tax. In connection with that example you
note that although additional output could be sold at slightly below the market
price, it will not be so sold because this would entail a loss to producers;
and that expansion of output is strictly contingent on the emergence of
additional demand at the market price. I make a similar argument in the
case of an input produced by a monopolist (pp. 6-7 of the enclosed); and,
indeed, believe it to be a generally valid argument for not vaing project
inputs at their MSV if they in fact some from increased production with
MSC/ MSV. I appreciate that there may be pragmatic arguments for sticking
to market prices as a general rule: Your avoidance of double-counting argument
is one; another is Schydlowskils contention that the adjustments occasioned
by the implementation of projects are frequently concentrated on the demand
margin, rather than on the supply margin, so that more often than not (in my
terminology) P-IP 2 . But my conclusion (as stated on p. 7 of the paper) is
that, conceptually, it is inconsistent to evaluate a good in accordance with
its MSV in the presence of some existing constraint, when that MSV can be
obtained only if the constraint is relaxed.

With kind regards.

Yours sincerely,

Ross M. Parish
Agriculture & Rural Development DLivision
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Mr. M.D. ifrench-Mullen August 22, 1972

M. Alta' Husain

Saleguardinlg Aainst Project Over-runs

As requested, my comments on the above subject are as follows:

1. To saested remedies to avoid cost over-runs would be effectine

if tose could o applied. Some of them, however, are very difficult to

unplement as explained below.

2Para 2. - It is suggested that expectation of continued work in

a region old ernable contractors to lower their bids. In practice, it

is di icult because neither the Bank can comait in adv.nce on possible

oher projects, nor can the projects be so coincided as would ensure con-

inued work. Such dcetailing would be p rti colarl dificult in large

projects waere lB would be in;lved.

3, ~ Para 3.lu - Price fluctuations are very difficult to forecast

preci.sely. Consultants are bound to err lho ugh with etfort and honesty,
tne 2.arg n i err is red cible.

SPar 3.1 - Conallanbs at times are appointed long before Bank

gets in se pict r e. Also, pessimistic consultants do not find much
business. It is eployer'o sexpectation and consultant's efort to use most

optimistic assumptions to akae the . oject attractive.

5. Para 3.3 (c) and Annex - Black listing on point basis is a matter

of academic luxury. Its determination in practice vould be extremely

di' icult. Moreo er, blck listing o sAggested period oL one year a'ter

discovering ?5A under estimation in I di Jerent projects is not much otT a

penalty.,

.We suggest that appraisal teams sould be asked to critically

review the estimates o consultants in order to reduce the margin of error.

f project appraisal teams cannot do this effectively, tIe objective o.;

appraisal would be greatly lost.

MA~lussaini:cfa

cc: Mr. Wfapenhans



Mr. Martin Karcher August 16, 1572

S3. Anad

Coents or some Papers by Lal.

L. a con sultant to the Economics Department, Mr. Deepak Lal
a recently produced a spate of survey papers dealing with important

aspec ts and problems of project evaluation. These range from the

treatment of trade distortions in project analysis to the inclusion in

the shadow wage rate of the marginal disutility of work. The individual

papers are:

(i) "Adjustments for Trade Distortions in Project Analysis",
March 172, Economic Staff 4a-rkin, Paper L'o. 126

(ii) "Alternative Project Selection Procedures for Developing
Couttries: A Critical Survey Without Tears", July 1972

(iii) 'Einploymrent, Income Distribution and a Poverty Redressal
irdex", March 1572, Economic Staff Working Paper Lo. 12,

(iv) "n Estimating Income Distribution deights for Project

Analysis", March 1572, Econic Staff orking Paper 1o. 130

(v) "Disutility of Effort, Migration and the Shadow Wage Rate",
August 1572.

pageas Wi ani i

2. Paper (i) reviews alternative procedures suggested in the recent
literature on project evaluation which take trade distortions into account.
Given the existence of non-optimal trade controls (in the form of tariffs
or quota restrictions) in many LDCs, their domestic market prices get
distorted out of line with international comparative advantage, and a system
of multi exchange rates (rates which convert domestic money prices into
foreign money prices) results. Consequently, different methods of 'shadow'
pricing have been suggested to reflect the true social values the inputs
and outputs of investment projects. Although several methods- have been
advocated, they can all be reduced essentially to variants of two basic
procedures: the Little-Mirrlees (henceforth LM ) method, and the UIDO
ty.pe snadow exchange rate (henceforth SER) met os.,

3. The L4 method takes foreign exchange as its numeraire, and values
tradeable inputs and outputs at their border prices (cif price for importables,
fob for exportables). lon-tradeables are valued at the marginal social
(foreign exchange) cost of their production, determined by breaking down

Fhese are due to 1Iarberger, Schydlowsky, U]'IDO, Druro-Erueger, Bacha-
Taylor, Balassa, ard Little-Mirrlees. The references ay be found in
the bibliography to Lal's paper (i).
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THE SHLADOW WAGE RATE

1. One wants a set of prices which, when multiplied by the corresponding

inputs and outputs of a project, discounted and sumned, will enable one to accept

or reject the project according as to whether this sum is positive or negative.

Assuming that one is Judging the nroject from the standpoint of society, rather

than that of a private entrepreneur, these prices must measure social benefits and

costs. One can use actual prices, but these may be very unsatisfactory. "Shadow"

or "accounting" prices are therefore used instead. What concerns us here is the

shadow price of labor, i.e., the shadow wage rate.

2. The divergence between the market wage in industry and the social cost

of labor is particularly serious in developing countries. Although there are

many factors which can contribute to this divergence we shall consider 
two:

(i) The wage rate in industry overstates the opportunity cost of labor

drnwn from the agricultural secror. This is a reflection of the

fact that (competitive) equilibrium does not prevail in the market

for labor. This may be the case because trade unions have been

able to raise wages above the market-clearing level (which level

would reflect labor's relative abundance or scarcity). Thus, the

true cost of labor may be consideraIr lower than is indicated by

the market wage rate. Such a situation will lead to the rejection

by private entrepreneurs of labor-intensive orojects which may

however be desirable fron a social point of view.

(ii) It is commonly believed that the rate of savings in such economies

1/
is less than socially optimal. This means that at the margin

if Since socit a continuing entity, the planner should take into account the

well-beine of unb-rn generations. The present generation's concern for future

generations is not adequately reflected by the level of narket savings, because

savings is in the naturie oF' a "collective good". Individualistic action by

members of the present generation (' he "isolation paradox") leads to the sub-

optimality of the market-deter-ined level of savings.
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investment has a higher social value than consumption. The

distortion implies that employing another man in industry can have

a cost over and above the agricultural output lost in transferring

him from agriculture. This extra cost will arise only if tere is

an increase in his consumption. It will be that part of the increase

in his consumption which is riot as valuable as investment.

3. A few symbols will help to clarify the argument. Supnose the industrial

worker is paid $c, all of which he consumes. Suppose that, had he been le Pt in

agriculture, he would have produced and consumed his marginal product 8m. Let

there be a public project in the industrial sector which employs L laborers and

adds value of' $7. The extra consumption caused by the project is therefore
2/

L(c-m). Following Little and Mirrlees, we will use government savinrs as the

nmri y o extra government IS worh "s $ (argrt

of extra consumption. As indicated in paragraph 1 we are seeking an expression for

the net social benefit of this project. We restrict attention to net social benefit,

or social profit, in any one year.

The social profit due to the project consists of its savings, plus the

value in terms of savings (the numeraire) of the extra consumption caused. Thus,

Social profit Savings + Savings equivalent
of consumotion

= (V-Lc) + L(c-n)
s

= V - L -l(c-m)

1/ The underlying aszumption here is that government tax nolicy is unable to
raise the rate of savings. Any chanres have to come about through project
selection itself. Given a fixed wage all of which is consumed, a link is
established between employment in industrv and total consumtion. B choosing
a higher or lower level of la'lor-intensity in project design, one can thus
vary the pronortion of saving out of income.

2/ I.M.D. Little and J.A. Mirrlees, Manual of Industrial nro.ject Analysis in
Developirn: Countries, OECD (1969) The TiomuT ior for the shadow wave rate
that we consider here is due to them.
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We wanted an accounting price w* for labor, such that if the input labor was.

valued at this price then the simple expression V-w*L would correctly measure

social profit. From the above equation it is obvious that the shadow wage w*

is given by the formula

w*= c - 1 (c-m)
S

Rearranging, w* = m + (c-m) (1-l)
s

This now corresponds to the argument at the end of paracraph 2(ui). The second

term is that extra cost, since (1-1) is clearly the premium (i.e., the'extra
S

weight) attaching to investment vis-a-vis consumption.

5. The limitinF values of w* are m when s = 1 (investment and consumotion

are equally valuable), and c when s is infinite (workers' consumption is

completelv valueless to societv). in words, iLre litnc values of the snadow

wage rate are, at the lower end, the alternative marginal product of labor, and,

at the upper end, the actual wage itself. In general, the shadow wage always

lies somewhere in between. It should be noted that even if there is surolus labor

in agriculture and its marginal product m is zero, the shadow wage ill still be

positive (except when s = 1).

6. In terms of paragraph 1, we should choose all projects which make a

positive contribution to social profit, and reject all those that do not. So in

the optimum situation, Lhe marginal project should make a zero contribution to

social profit. This is equivalent to saying that at the optimum

0 = V 0 - w* L0

where V 0 and L are respectively the value added and labor employed by the marginal

project. Therefore, at the optimum, w= Vo, which is equal to t're marginal

Lo



product of labor in industry if the project is 'small'. Indeed, this is frequently

taken to be the starting- 2 int for the definition of the shadow price of labor.

The shadow wage rate can be defined as that Drice of labor which if equated to the
1/

marginal product of labor will give an optimal allocation of labor. A low value

for the shadow wage therefore implies that the optimal situation corresponds to a

high level of employment.

7. The concepts of shadow wage adopted above need to be distinguished from

the one used in the programming sense. Our allocation problem in a programming

exercise would be to maximize the social objective function subject to the various

available resources, including labor. Programmers define the shadow price of a

resource by its 'dual'. In a programming problem, the dual variable associated

with a resource represents the marginal return (in terms of the objective function)

to an extra unit uF tat resource. Ti ffene between this definition and ourst t

can be best illustrated by focussing upon the case of surplus labor. Since labor

is not a binding constraint in this case, the marginal return to having an extra

unit of labor is zero. So in the programminF sense the 'shadow price' of labor in

a surplus labor economy is always zero. However, as pointed out earlier, our

shadow wage w* is generally positive even when there is surplus labor.

1/ With this definition as the starting point one can establish the formula for

the shadow wave as follows: Suppose employment is otimal. Then, the marginal

social benefit from emloying an extra man in industry must equal the marginal

social cost. The benefit from employing an extra ran in industry is his

marginal product (=N* since e-loyment is ontimal) minus the output m lost in

agriculture. The cost of emloling an extra man is the loss of savinns equal

to (c-m), minus the savings equivalent of the increase in total consumption

which equals l(c-m). These two expressions must be equal. Therefore,

S
- m = (c-m) - 1(c-m)

ie. w = c - (c-m), which is the same as before.
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5.

8. The value of s to be used in calculating the shadow wage rate w*

should, in principle, be determined from a model of optimal economic growth.

Such a model explicitly considers the trade off between oresent and future

consumption. In practice, Little and Mirrlees suggest a simplified approximate

1/
procedure to obtain the value of s. Roughly speaking, they take s to be the

present value of the discounted stream of income that a dollar invested will

generate. Realistic values of s with which this method comes up typically

lie between 2 and L. Given surplus labor, i.e., m = C, this implies a shadow
2/

wage from S5 to 75% of the actual wage, c.

9. The above valuation of the social cost of labor corrected the market

wage for two effects, viz. the protected urban labor market and the consumption-

savings distortion. We will now briefly indicate some other considerations that

might affcct th~c ocial cost cf labor.

1C. By valuing investment differently than consumption, the above formula-

tion allows for improving the distribution of income and employment as between

the current and future generations. However, it takes no explicit account of

the
the intra-generational distribution of income. It is/inoptimality of this latter

which is sometimes called the 'employment problem' in less aeveloped countries.

We can extend our shadow wage rate to cover the desirable intra-generational

1/ One could even just ask planners how much they valued a d.ollar of investment

(more generally, free government income) in terms of dollars of increased

consumption. The fact that the tax constraint is binding (in the sense that

the government would increase taxation had it the power to do so) is evidence

that government income is valued more highly at the margin than consumption.

2/ Note that these values for the shadow wage are consistent with those suggested

on page 8 of IBRD Onerational Policy Memorandum No. 2.21, dated March 31,

1971.
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distribution consequences of employing poorer rural persons at higher wages in

the organized sector. We should take off from w* a term which indicates the

favorable effect of transferring a man from a lower income class to a higher

income class. The size of this term, and thus the extent to which industrial

employment should optimally be increased in the current period, will depend on

the weights we attach to the income accruing to different income groups. To be

consistent, we should attach the same weights (captured in the choice of s) for

the trade off between income accruing to different generations. Once again,

the assumption implicit in trying to improve the intra-generational distribution

of income by the use of employment policy is that the government cannot adjust

it through traditional fiscal means. This assumption seems realistic in the

context of many developing countries.

11. Apart from the output lost in ngripultuire, arothcr pcssibic cczt cf

transferring a man from agriculture to organized industry is that he will

probably have to work harder there. This will be especially true if he was

previously underemployed in agriculture. If his extra sweat is to count as a

genuine social cost, then we should add on to w* the'savings equivalent of the

disutility involved in the extra work. But society might decide not to attach

any value to the extra effort entailed in industrial employment. One might

reasonably argue that sincs the level of living is so low, quicker economic

growth ought to be society's prime concern. This amounts to imposing particular

values, not necessarily shared by individuals, in what are considered to be the

longer-term interests of the society. Another line of defense in ignoring the

value of leisure from societyls viewpoint is that individuals themselves may

not value it. For peasants who are close to subsistence levels of income,

having substantial leisure might be of little enjoyment unless it is accompanied

by more income. That is to say, income-and leisure are highly complementary
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in the range of peasant-worker incomes. Therefore, the leisure foregone in

transferring an underemployed man to organized industry where he is fully

employed, can be taken as having negligible social cost.

12. We could further elaborate the shadow wage rate to take account of

other social costs or benefits of increasing employment in organized industry.

(i) If the efficiency of labor is positively related to the wage, through

its effect on improved nutrition and health, then this benefit can be

reflected in the shadow wage rate by subtracting an appropriate term.

The term will depend upon the elasticity of labor efficiency with

respect to the wage rate.

(ii) The opportunity cost of labor is not just the output n permanently

sacrificed in agriculture; it should also include the one-time

~~~aV tao IU I±e'Lucatiun1 Qosts.

(iii) If the creation of one job in industry results in the migration of

1/
more than one person from agriculture, the additional output foregone

should be added as a cost.

1/ This point has been raised in a recent probabilistic model of rural-urban

labor migration. According to the model, migration takes place whenever the

expected urban wage is higher than rural earnings. The expected urban wage

is the going urban wage multiplied by the probability of obtaining an urban

job. This probability is assumed to be positively related to the rate of
emplogent in the urban sector. With a given wage differential between the

protected industrial labor market and earnings in agriculture, migration

will continue until riping unemployment reduces the probability of getting

an urban job - just to that level which equates expected wages in the two

sectors. This is the equilibrium probability, which corresponds to an

associated equilibrium employment rate. Now, the creation of one urban job

must result in the migration of more than one person from the rural sector

in order to maintain the employment ratio at its equilibrium level.
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(iv) The transfer of people from agriculture to industry, and the result-

ing changes in demand for wage goods versus industrial goods, will

alter the terms of trade between agriculture and industry. This will

affect the values of c and m. The direction of the effect is

ambiguous, though. It depends on the strengths of the income and

price elasticities of demand.

In principle, all these effects can be incorporated into our formula for the

shadow wage rate. Which of them should actually be incorporated will depend on

the particular situation that exists, and our judgement of the importance of

each of the various effects in relation to it.
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M. Altaf Hussain

Guide to Economic Evaluation of Irrigation Projects - OECD Working
Document CT3324, Paris July , 1972

1. You requested that I "review and prepare detailed corments
on the attached Guide" shown as subject. Iy coments follow:

2. The Guide is intended to serve as a uniform methodological
frame work for contiuous evaluation of Irrigation projects. It
would be tested by a small interdisciplinary team of specialists in
irrigation areas to achieve the twin purpose of determining its
practicability and training the local experts in the selection of pro-
jects and in improving their profitability.

The objectives of this guide are laudable.

3. Introduction to the guide states that a) the irrigated area
in the Mediterranean-countries is large (10 M ha), b) there are socio-
political temptations to start new irrigation projects with little
regard to their economic merit, c) the relatively easier and less
expensive irrigation projects have already been built, and d) the
fluctuation in prices of agricultural products and construction costs
have reduced their profitability. It concludes that Mediterranean
Countries have, therefore, reason to make economic evaluation of their
irrigation projects.

The reasons given for Justifying the Guide for Mediterranean
Countries are not peculiar to those or any other group of countries.
They are almost universally applicable although in varying degrees and
direction. It would, therefore, be appropriate to promote an extended
coverage of such a Guide.

4. It has been stated that the methods used for evaluation differ
in different CTECD countries which "do not enable a comparison to be made
of the profitability of similaur investments in different countries."

It ould be useftl to apply uniform methods of project
evaluation for determining merits of projects within a country but one
is not sure if uniform evaluation techniques d influence investment
decisions in different countries even if such countries be a part of
an economic comunity such as OCD. This is io because alternative investment
opportunities in any two countries are seldom identical.

5.The uide is divided into the following five sectionst

I - The Necessary Basic Data for Economic Evaluation (paras 1-90)

II - Determination of Profitability at Farm Level (paras 91-1k0)

III - Determination of the Profitability of Irrigation from the
standpoint of the National Economy (paras 141-211)



IV - Evaluation of Projects during and after their
xcUtin (paras 212-233)

V - Prinipls of Charging for ater (paras 234 to 282)

Fuch section e*xpam the mthods to be employed Zr the studyr
and applcation of' its resUts.

In gemral, the outline is logical, detailed and useful. At
plaes, bawever, the paucity of ;rofessional staff and e involved

In carrying out the racomane t ama appeas-r to have been lss than
flly appreciate. Alsoj, the expectation thzat investment dac4eine

would be gndad by purely ecoc i&ation arm overly m1lla.
Housver, certain mamaptions on various pamrmneters hmv been statistdal
defined u&Idh my influence the Iudgaerent of those iunaetaking the studies.
This Point has been exp'nai in dalings with each of the above listed
section of the Guide in the Po11 ing.

6. Sect~n T suggets mhat basic data wholmd be colleted flor
wommievaluation. It lista description of the area, ita location,

rauf and geO , olimte, pedology (soils), water requirements and
mvrev mnd a detailed description of present agricultal situation

in the moiect aea; its size, populatien, e*plment, adwation, farm
structure, land temre mehanhation, farm incmpe, sting and propoe
serdces3 !br supply of inputz mrkets and supporting agriod:.walsric.

This lst gnerally correspod to what m collect for Bank
appraisal work. Tavertheless, in matters of detail, there are aom serious
dif-ference beteen assumptions that are generally made in the Bank vork+
and those remmna in the Guide are expland bekos

a) In Bank appraisal work, any "riddle mtod U generally
acepWd fr ealculatn crop wter reqiremts. The
Guide definitely regards it exaggerative beeam accordn
to the uide, this and other "formlae give fairly high
figures 4hich led to nstage of water." It also recond

that-l a lower coefficent shoulOd lie used becamuse under-
irrigatio of crops does not result in proportionate

refdct~i In yield. This point ned to be earted out.
It may if it is not all true, cause distorted use of water.
If land is not scaroe, the thin spreaig of wate might
be 1ustifed. But if irrigable land is Iited, the use of

at lover ooefficent to realise cost savings in irrigation
strutures8 and system my prove unwise.

b) The NaIde states that A1t1l about 7Ith1 year the arma irrigated
dose not excee 70' or at the most Sor of the irrigable area.

It isbnk practice, and7 I pposeas ene ht this
is not alungs the case although thre may be instuame of a
poorer progress. In Bank appraisal, 100% of: irrigaible area
is estianted to be irrigated of coare at, distant year

dn the poject and the contfry.
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If the recomendation is accepted as such, the projects in
rtain countries including those in the Mediterranean, would yield a

lower rate of return than was so far accepted for making the Bank loans.

I think the Guide should make the point illustrative rather
definitive.

) Since the "effectively irrigated area will be only 70% of
the agricultural area" the Guide recommends that, it should
therefore, be provided with canals and pipes on this basis."
The Guide recognizes that this would impose an a priory
restriction on the future development of farms and prevent
them from one day irrigating 100% of their land.

The 70% figure is too low to be universally applicable one,
because if this is used in the analysis of irrigation projects, the
number of economically viable projects would be drastically reduced.
Secondly, if irrigation systemu is made to serve 70% of the area, it
would penalize such farmers as would be able to irrigate 100% of their
farmn. Further, in the 70% coefficent, it is impossible to locate
the 3 areas which would "never" be irrigated.

The determination of irrigable areas in relation to irrigated
should be the judgement of the evaluator. The Guide should only warn
that it may never 100%.

d) The Guide suggests that educational facilities in the project
area should be listed, and degree of literacy by age groups
and by sex and occupation recorded.

All details may be difficult to find because national censuses
are based on administrative boundaries and seldam coincide with irrigation
project boundaries. Some esti.ates, however, will be useful.

e) The guide rightly emphasises that care is necessary in project
evaluation by treating the "with" and "without" situation
diffrently from the "before" and "after" situation. This
is in use in the Bank work.

8. The need for ascertaining the general objectives of a project
has been rightly stressed. But suggested optiisation calculations would
require use of sldlls and comptors as well as time that is not within
reach of most underdeveloped countries. Some less stringent tests should
be accepted.

9. The treatment of price trends for agricultural products and
inpits can be expanded by adding a section as to how to estimate future
prices. Although the Guide points out difficulties of forecasting, it
does not explain how to forecast. This section can be improved by
injecting a part of the guidelines given in Bank OPT4 2-21 Part V.
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10. Paras 61-65 dealing with Investment Costs are not clear. This
subject can be treated nore clearly by incorporating information on
relevant subjects in para 64 from fank's 0P 2-21 Part IV (shadow pricing
of labor) and in paras 62 63 from TI 2.31 (Treatment of Taxes in Cost
Estimates) and in para 6lfrom 14 2.13 (Treatment of FE).

11. Under the heading "Expropriation" (para 64), it is mentioned
that the real value of dam, reservoir, canals, roads, etc. is automatically
included in the profitability calculations by virtue of the reduction in
irrigated area due to implementation of the project. Thus the agricultural
production from the larger area without the project is compared with the
data obtained from the smaller irrigated area.

To assume this is erroneous in mre cases than not. The dams
and supply canals usually lie outside the project area. The production
foregone in areas flooded by dam lake, occupied by dam structures
(including administrative residual buildings) and supply canals should
be separately accounted.

12. In para 81, it is recomended that to allow for bad weather and
technical hitches, a margin of 10 to 20% of total duration should be
allowed according to individual cases.

The limits of 10 to 20% might cause confusion. I think the
Guide should advise that provisions should be made Tor bad weather and
technical hitches that would stop work for certain periods during con-
struction without specifying the percentage which would greatly vary
with different situations.

13. The guide recomende (Para 81) that there should be a penalty
clause for delay in Construction.

I agree with the recomendation.

14. The Guide suggests that a uarterly plan be drawn up for
finanial comiydttmenta.* The Bank also Iollows it.

Cne can however question if this fine cutting has practical
value.

15. Para 85 - It is suggested that since committment charge is
lower than interest on the loan, that part of a loan which is held back
(about 10%) as guarantee for possible cLa4ima should be so treated;
only committment hags be levied.

This, in ni view, is not done by us in the Bank but it could
be useful particularly in marginal cases.

16. It is reoimended that on-farm works should be started before
project is built.

This would be useful, but absence of motivating organisations
would make it impractical. Efforts in that direction should certainly
be made.
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17. In the table in Para 103, conversion factor is given for measuring
the units of work per year. A working period of 2100 hrs is taken as one
unit of work per year irrespective of sex and age.

If the asumption is correctly printed, the table is ury
because it assumes equal output of work for persons: from 14 to 65 yrs.
of age irrespective of sex. It might be explained why it is so?

18. Para 105 - ross Value added is defined as "the difference
between gross produt aind eenditure on expenses (including depreciation
taxes and wages).

The words "ecpenditure on expenses" might read as "production
expenses" and the word "including" should read as "excluding."

19. The Guide recomends a period of 30 yrs for economic analysis
instead of our couon usage of 50 yrs in the Ioank.

"e consider 50 yrs is more appropriate because a) adaptation
periods are long in big irrigation projects and b) expansive infrastructural
investnents have longer life than even 50 yrs. or these reasons, even
discounted values of revenues would help the rate of return.

20. Special sroeys (Para 121) have been recomended for determining
the famil incone.

In theory, the suggested surveys woud be useful. In practice,
the accuracy of dat (esecially on on-ar consumption, and wark units
employed) would remin questionable despite the use of refined statistical
sample selection techniques.

21. Para 163 - Method of cost allocation to different component of a
nltipurpose project is inadequately dealt. The suggested procedure is

particularly inadequate to help split costs between Power and Irrigation
and between Irrigtion and Floods. It would be useful to cquaint the
readers with the comionly used, Separable Cost and Renining Benefits
method and/or Incriental Costs and Incremental Benefits. TreAtm ent of
floods and Irrgation has been confusin the analysists because the two
are insepar ble. Irrigation without flood protection is impractical.
It would be useful to expand on this section.

22.* The Guide (P'ar- 170) suggests that residual value arong other
higs, o ds should be accounted in the annlysis. If period of annlysis

is 30 r, th re idal value of dam costs would have Eubstantia mp1 r
on the rate of return. Thia would bo an added reason for considering a
longer h 30 " period for economic analysis.

23. Mr 76 - The lide states this as the tieto conlee varies
fo different poi s t st way to con re t project to take as

Min be Ar he Yi i h fira et work cne into service and not
w he ark bdto i thconrison in time to 30years
operations.
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It should be possible to reduce this list without sacrificing
its purpose. In any case, information on items such as ii, iv, and ix,
will be difficult to gather, doubtful in accuracy and of little if any,
practical application.

26. Section V of the Guide deals with the Principles of Charging
for ater. It discusses various pricing principle. such as socio-political
pricing, cost pricing, benefit pricing and marginal (for both comunity
and farmer) pricing. The merits and drawbacks of each system have been
narrated. It also brings out problems when faced, and solutions for some
of then through necessary adjustmenta needed in each case. The Guide
wisely refrains from proposing one method in preference to other.

The material in this section would fUy acquaint the reader
with the issues but the final position would have to be taken by the
analysist which ay vary not from one country to another but from one
project to another within one country.

MHussain sosh
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SEvans Fuchs, Knox, July 31, 1972
Sn >ove, himer

W . r on
Addenda to information requested1 by Mr. Mcaara on
Project Josts and Completion Tim~e for period July 1, 1968
tarouen harc~ 31, 1972

his is in reference to r. ..lsns enror an to o of April 18, 1972,
coverin reg orth on project costs a c, c o ti- r I !arch 31, 1972,
Ar. .:na ao -ea re:uese b i. ic -a a ple:n Ei& iu ri Aon:ith a on Trojecta cogletw :etween A;;i 1, 1)30, n. Jn 3, 19720 The

o : ea an. e o tevelo;e J ill o erc -to • •ake :r +ia to time
in ti e "tre to all serb ic comparisqns.

Following the same format as requested in the April memora i, we will
need for the curt arter of FY 72:

a) a table showing completionl time variances;

a table showing project cost variances (tables for 3 3/-,ear
erio 7/1/8 - 3/31/72 are attached in Annex I); and

c) a narrative on each project with overrun or underrun in
excess of 15. To ensure consistency in reporting, there
are attached sanrple lists of the reasons for variances
that were submiitted y all departments earlier this year
(Annex I).

In an effort to provide some information necessary for this suppemaent,
the Controller's office has compiled a list of the loans and the credit
fuly disbursed for the last quarter of Fisca YIear 1972, March 31, 1972,through June 30, 1972 (Annex II).

2rs. Haddad will be responsible for assembling this additional infor ntion.
Those of our staff assigned to this task shoul refer their questions to
irs. Haddad on Fat. 5 263. The information sould be sent to r. ipans
office by Wednesda., August 9.

Attach teats

J~bari~67ail/Phadhads~em
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Professror . Cochraine m' Or. ro July 31, 117')

'cTvor, . F. Yarnel j 17 rI

raft ocologcal P ar'

Thank you for sending your draft Julv renort to 'Mr. T. J. C. Pvans
for comment. mr. Evans has asked us to cend vou our comments nd we

also nre rateful to you for tie onrortni.t'i to read tM s very nter-
esting interim renort.

2. Wle beliove that sociologilsts have n imnortant role to play n
the Bink, particularl' in our project a nranl vork, andtha toeir
role wi11 hecome more important as we et into more d1verse and corli-
cated nroiects in the field of agriculture. 0 e, therefore, endorse
your suggestion on nage 7 to inrove mission techniques based on the
field ork experience of sociologists. As vou know, in the Agriculture
Projects TDepartment (AGP) we have already used sociologists on appraisal
missions, albeit nerhans, in the 1iht of your comments on nane R, not
always the right sociologzists for the job. In view o those comments
-e would agree with your quggestion on the same page that urgent COTISid-
eration be given to develonine a cadre of consultants from a wide number
of countries.

3. e lso see the imnortance, and nree with, your suegestion on
page 6 that, in dealing wftl proects containin a suibstant inI human
element, we should begin by assuming th at local action will be snecial
and unique rather than rational.

4. While agreeing with the main suggestions- in your apaer, we have
some comments to make on certain more minor ispects and we hone that
these comments will be of sonm heln to yon.

5. On ope 2 you refer to tN a 'n' "tio cnrdinal princinles:
that lendine he conducted in accordance with nrudent financial rrin-
cinles: and that loans he renai nromntIv. "Wli these ,re cert-ainlv
two of the an 's principles, they are 1v no means exclusive, nor are
they nossibly the most imnortant. The econoric iustification of the
project is also a cardinal princInte and before lendn we have to
demonstrate an adequate return to the economy, renli in' t' at the
measurement of an adequate retirn is subject to the economists' inex-
act and limi.ted standards of measurement. Another cardinT Principle
is the priority of the project - i.hether the proiect under consideration,
or some other project, should be uertalken nt tis time or whether the
project should be nostponed for a snecific time or indefinitely. Other
principles are also considered, inclur ing more ner more such things as
enloyment generation and income distribution. To some extent, there-
fore, the 'social development goals" are already considered in project
appraisal, but it would be true to say that we would not claim to be
well qualfied as judges of some of tlese coals, nor are ie atwavs en-
titled to determine such goal.s for tOe horrowing countre.



Prof essor C. Cochrane and
Dr. R. Ioronha 2 - July 31, 107?

On rage 4 you refer to the great need "to safeguard the Bank's
reputation In a growing number of impoverished village centers of the
world", and you ask vhat the Bank's renutation is among those by-passed
by development. We feel that we should realize that the Bank plays a
limited role in the world's economic development. Tt would not he good
for the Bank or for those working in the Ban" to encourage an over-
inflated idea of our importance or power. '4any people in village cen-
ters of the world have never heard of the Ranl and never will. Nor
perhaps need they. To put into perspective our work in agriculture
throughout the world, let us quote from age 58 of our recently Pub-
lished Agriculture Sector Working Paner: ..... the World Man-'s
contribution to overall agricultural investment in the developing
countries at present is probably of the order of one to two nercent."

7. Pages 5 and 6 refer to a Bank mission to Basutoland, Bechuanaland
and Swaziland in 190. The Bank's policies and methods are developing
rapidly and we wonder why you should reviewy a Bank report already 1?
years old. In this same paragraob, you ask why "a crucial problem is
without any advice, analysis, or recommendation, to be left to the local
administration." It can hannen that crucial problems hve to be left to
the local administration, wto are the only people able to handle tcm in
practice.

R. On page 7 you as- whetler the nroblen of civic participation in
Bank projects should be specifically recognized. We are not quite clear
what you have in mind her but in many projects there is partieipation
which could be described as civic - for example, farmer representation
on project hoards and committees and similar arrangements.

9. Your paper refers to two specific projects - one in Dahomey and
one in Colombia - in terms which seem to indicnte that somewhere along
the line you havebbeen given a misleading inpression. In Dahomey vou
suggest that the Vinvi oilpalm scheme as failed in its original concen-
tion because of failure to take into account kev social factors. What
has failed is a small component of the overall project, that is the food
cron component, and ye do not see that this can be attributed to a mis-
judgment of social conditions. The food cron component failed because
it was tecinically unsound and Od not provide its particinants with
adequate cash returns. Of all areas of the developing world, forest
reg-ions of West Africa possilly best demonstrate the fact that it takes
a very little time for traditional taboos and constraints to be overcome
by financial consideration-,.

10. Of the settlement nroject In Colombia, you suggest that It rests
on shaky ground. The neople most closely conceured in the AGP with this
iroject do not belieove that it rests on sha-v ground; if it does the
nroblms are not social. They feel that of all our nrojects, this may



Professor C. Cocbrane and
Dr. R. Noronh- 3 July !1, 1972

have the least sociological problers. Its participants have made the
decision to uproot themselves and make their own way to the cettlt-nent

area - in many cases hundreds of kilometers from their or ol bome.
Thousands have already done so. There seems to be some mison Mrstano
between us alout this project.

11 ,1e are in full agrreem-et with you that in projects dealInfr with
mny thousands of small farmers, te basic nroblem is a social one.

Hlow'ever, many factors comrrise the socf~l problems, including such
things as the financial return to the narticlpant, whether he hs a
good water supnly, whether his chl dren can g~o to school, and whether
there is a good health service. These are all social matters and we
try to take them into account in nreparation and apraisal of projects.
Where we could fall down easily ould he in the area of anthronolooy
or social customs which our missions nay not understand. In fact, w'e
believe we have few proiects in thase 'reas of the world whbich we under.-
stand Professor Cochrane knows best. 'e dlo not be lieve many of our nro-
ject participants are of the tyne who, if thkey see a butterflv before
the dew has risen have to go into seclusion for a month. (In nassing,
we might observe that this sort of reaction could he en vied by1 some of
our hard-pressed project anraisal staff who would regard it as an ad-
vance to a higfher form of civilization if they could go into seclusien
when they felt that the circumstances warranted it). One of our nro-
jects is in NeTw uinea where anthronologIcal issues are imnortant.
Yet, this is one of our better settlemen' arojects and bore itr is per-
haps surprising how neople who, to or t roe years aon, 7were lving
Under very nrimitive conditions, now narticnate in a -onectized economy.
No doubt, these people have had tn comoroise. If the rewards are bi-
enough, a compromise will be achieved if too snall, s in bahoney, the
project will fail.

12. Our comments above are mainly on minor asiects of your noner as
we have mentioned already. TJe hope they may be heuful. On the aior
asPects, "e have no doubts of the value th at a more exn ert annroach
to the sociological ceets in our nrojects couild he to the 'ank an1

its 0orrowers. Thank "ou agin for letting us see vonr aner,

c "r. Evans
'r. 'Tarenhans
~r. Adler

N-c vorsr
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INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE

ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Bernard Chadenet DATE: July 26, 1972

FROM: A. F. Geolot

SUBJECT: Suggested Revision to D.M. 2.10
Calculation of Contingency Allowances
in Project Cost Estimates

1. I believe Mr. Thalwitz has already spoken to you about the de-

sirability of revising D.M. 2.10, primarily in relation to the date of

the "base line cost".

2. In paragraph h of the original memorandum it is suggested that
base line costs should be those costs which represent our best estimate

at the time of approximately the yellow cover stage of the appraisal re-

port. Instead, we recomriend that the base line cost to be quoted in the

appraisal report be the cost estimate as of the expected time of receipt

of bid. Consultant's 2nd appraisal mission's estimates would have to be

adjusted to include estimates of price changes beatween the date of the

original estimate and the expected time of receit of bids; normal quan-

tity and price contingencies would auply for the period of execution.

3. I attach an amended draft of the D.M. 2.10 for your consideration.

IFGaolot :SOHardy :dfw

cc: Messrs. 3aum, Rvipm, Englma.i;nn, Lithgow, Rovari, Thalwitz, Jaycox,
Gali~, 2al Divisio Chef - T?



SUGGESTED R-!ISION

TO

DIRECTORS 0E.O ANDUT _O 0.2.10

Transportation Projects Department
July 20, 1972.



part 7/2 Ln cases of large and complex projects, or 'here the-e has been little record

of recent bidding in the country concerned, it is prudent to secure the ser-

vices of specialized cost estimating firms and/or the advice of contractors

and manufacturers to check and improve upon the consei tant's estimates. Es-

timates prepared on the basis of forecast quantities would accurately repre-

sent project costs provided the project were executed exactly as planned,

excluding any physical and price changes during contract execution. However,

experience shows that it is necessary to expect the unexpected in such

"quantity estimates", and to make reasonable provision ftobrit. The correct

forecast of the lowest evaluated bid is the consultant's original quantity

estimate, as at a certain point in time, plus a provision for contingencies

(mainly price) which might occur during the interval up to receipt of bids.

The correct forecast of final project cost is the lowe:st evaluated bid plus

a provision for contingencies, both physical and price, which might occur

daring execution.

3. The amount of -the contingency provision will vary with



PROJECIS DEPA 3TMTS

DI RECTOR'S ME MORA'DU NO. 2.10

CALCULATICN OF COTINGENCY A'=-NTES IN PRCJET COST ESTIM1TE

Introduction

1. Realistic cost estimates are an essential part of project ap-
praisals. They are used to determrine whether or not projects are economi-
cally justified and to determine the level of financing reouired in both
foreign and local currencies, including the amount of the Bank loan. Since
they are an important part of the cost estimate, contingency allowances
should be shown in cost tables as senarate items and their amounts should
be explained in the text. The purpose of this memorandum is to provide
guidance for the computation of this cost element and for its presenta-
tion and explanation in appraisal reports.

2. A "contingency" is an adverse event with a probability of
occurring sufficiently high to justify making explicit provision to cover
its cost if it should occur. Contingency allowances reflect the residual
uncertainty surrounding the physical and price aspects of any project
that remains after 4t has been prcared with the degree of thoroughness
and detail which rofessional standards would consider apprcpriate to the
project in cuest ion. E

the nature of the project and w "ill aong the different ccoponents of
a project. in general, cotney oances shl no be so large that
they would cover an-, conceiv ble ot cvcrran, since terobbilit of
this occur-ing s all. ch xcess .e prudence iould reduce nressure
for careful cost estirating, relax p-ssure for ig cost control during
project eCecution, and un-.l depress re-of-reurn estimates. For
these reas ons, t1 size of contingcv allowanes rust be built up and

justified project by prc:ct. hen sscal cntingencies are large,
the ouestion rust be asked wheter :urthecr design engineering prior to
the loan would be desirable in odr to - reduce tcm

z For most projects, contingencies will be shown in the cost
tables. Exceptions are agricultural credit and livestock projects, and
some "time slice" (e.g. some railway and public utility projects), because



5. Contingcncy allowances in genera1 reflect the consultant's or the 3aneks

judgement on cost increases likely to occur after preparation of the original cost

estimates (which may be some tir:e before bids are actually called). The contingency

allowances should therefore be added to the original estimates in tranches to re-

flect the " forecasts of (i) the lowest evaluated bid (given a certain date

for receipt of bids), and (ii) the final. project cost. An estimate of the lowest

evaluated bid should be regarded as the base line cost of thes project (the subtotal

of the example shown in the Annex). The contingency allowances made in the appraisal

report should represent the anount of subsequent cost increases attributable to

physical factors and to price changes which it is reasonable to expect during the

period of contract execution (with possible extension of tine included). Because

they represent additions to base line costs, contingency allowances when expressed

as percentages should represent a percentage of base line cost (not of base line

cost plus contingencies)..

part #16
The text acco.panyig the cost table should exolain howthe contingency allowances were arrived a+, the t--e ian h

) betwee.n the original es,-;ae owIItvl n -11alnce Made
b eates and the expected rto e z ,e

contingencies it is thought the prooct f ee najor
&J th-rjc aces durin~g ex ecuti.;11

i)art #7 The building up of contingency allowances for

each project item requires the identification and quantification of the types of

events which might increase costs between the time of the original estimate and

the time of receipt of bids, then through to project ccmipletion. in carrying out

this review, one should avoid double-counting by eliminating from the base figures

any contingency allowances (such as notional increased quantities) that may already

have been made by the borrower or his consultants.
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their loan a:ounts arid financing plons do not denend -on cost estimates

inclusive of contingencies in the same way as other pjects; changes

in unit costs for this type of project prLarily affect the number of

sub-projects which can be executed with the funds made available rather

than the justificaticn of the project itself. The co:ingencies involved

in this secial class of projects will be shown and discussed (sometimes

through a sensitivity analysis -- see D.M. 2.7) in the :art of the

appraisal report dealing with the economic justificati:n.

on cost 2eeases likely to occur after a certain poin in + 'hey
should be adeJ-'_ t*he costs of a oroject as estimatgi r the time the

project is presen (i.e. at aily the "yellow

cover" stage). These estir7tea 4 withoujcitingenciv, constitute the

base-line costs of the project. 22ndntingncy allo-;ances will show

the amount of subsequent apnhreases:tIubuabe to physical factors

and to r-ice chan s.wn it is reasonable to'Baet. Because they
represent ad cifns to base-line costs, contingenc- J :ences, when

e ercentges, should represent a percentage ofi za- ne

In estimating continencies, it is not possicle to put precise

values on events whic, y their nature, cannot oe accurately measured

in advance. But a reasonable effort must be made to attain order-of-

magnitude figures hfat satif thecuirements of sound investment
decision-raking and of prudent financial plannin7. P-iodic and cocre-
hensi-e cc'ra-o-ns o" actual costs of coplet projets with their

estimated costs will provide gi-a-nce about proe-r con ingency allow-

ances.* Seuarate estas shld e made o p i n price contin-

gencies; these should be shown sately in th cost abesas illus-

trawd in the Anr_,x. ae-e:M 'm-' a- -'+ e

Physical Conicencies

The most lkel causes of cost overm4rs attrisutable to physical

factc rs wil be known t exnrenced project analysts 4n each sector. An

ills -r7e list of Such cause.s i.s given in rh next :aragraph. The task

of preparin e tits for indivi0u proc s re i- reS separate rerew

of the rajor ite-S of t 'he projlect.
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3 o The physical contingencies to which projects are exposed will

depend on the type of project.

A. In the case of projects that include large :vil eineein

works, allowances would be higher than for projects inat cover only Lne

surcly and erection of ecuirment. In conputing physial contingenc es

for civil works, some of the main factors that give rise to uncertainty

are:

i. the area and tne of terrain where the project is to

be constracted;

ii. the amount of field work, in particular the amount of

sub-surface exoloraicrn that has been completed, the
status of engineering design work, and -he consultant's

knowledge of local conditions and of material and labor

costs;

iii. unforeseen technical difficulties that may be encountered

during consrucion. -nis is especially relevant if the

project includes sub-surface work.

iv. the basis f th c t t i.e. the extent to which

they are caed on r cost arta for sri-ar work

ander constriction or rcently coptleted in the area:

v, the risk of unrt n h u e work re-uiid -

partiulrly~ an u: ic ' om ct (ramr nhan

lumu-sur co c are to be usnd cos-t estarates

are based on design qacnciti ich -may be exceeded;

the addi'on unfo xtras;

vii. tun e what ny delay work abnormally,
aris whe site, or wash out partially

comlted or

B. Tn co-u ys1-ical contiigencies for culnent, some of the

main factors that give ise to unceraainty are:

i, the reciion of our knowledce about the quantity of

eaui~cm 1en ned (e.g., for highuy maintenance, cele-

cormunica ions and railay signaing projects);

ii. the quantity of spare parts to be ordered;

iii. the extent to which detailcd specifications of plant and

equipment haove a lready been set;



iv. the extent to which ecuipment is to be urchased "off
the shelf" or on special order.

C. One of the most frequent causes of cost overruns, common to
projects in many sectors, is under-estimation of constrction tine. If
a "tight" construction period is assumed, there will frequently be justi-
fication for covering a likely time overrun in the contingency allowance.

o" Physical contingency allowances should be estimated separately
for each major category of cost, and there is no reason to assume that
they will affect local and foreign costs in equal proportions. Conse-
quently, they should be allocated, insofar as possible, between local
and foreign costs.

Price Contingencies

to e. There are five sources of price increases whose possible presence
and amount should be estimated:

A. Dorestic inflaton, as indicated by recent trends and
their qrioaved force during the project's construction
period. This is imnortant not only for estimating the
cost of domestic resources but also for selecting future
exchange rates for linking domestic and foreign costs
(see paa. 10 below). The proccble anount of domestic
inflation during he construction period should be fixed
in consultation wLh the Area Departmen t .

B. inflation in crantrier of 20,7v forpiur ryniro The
expecteA treof 7ilcea in so anr7 suppna'2 countries

and serices erected to be pocured abroad. A judgment
should be radc as to whVehr or not r oe trends in major
supplying industries can be expected to follow general
inflationary trends.

C. Sectral -- ie tr-os: Judg-cnts rust be made as to
whether o'estic or foreinn prices for narticular types
of work or ouipment are likely to parallel overall
inflationary trends. For exrple, if the construction
industr7 is either over-exzerd or depressed, price
trends in that irdustry ay exceed or lag behind expected
movements in general prices, Sinilarly, in recent years
technological change has been reducirg the prices of
much teleconmunications enuinment despite inflation in
the main suppliers' countries.

D. Project inact en Ioca rfces: A large project may
exert a strong upn;ard pu ,w on nhe prices of local
resources (mainly land, labor and raw materials). Any



Add to [3C Such overrun can be covored by an appropriate extension of the price con-

tingency allowance (sea below).



part #10 A "risk allowance" contingency, if used,

should be included as a separate item to be included in the "Estimated

Bid Price" item in the cost table; its presence, amoumt and potential

cancellation should be ekplained in -he text, and reflected in the loan/

credit docunmnts.



expected initial impact of this kind beo-ngs in the

base-line cost estiates, not in the price-contingency
item; but if there is good reason eo ex- ct subsequent

upward pressure on lccal prices during the construction

period (causing them to increase faster than an allowance

for general inflation would reflect) then this source of

cost increase should be taken into account.

E. "Unusual risk:" Exnerience shows that in some parts of

the world, and under sore political and economic conditions,
foreign contractors are willing to tender for work only

at prices that contain an extra premium for the unusual

difficulties and uncertainties they consider present. This

makes it difficult to predict with confidcence what their

bids will be. Conseouently when the Eark feels such

conditions are present in a degree that nakes the prediction

of tenders cuite uncertain, a special allowance for "risk"

may be included as one of the contingencies. This is the

only one of the five price contingencies that does not

apply to exoected price trends after bids are received,
when the amount of this factor immediately becomes known.

Any portion of the "risk allowance" not needed in the

light of tenders received should be immediately cancelled,
i.e. they should not be re-llocated to the general contin-

gency allowance. -- i- +,

20. Since future Price incrcases can affect costs only until work

is completei the ovrailloance should behiilt up by

anrv r a annual price incr atos to the 'e pnded costs

ro::. C 1-~* ID Ct f 'Lr ~-~'eV0

The sum of tle ice cni~ n ncies tucl ae sh ould tn b etpressed

as a p ete othe prject's otl etate cost as- of the base date

(i.e. e'leg-' of physictl coneigocir)

The existnce of' severe inflation (i.e. significanl1 .higer

thzn the world average) in a country cmlicates the han1l in o I pricC

cor inencies and -a:nCes the meair ng of t cal-currenc fiu es used

in cost, tables. O r dinril, the cost tables renresent the actual amounts

of local and foreign currenc- exon-itures which the prctis exoected

to inc- the; thus serve as the basis for esiating the atount of local

and fonign currencies required. Whre mild inflation exists, this is

reflected in the contongency estinate for donestic-cost price increases.

Since the latter are roughly in line with foreign cost increases, no

1/ For exsle, the proper price contingency allowance on a project to be

built with exnendtures spoad equally over 3 years, and under inflation

of 10% per year, would be about 161 (not 3C1) of its basic cost.



serious problem of devaluation is likely to be genera ed during the con-
struction heriod.

"' When domestic inflation is severe, the relr ionship between
domestic and foreign costs (deternined by the exchannm rate then in effect)
will rapidly become obsolete. Sooner or later such i: calances rust be
corrected by devaluation. Under such conditions (e.F. Brazil, Chile,
and Colombia in recent years), governments have often worked out frequent,
automatic devaluations in order to maintain the exteral purchasing power
of their currency. In such cases, it is Bank practice to construct the
base-line estimate of local costs in the usual way, i.e. making the esti-
mate as of a given date and then converting these base-line local costs

into dollars at the official rate as of the estimate oate. Future price

changes are then calculated in terms of dollars only; this means that
the "price contingency" for both foreign and local costs is adjusted by

the amount of the exnected increase in world prices, i.e. in the dollar

estimate of preject costs (the faster increase in domestic prices is
ignored because it will be automatically reflected in the changing ex-
change rate). Under this special circumstance, the local currency total
in the cost table does not represent the absolute amount of local currency
that will be required. To determine the latter, the dollar estimate of

local currency costs is the relevant one to use. The local currency
requirements can be determined by converting the dollar estimate into
local currency at the exchange rates prevailing, or expected to prevail,
as and when expencdi tures are incurred.

eS'.A special proble arises when the situation is intemvediate
between those desc in araaphs 11 d 12. medate situa-
tion is charictarzed by dnsti inflaon Viater tn world inflatcn
that is not co:rponsazed by full and pod4CjaOle devaluation. This means
that it is no linger pcssible to crive a ecnfident esvirate of nominal
domestic costs (and hence of domesoic financing requir2-ents or rates of

reur) ice there is no firm ai oremnn the amount and timing

continpency figure should be built up from vsprate "2est estirma&e

projectionj for foreign and donenic costm thse price-contingency esti-

mates so.uld then in translatcd into comon curroncies using the official
exchange raze in effect atthe Ty of reprc preraration. Since the
special circurstances of tnis case b7 cOn An Pik one official exchange
rate of -ubtful relevance, the text shuld call atteniion to this problem

and i's effect on the cost estimaTes and n Whe finincial and economic

analyses. Felevant sections of the revort snould include a sensitivity

analysis that shows how the use o2 various possible exchanc-rame adjustments
(tmount and timing) would affect the project's local-currency recuirrments

and its financial and economic results.

B. Chadenet
Deputy, DirecLor, Projects

Attachment - Annex entitled Summary of Project Costs

January 22, 1971



(Ada-ted Fron: Appraisal of the Sixth Highway Construction Project,
PTR-Uha, April 28, 1970)

SUMMAFY17 OF PYTC oo c

Colonbian Peso3 US$ Eauivalent
_____ ( 41½) (1,!4 1 - )

Local Foreign ToLai Local Foreign ~

CONSTRUCTIOT 7 'N3TRUCTION
AND PAJTXG

a. Barranquilla Eridge 61.0 86.0 147.0 3.h 4.8 8.2

b. El Pailon-Buenaventura Road 20.0 20.0 40.0 1.1 1.1 2.2

c. Paving Program 33.8 353.8 707.6 19.6 2_

Sub-tota 0 434.8 459.8 89".6 24.2 25.5 L9.7

d. Continnencies

Physical (lo5). 4.0 h7.0 92.0 2.5 2.6 5.1
Price (8%) 36.0 37.8 73.8 2.0 2.1

E-I Cost of Project 515.8 54L.6 1060.L 28.7 30.2 r:.9



in he ost an! eneitsof poject and it effect on the econioric

r trn to he co nry vIno attach a paper, lrgely prepnred by

cc: Mesrs. Chadenet/Bais

Mr. FuP chs

Messa. van zen
Mr qur



onmic liso projects wit foreignparticioation

In this note we consider the following question: How should
value the costs and benefits paid or received by foreign participants

in projects financed by Bank loans? We may divide the question into two
pcts: firs tly, what val ue ougit to be placed on income accruing to
forelg;ers; and secondly, given this value, what adjustments have to be

ad to the flows of project benefits and costs measured in the usual vway
(iie. ignoring the nationality of participan ts). To facilitate exposition
wil initially assume that the value put on foreign income (both con-

umption and saving) is zerol' and consider the second part of the question
first.

2. If we ignore the nationality of the participants, then the net
social benefit of a project in any year is the same as the net private
beit in that year suitably adjusted for divergences betWeen shadow and
market prices. For example, the net benefit in any one year may be $160

n measured at market prices but, say, $150 when measured at shadowi pricos
, for example, the shadow wage-rate is zero. If we now assume that this

p roject is foreign-owned and that the value put on the income of foreigners
sero, should we (i) deduct $100 from benefits measured in the usual way?

(ii) deduct $100 revalued in some way at shadow prices? or (iii) deduct
.10? We can imediately dismiss (iii) because the $-0 market wage-blll is,

i hs example, a benefit to the economy regardless of the nationality of
(he. eployer: this part of the social profit does not accrue to the foreign

owner, but to the national economy. The correct choice between (i) and (ii)
is clear if we regard the income of the foreign owner as a necessary cot
incurred by the project. It then follows that, just as we revalued labor
costs at shadow prices, we ought to reva ue this cost of benefits accruing

o foreign owners at some shadow price._2

_3 For the present, we continue to assume that the value put on foreign
income is zero, so that we cna find the cost of this income by breaking down
the foreigner's expenditure.'into its constituent parts and revaluing them at
their appropriate shadow prices. This is, of course, what we do with all
pr'oject costs and may, for example, involve the use of a shadow exchange rate
to express foreign and local expenditure in the same terms. The resulting
sum is then deducted from total benefits. For simplicity let us assume that
the cost of -the foreigner's income at market and shadow prices is the same,
so that we simply have to deduct all income net of taxes accruing to foreigners
from the project's social benefits.L/

/ This assumption is reconsidered in para. 13 pp.

2/ This is exactly analogous to the Little-Mirrlees treatment of private
profits accruing to the rich.

3/ Expenditure is used in a broad sense here and includes the purchase
of consumption and investment goods and the repatriation of funds.

3/ With this assumption, adjustments (i) and (ii) in Para. 2 become the
same; it is relaxed in para. 13 pp.
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Y. Ths apro1)ach can, of course, be easi'ly oxtecnde'd and adated to
w range of cI rcumstances. Foreigners asy be part owners and share

p,)oprionaely in the profi ts. They may earn fees for management or
cnical services, payment 2or patent rights, or receive interest on loans

d or the project. The principle remains the same though. All incomes
( fier taxes) accruing to foreigners should be revalued at appropriate

do ratos. As long as we continue to ssme that the value of income
o foreigners is zero, and that the cost of foreigners' income at iarke

ad shaow prices is the same, any after tax benefits from the project
accrue to foreigners should be deducted in full from its social

b.eits.

Does foreign participation in the project require adjustments
o ,e cost side of the project over and above the usual corrections for

i nces between social and private costs? Let us consider first a
orei; labor input, say, providing managerial or technical skills rcuired
o the project. What is the cost to the country of employing this foria<.
leor? Let us assume that in the original analysis (i.e. where nationality

iso:ed) this labor was attributed a shadow wage reflecting tie oegone
ial product in the next best alternative employment, even though the

wage may have been more. This is an overstatement of the true cost
of this labor to the economy for either of the two following (mutually-
e-clusive) reasons:

(i) If this labor had not been available for alternative eploy-
nt in the host country, the foregone marginal product is zero; costs

soul[d be reduced by the shadow wage.

(ii) If the labor had been available for alternative employnt,
f moregone marginal product is positive, but the economy now saves the

ncome (assumed of zero value to the host country) which would have accrued
o te foreigner in that employment. The net opportunity cost to Che economy

eds on the relation between the wagelFid to the foreigner in alternative
.. yment and his marginal product in that eployment.2/ If these are the

me, the not opportunity cost is again zero, and the cost of the project
ou be reduced by the shadow wage (of foreign labor). If the market age

ex<ceeds the marginal product, the net opportunity cost is nenaive and cosIs
ould be reduced by the wage paid to foreigners in alternaive employment.

We can now see what the net effect is of the correction for
2reign labor on both the benefit and cost side. (i) If foreign labor would

no t otherwise be available, deduct foreign labor income (after tax) from the

/7 are st:ill assuming that the cost of the foreigner's expenditure out
of his wage net of taxes is the same at market and shadow prices.

/ The disutility of the entrepreneur's own labor is not a cost to the host
country but the Bank does not treat this as a cost in the usual type of
analysis anyway and so there is no adjustment necessary here.



ne*it side, and The (foreign labor) SWR from The cost side. In other words,
labor participatl-ion, in this case, reduces the net benefits to the

my uif his actual (net) labor income exceeos his contribution to outpu
. (ii) I. foreign labor would have been available to the economy anyqray,

eoutCome dependos on their contribution to output on the project and in
naive e mQployment and on their relative net payment on the projecta
sere. I- the contribution to output is the same, as reflect e in the

Sin the analysis which ignores nationality, the decisive -:actor is rei 've
y. I c net pay for foreigners on the project is more (less) than in alterna-
vs sployment, the economy loses (gains) to that extent. The correct adjut-

on both the cost and benefit side is to deduct actual (net) payments to
reigera, in alternative employment and on the project respectively. ihe

ajutment is neutral, i.e. results in neither gain nor loss to the economy,
net pay is he same, quite independent of the fact whether or not net pay

ceeds, the SWR.

The treatment of capital contributions by foreigners, as eqimty or
to the project, is analogous to that of foreign labor. (i) In gnal,

0 pportunity cost of foreign capital is zero if the capital voild not othe r-
se .ave been invested in the host country. Such capital contributions sould

edacted from the cost side, and corresponding net payments to foreigners
l be deducted from the benefit side. Foreign capital participation5, in

"s Case, results in a gain (loss) to the economy depending on hether the
nterest" payments to foreigners are less (more) than the shadow interest

te (IT). (ii) If the foreign capital contribution would have been invested
Sthe country anyway, one has again to look at the net opportunity cost of.

ui;ng it in the project rather than elsewhere. Assuming that efficient use is
id of capital in both cases, decisive is again the relative net payment to

freign capital on the project and elsewhere.t

Assume that the net social profit per annum (NSP) of a project is 10
en measured in domestic currency and when the nationality of participntsis

n o-ed. Let the annual foreign labor input of this project have the following
c aracteristics:

egn labor input = 10 mnn-years
K (i.e. foregone marginal product in alternative employment) = 3 per man-Ye;r

. ioreign labor cost (X) = 30
arket wage net of tax = per man-yer

. Foreign income net of tax (Y) =0
. aret wage net of tax in alternative employment 3.6 per man-year

- - Foregone foreign income net of tax (Z) = 36

1/ Tese comments also apply to capital borrowed by the foreigner from domestic
,ources except in the following case: If the foreigner would not have borrowed
hi s caoital for an alternative project, it would have been available fori nvesto ment by a domestic borrower, in which case the opportunity cost has

ben correctly assessed in the original analysis and no adjustment on the
cost side is necessary.



9.I no value is attributed -Go foeign incme we must deduct ,
-ein income ne0T of tax, from P.iO T completes the adjustment on the

n t j ide. Tde adjus tnt on the cost side deponds on the alteraive
calomen p)ossibEi.lties of the oreiagn labo r. (i) If, contrary toth

asumption, this labor is noa available for alternativ employm ent in

counry, we must add X to NSF because the foreign laoor Cosit ( ,)

r a cost to the country. Thus, the net adjustmtentb ia this case is to

uce NSP by Y - X = 4) - 30 = 10. Note that if in the original analycks
> SE. of foreign laoor equal sthe market wage net of taxes, the net adjust-

is zero.11 (ii) If, however, the labor is available for em-ploymient else-
in the country, the adjustment on the cost side comprises acdding Z,

oregone foreign income net of tax, to NS2 because, although X is in thIs case

d a cost, Z is now saved. The net adjustment involves therefore reducing
2 by Y - Z =ho - 36 = Ii. The net adjustment will be zero if the market ,

11s of taxes in the project and in alternative employment are the
does not mater for this adjustment whether or not the foreign labor Is

vaible- for alternatLive eployment, if the foregone marginal product (SWR)
dhe foregone market wage net of tax in alternative employment are the

We can use the same example to illustrate the adjustments for

in-owned capital. The analysis and conclusions are identical: 1e
ed only change the terminology. Thus, NSP becomes the discou nt, net

i profit, X is now the opportunity cost of the foreign-owned capital
a'esented in thu original analysis and I and Z become the ciscouse

i accruing to foreigners in this project and the next best alternative
pQoject respectively.

3of Foreign Income at Shadow Prices

. hat difference does it make to the analysis if we rciove th
s )tion that the cost of foreign income at market and shadow prices is

same? The only difference is that foreign income must now be broken
ino its constituent parts (e.g. purchase of domestic goods, foreign

god, and expatriation of funds) and each part must be revalued at its
oproriate shadow price. The resulting sum must then be deducted from
tal benefits. In relevant cases, as discussed above, we must, of course,

reat this process for the foregone foreign income net of tax in altonati-ve

i >loyment. The principle of the analysis is not altered. Note, however, that
adjustment now depends not just on ex-tax foreign income differences on
project and elsewhere, but also on possible differences in expenditure

.ierns.

7. To illustrate with our previous example, assume now that all foreign
Jcome (both I and Z) is spent entirely on duty-free imports and that the

/ I - X and Y - Z could also be negative. For example, if the S>1 exceeds
the market wage net of tax Y - X becomes negative.



d chnge-rate is 1.5. Starting with the same values as before, Y

(Vornign income net of tax) now increases to 60 and Z (foregone foreign

.co "et of tax in alternative coloyment) to 54. if the foreign labor

tavailable for alternative cployment, the reduction in NS? is

symbolically) Y - X but (numerically) this now equals 60 - 30 30.

increased because foreign labor is "consuming" so much scarce :oreign

an ;e.if the labor were available for alternative employment, than, as

o -c, the reduction in SNP is expressed symbolically as Y - Z, which now

60 - 5) = 6. The increase in this case is very small because, anlhougn

,ncreased, the saving on the foregone foreign income (Z) has also in-

exAsed. Once again, the analysis of foreign-owned capital is analogous.

of Foreign Reinvestment

'. Ths far, we have attached a zero value to all foreign income.

A hil now assume that the government puts a zero value on all forein

o1 unless it is reinvested in the host country thereby contributing to

dbedc consumption or savings. What value ought the government place

o rign reinvestment? This depends on the effects of the investment.

neral, a unit of foreign investment will (i) increase the total Lun-ill

u in order to attract labor from the subsistence sector a wage grea Tr

c average consumption in that sector has to be paid; (ii) produce proliss

ow 6e foreign entrepreneur; and (iii) provide tax revenue for the govern on't

Cosier the extreme cases. If (i) and (iii) are zero then the only bencZiciary

o the foreigner so the value of foreign reinvestment is zero. if, however,

(<) is zero ten the entire benefit accrues to the domestic wage-earners

government (the actual distribution between domestic consuption and

nins ; in the form of government taxation is immaterial if both are valued

aly by the government). Foreign investment is now as valuable as invest-

Sn undertaken by the government.

The actual value of foreign investment in the range of zero to unity,

in ers of the value of government investment, will depend on (1) dne r.-

an Orfits; (ii) the effect of investment on the total wage-bill; ans (Mn) 1&

-oton of profits reinvested by foreigners. (The relationship hemo

variables is analyzed in the Annex.) If the actual value of foreign

nyestment in terms of government investment is y, then the cost of foe ign

*come is (1 - ry) where r is the foreigner's propensity to reinvest in ;ne

Thus, wherever we encountered foreign income in the previous analysi.

mu36 now weight it by (1 - ry). To illustrate, in our previous exmp le

ra. 12), we had Y (foreign income net of tax) = 60. If 12 were spen6 oi

iv twent, r = 0.2. If we assume y to be 0.5 (see annex) then Y now equi s

IIfore, we may have to make a similar adjustment to Z (the Zoregone forei n

ne in alternative employment). With regard to income from capital invesi G-

nts, the principle remains the same but we might expect the propensity to

einvest out of profits to be higher than that out of wages.

in other words, consumption by foreigners as well as repatriated income

continues to be valued at zero.
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n practic, it may be sufficient to make some fairly crude adjust-
or foreign participation on the grounds that a more sophisticated appr oic

contly in tems of time and would not improve the analysi ,siicnly

pie,0 ifwe believe that foreign labor and capital would not hav booen
ed,, elsewhe re; in the country, it may be sufficient to simply add all taves

o. foruign income to net social benefits. This adjustment is correct if

(i) the SAR used in the original analysis equals the market
wage (before tax) for foreign labor;

(ii) the present value of the foreigner's profit before tax
is zero when discounted at the shadow rate of interest;

(iii) the cost of the foreigner's income not of tax is the same
at market and shadow prices; and

(iv) the foreigner's propensity to reinvest is zero.

O.y if one or more of these assumptions is thought to be seriously misl
zd w examine the implications of foreign participation in more detail.

1. If, on the other hand, foreign labor and capital would have been
e loyed elsewhere in the country, no adjustment is required provided

(i) the net of tax wage of foreign labor is the same on the
project and elsewhere in the economy;

(ii) the net of tax income of foreign capital is the saine on
the project and elsewhere in the economy;

(iii) the cost of the foreigner's income net of tax is the saeke
at market and shadow prices; and

(iv) the foreigner's propensity to reinvest is the same in the
project and elsewhere in the economy.

OU: gin, we only need a more sophisticated adjustment if we feel one or

fi these assum-tions is misleading. Sensitivity analysis is the obviouns
too to use to assess the importance of different assumptions including the
asudption made about the employment alternatives for foreign labor and capital.

1aire/HGvan der Wak:lfb

O y 18, 1972



.Imaine tza a unit of governen ivestment which lasts for
p roduces a return of R units all available for reinvestment and

icreaeste ta wage-bill by C uni s. If the government values its
j iVn stment 1/v tmres as much as consumption (because savings are s

oi.al) and assuming for si'plicity that all wages are consumed then the
vaue of the return on this investment may be expressed in units of 'invest-

mat as +vC.

Now imagine tat a foreigner makes exactly the same investmont.
In ths case, R = P + T where P is profit accruing to the foreigner and I

aaion available to the government for reinvestment; C remains the sae.
-C the foreigner's profit (1-'), r is reinvested in the economy. The value
of the remainder of his profit is zero by assumption. Denote the soc.al
value of the foreign reinvestment in terms of government investment by y.
ete social value of the return on the investment by the foreigner is

+ T + v. Bt y is the value of foreign investment over government
vestent and so

y =Pry + T+ VC = Pry + T + C
R +TyP + +

or y= T + rC
P(L-r) + T + vk

Now consider the extreme cases discussed in the text. If there
no taxation (T = 0) and no increase in consumption (C 0), ten y = O.
I owever, all profits accrue to the government or domestic consumers

= 0), then y = 1. In practice the Bank assumes that domestic saving
and consumption are equally valuable (v = 1), so that for Bank work

y = T + C
P(l-r) + T + C

.o illustrate the possible significance of y, consider the following
ea. le. Let the ratio of foreign profit (P) to the sum of government taxation

Somestic consumption out of increased wages (T + C) be 2 and let r 0.5,
then y = 0.5 and the cost of foreign income (1 - ry) is therefore reduced
4rom unity to 0.75.





Mr. Andre Bussery June 26, 1972.
Sema-Metra
9, rue Georges Pitard
75015 Paris
FRANCE.

Dear Mr. Bussery:

As promised in my letter of June 1, 1972, I wish to suggest some
specific revisions to your May 19 draft of "Report on Methods of
Project Appraisal in Developing Countries". I write also on behalf
of Mr. van der Tak with whom I have discussed these suggestions.
They are concerned only with your accounts of how the Bank appraises
its projects. Uere possible, I offer alternative phrases or
sentences to overcome the difficulties and possible errors of further
"translation". They closely follow our earlier suggestions.

I should further preface these suggestions by sympathizing with
your difficulties in attempting to interpret how the Bank performs
its economic appraisals. The authorized written accounts of the
Bank's appraisal methods are not overly informative. As pointed out
in your letter to van der Tak, this did not facilitate your task.
I hope this can be remedied by the time the DAC holds another meeting.

Sub-Para. 5 at top of pag 7: May I suggest that you delete the
last senene: "They encourage a practical approach to economic
evaluation to supplement the traditional financial analysis." Reason:
financial analysis is not the subject of your paper and, in any case,
the Bank's economic evaluation is in no sense a "supplement" to its
financial analysis of a project. For almost every project, both types
of analysis are performed in Bank appraisals and each serves a quite
different purpose.

The sentence immediately prior to this one could be amended
slightly to read: "These documents, which are strictly for internal
use only, suggest the use of accounting prices in appropriate cases,
but leave fairly ......... ".



Mr. Andre Bussery June 26, 1972.

Para. 24: The first sentence refers again to a supposed dominating
role of financial analysis in the Bank's roject evaluations. Although
you infer this to have been an early practice of the Bank, you do not make
clear what practices are pursued now. Let me suggest that this sentence
be replaced by the first two sentences below. These, incidentally, give
a better introduction to your second sentence which is repeated below
with a slight rewording:

"The most common single-valued criterion used in the Bank to
summarize the relative benefits and costs of a project is the (internal)
rate of return. Providing the benefits and costs are correctly
identified and valued in terms of their real value to the economy, this
rate, then more properly called the (internal) economic rate of return,
measures the project's productivity of resource use against some standard
rate for the country. The economic rate of return has been thus, for a
long time, the main criterion of economic choice, on the clear understand-
ing that many other factors intervene in reaching a favourable lending
decision."

Para. 25: To continue the distinction implied above, I suggest that
the word "inancial" be inserted after "internal" in the second sentence
as follows: "Financial profitability is usually measured by the (internal)
financial rate of return of the project, . . . .1.

May I suggest also that the fourth sentence be danged slightly to
read: "In many cases, especially for revenue-producing projects, the Bank
will derive its social valuation of goods and services from market prices
assembled for the financial analysis."

In place of the final sentence in this paragraph, which reads,
"There are no specific suggestions in respect to accounting prices", I
think the following is a more accurate and informative statement of Bank
policy in this regard:

"There are no detailed instructions on how to calculate appropriate
shadow or accounting prices for use in economic appraisal. In principle,
accounting prices are required to be used whenever market prices or other
rates are seriously distorted and do not reflect real scarcities in the
economy. They are most commonly applied to labor inputs because of the
widespread incidence of underemployment; they are implicit in the use of
an oppottunity cost of capital as a standard "cut-off" rate of return;
mid they are applied more or less covertly whenever foreign exchange
rates are seriously unrealistic. Values of internationally traded goods
are derived from border prices."
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Mr. Andre Bussery June 26, 1972.

Para. 27: In place of this paragraph, why not say:

"For projects for which the real value of benefits is difficult
to measure, the Bank applies the criterion of minimum value of discounted
costs for a given objective. This is the usual practice, for example,
for public utility projects. It often supplements this by calculating
an (internal) economic return, using revenues from additional ou put as
a 'conservative' proxy for benefits."

Para. 29: Since accounting prices are dealt with in para. 25, I
feel your first sentence could be deleted. In place of the balance of
this paragraph, I suggest the following:

"Appraisal methods in practice are evolving. For example, the
Bank is increasingly concerned . . . . . . . . quantitative criterion,
and it has, for some time, made a systematic use of sensitivity analysis
and, in some special cases, a more elaborate use of risk analysis."

Para. 58: It would be more informative perhaps if the third
sentence were changed to: "The World Bank accepts the principle of
opportunity cost in estimating shadow wages; in practice, it generally
assesses the actual level of labor opportunity costs on a case-by-case
basis."

Para. 83: Our comments which were passed on to you previously
concerning this paragraph (formerly para. 81) suggested that the location
of the FOB price was also important for interpretating your diagram and
that there was some ambiguity about the relevance of consumer surplus in
valuing the net increase in output of traded goods. Instead of your
statement: "According to official instructions, the World Bank takes into
account the value (Q2 - Q1 ) x P2." I would like to suggest the following
alternative:

"Presuming that the good is traded, the Bank would value the benefit
at (Q2 - Ql) x P3 . If imports are restricted by quota or a prohibitive
duty, it would take the consumer's surplus DD2Q2Ql, or, to be
conservative, (Q2 - Ql) x P2.

And the following might be substituted for the section at the end
of para. 83: "Finally, if P2 is lower than P and is in P', for example,
which is still above the FOB price, the Bank, while accepting the principle
of a consumer's surplus, sometimes takes the value P (Q1 - Ql) to arrive
at a 'minimum' return for the project; whereas the ODA . . .
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Mr. Andre Bussery June 26, 1972.

I hope these comments will be helpful to you. When your new
version is ready, I would be glad if you could send a copy to me as
well as to Mr. van der Tak.

Yours sincerely,

Paul Duane
Agriculture & Rural Economics Division

Economics Department

PD:cms
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Deputies, Advisers & 1Iision Chiefs June 26, 1972

A. David Daox

Appraisal Reports: Cost Estimates of Foreign Goods

1. Practices in appraisal reports have varied somewhat in stating
the costs of goods (equipment, materials, etc.) which are wholly impor-
ted. Sometimes the costs are shown as solely foreign while on other
occasions relevant local costs (handling and the like5 are given.

2. A typical item in an appraisal report cost estimate should be
somewhat as follows:

Ethiopi n $ million LJ.S. $ million Foreign Exchange
Description Local Foreign T aln lotal Component

Highway maintenance
equipment 1.9 11.0 12.9 0.8 4.8 5.6 85

3. The cost estimate should indicate both the local cost of pro-
curement and the foreign exchange component. The local cost would include
all import duties and domestic taxes (ff these are not to be waived), the
cost of unloading, assenbly, testing (if any), and domestic transportation
to site, etc, as well as local agent's fees and profit. The foreign ex-
change component would normally be the c.i.f. value (port of delivery) of
the items concerned.

4. Would you please ensure that staff adopt the above procedure
in future appraisal reports.

ADiox:SCH 1-dy:dfw

NOTE:

This mewrandum should be listed in the Index to the Department's
Compendium, as follows:

3. APPRAISALS AND LOAN AGREL1ENTS

18. Cost Estimates of Foreign Goods 6.26.72

and inserted in chronological order in Section 3.

Please amend your Compendium accordingly.
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tale is Y operatins rrograr% (Table 1) fcr the {irst tiro giarters1
a v m staontee npt or thv nunter o' nrojects that can d'#nitely

bs e irin th l s't two. "inetables nwoW Moard presentation
inither of the 2irst to o- rters "ould e recent ed. For t tir'd

ruarter, only 60tinetales with the higes rntin would be acc-nted,'
and for the last nuarter only ?0. 'n chonosin thes 0 nrojects consier
tion would "o -iven to regional n sectoral balarc. Other nroject7

in the operations nrovra- would not be river n date for nresentation:
projects orivinally scheduled for the third qunrter Yould rho" nresen-
tation After Pril 1, 10% ar those oririnally in the f o urth quarter

I fter Julv 1, 3 7.

T. It -oul, of cours e, h-e oibKln to odify nr refine t- nropocs

syste- in n rne r of wors. For example, it Wht VP better to aan'or the
Wiure of 15n proicts snce it to isentially arbitrary, Mning 'erived

from the operations rropran by cutting off 40" to allow for estimated
3iirmpe. Per t e 1 rd anl ouxrt> -uavrterr, or r ht i'My accept all

rojects with an original 4 and 5 ratin for the quartr; or a A and
ratne''r ti- thiW, an1 a nnoly- for the fourth.

int rne , te vro ram ould he revised at interv1l after the
start oV te 'ear, -vrory t -outn. Just beorp the -0ddle of the
f i rcal year, t i etc-le . would - accepted -- with srecifin -oard dote

or nll proect n tn cns -ere ! 101- to P rey or nrnv entat -ion An
the third nuarter. .e n er of nrojectq to be all otte- a irr date in
t f"ourth art er 'rouln he decided at the same t1e5 t"- rest woul? con
tinuo to Te shon 0 inT7Y4 51e process WOul I- e rated just bMore
t1e start of te fourth quarter.

-. t may be objected that elj am i n or -rerpntation date
for a nuober of projects in the oprations prorm would pe rmt st'aff,

e speially Projects nenartnent staff, to ren- on thrse -rol-ets. This
1 true, but it is not an objection. 'I know t at we cannot consute

5 worations in YT3. y oleciding early on tooe that hav the best
chance of bein co"pieted Pairir the year, and then iving th , a prior
cli on available staff, wP voulL save tWne, ener and frustration,

and -e iht end up by aceo-13rii "ore.

Annex attached.

cc: 0r. *aldeCHrel
r. AVler

J J"oodman / A



1970

Operations Program (As of June 30, 1969)

First Second Third Fourth Not
Quarter Quarter Quarter Quarter Spec. Total

No. of Projects 27 42 37 73 - 179
Percent 15 24 20 41 - 100

Actual

No. of Projects 17 20 24 58 - 119
Percent 14 17 20 49 - 100

1971

Operations Program (As of July 31, 1970)

No. of Projects 20 48 37 80 8 193

Percent 10 25 19 42 4 100

Actual

No. of Projects 14 27 23 65 - 129

Percent 11 21 18 50 - 100

1972

Operations Program (As of June 30, 1971)

No. of Projects 19 59 62 80 7 227
Percent 8 26 28 35 3 100

Probable Outcome (Estimated May 1972)

No. of Projects 16 17 41 61 135
Percent 12 12 31 45 100
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Howard I. Tolly

i: rol low: is sumitad with reference toyur mmo date
12 o to aestc

top iP: No increse in tu tota costs of ongoing projects is
aticipated at this . Likely incre a ses ir projet

co ts due to curOrv-c r JignentAS or cost overrun in
individu l projet im re erpected to be met within

conting ncy p i ions A./or b, dsA t within t
110c tion of proceds of 1 ns/crdIt,

d yrco Iivny pro itc.

c'se o the B.rat Ai Cro t, tot -l pro ct
cot w tito to be 1h. nillion whicLs n flu ci
(15Q jointly b; G e.2 million), 70 (0.1 rillion),

atd MAP (2. Wdllon) Oith the Gov-rnant coUnributin
the rest.

The cost of building the road was originally estimated t
million. ubaquent dot-iled engineering and delays in

calling tenders led to An upward revision of the cost to
1 .b million. FED was unnble to provide addition 1 funds

ond the capacity of the Governent to finance the exce s
cost was limited. in order to avoid further dely in

ward of construction contract, ID)A ade supplement,:r
credit of $2.3 nillion in June 196, which, together with

S.5 G3overnment contribution covered the revised ro d con
struction costs.

The rod Ws substtally completdd in ch 1971. The
total eOtiuatdd coot on the basis of agrond cA ins nd
pjients for additionai work hrs mount d to $10. 7 nillior,

9 claims by the contractors a mounting to about $2. h million
are still pnding. The contracotors hyv recuest d for
rbitration. n amount of :.6 mllion is still av' il: bl

for settling the cl:im, includin K.32 million of IDA
supple.nti-ry credit. 34ektiming of IDhitre tion proce ding
nd their outcome c-nnot be ticip . Hwvr,w

not intendin to sk urth rsupplentry fin mcig byI.

J~llsdb
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r . Chadenet May 15, 1972

. . Calika

Comparisons between Bank Appraisal reports and Similar Reports

from IAD. ADB andi USAIh ef. your emoragdun of4yl2,12

1. Thanv you for sending us three appraisal reports by ADB, 1ADB and

USAI on education projects/programs. We nave reviewed them and our analysis

ana specific comm"ents are given in the note attacied. The following are some

general comnents based on our analysis.

. Of these reports, only the one from Ad is directly comparable to our

appralsal reports. The report from IAoD is, in fact, a highly technical

docue~ut meant, probabliy for limlted distribution; its very title ( informe

tecnico-financiero ) indicacs that it is to be considered more as a staff

working paper tather than an appraisal report. The report from USAID appraises

a sector progran in education of a type that has not yet been assisted by the

Bank.

3.~~ Al v a -c s ip 'articniein thos e frorn 1AV and U73AID, include

so-,ue dat - whic On~ormallyie ncluded ini onr conomic reports or in the

President o Al three roports ar n Vulkier qab present more detailed

inforpat ion La :ormal iveu :a our appraisai reports Ti-! are mostly deq-

criptive * our Pir is to nyeduce concise Psalytical ae n ~scatially opera

tional rerorts. In li . te1 -ain repc&_ i-e from 4- panes (hub) to 241

1 T nC s (I. , ) . 1- -1'- -f K length, sWoe C- Zeaa particuiarly those on

p inc nvirr requir pta n-d recurrent costs, are often

Y;3s L ap. s awn tat the presentptiof and editing of these reports

die nut receiv& toe attention it is usual given in the case of Lae Bank

reports

4. In sopte -nre& ow c Y. A t Wpol Lr to be superior to

ours, They all inc 1uce inor -- t :, Laec i a ,orwi~ u status Cf 00wemeta

tion of previous projectr 4 te WP m q7.. cnvor annd cAl withi f nial and

auditia c rcemrns M vie Z-rronr exucutin ascv such tefor ion might

OU 4UCLT. cur ortee in son" auee;PS p our -raisal reports

v- , 1 i te ypes oy p~rojectsl, a oep.r!Kvn :i PA F2llt to P~ce. h e

A. rojeco epprt.c s, icaiY5 Li be cLaser f" n r,. lA- atqr i ~e~&
rely r -it x *e . c - t . iisoci Ure or

l~S toci l~eo~Cre" LL c Ic M vitt it Luinr fiel Staf I o cOcut it,

ar~, .' i eav sosc o-ti or-,-L uecutin LeJotils scarleh .- farm a

1"on K ,) voi -Wsn o s' ive. basin ye Kli trao~xot t 'Yl

thu W]n '' 'T Moe ;~u all~. 3~ I ii V :ivrae''aa . Upwort to

prpr ao n-

o n like to - f e cW~t'~2tor o sile for f urtber s tudy

Lve .00, Yr. A?
GPennisi/OHC¾Isc



ADB -_Appraisal Report of Vocational Training Institutes Project in
Korea, of February 11, 1972

1. The Project The Report appraises a project consisting of
physical facilities and technical assistance for five vocational

training institutes, including one prototype training center for tech-

nicians.

2. Financing The total cost of the project is estimated at

US$ 10.5 million. The loan (US$ 3.7 million) will cover the direct

foreign exchange component (equipment and technical assistance) and
is for 20 years, including a 5 years grace period, at a 3" interest
rate.

3. The Report

(a) Presentation The Report consists of (a) Summary and
Conslusions (4 pages), (b) The Main Report (44 pages), and (c) 22
Annexes. It is, therefore, considerably bulkier than an average Bank
appraisal report. The presentation of the Main Report, however, has
many similarities to the general lines of our appraisal reports: after

a general description of the Korean economic background, the report
examines manpower and education needs, describes the project and its

justification and summarizes the agreements reached during negotiations.

Throughout the Report, there is a general bias in giving more weight

to economic, financial and administrative matters than to education
and training issues. It is difficult to say whether this reflects a

general practice or the staffing of this particular mission.

(b) Content The quality of the Report is good. Economic
justification for the proposed project is very thorough and includes
interesting information on labor market trends and labor productivity
that are not often found in Bank appraisal Reports, because of either
lack of data or space constraints or both. Where the content of the Report

is clearly inferior to ours is in the treatment of educational and
training issues: curricula, staff availability and even syllabi are
discussed at length, but the key problems and the strategy to solve
them are not sufficiently highlighted. Furthermore, the chapter on

the "financial aspects" of the project is weak, as it consists of a
project-related "cash flow" projection. Its usefulness is limited.
The project is not analyzed within the framework of overall education
financing in Korea.

4. Points of Interest A major point of interest for our operations
is the very detailed covenants and conditions recommended in the Report

and included in the Loan Agreement. The Project appears to be relatively
simple and in a very advanced stage of preparation as indicated, inter alia
by the fact that equipment lists were approved during the appraisal.
Nonethless, there are as many as 10 special covenants and they concern
matters such as the salary level of the instructors, reviews of the syllabi
after the Loan Agreement signing, and auditing of the accounts of all
project schools. The circumstances were probably such to justify tight

control; this, however does not come very clearly out of the Report.



Annex 2

IADB Report
"National Universities and Students Loan Project in Argentina",

of September, 1970

1. The Project. The Report appraises a project consisting of:

(a) physical facilities and technical assistance
for the extension of 9 universities; and

(b) a financial contribution to the Argentinian
Students Loan Fund.

2. Financing. The total cost of the project is estimated at US$71
million. The loan (US$40 million) will cover the foreign exchange com-
ponent and part of the local currency expenditure. There is no informa-
tion on the estimated foreign exchange component, the extent of local
currency financing and the terms of the loan.

3. The Report.

(a) Presentation. This is a very bulky Report. Al-
together, the Report covers 310 pages, divided as follows: Summary and
Conclusions (8 pages); the Main Report (241 pages); Appendix on economic
evaluation of the Argentina University Plan (61 pages). The reading of
the Main Report and of the Appendix are very difficult not only because
of their length but also, and mainly, because they are addressed, probably,
to an audience of specialists in different fields. In addition, the flow
of the Report is frequently interrupted by extensive quotations of Laws,
Regulations, references to studies published by other organizations (OECD,
IBRD, etc.) and by some excursions into theory. Finally, the Main Report
includes detailed reviews of the master plans of the 9 universities with
reproductions of drawings, sketches and photographs.

(b) Content. Some parts of the Report are very good;
they are, however, lost in a large array of data offered to the reader.
Noteworthy sections are: pp. 12-27 of the Main Report where a summary of
the main issues in education with reference to the University plan is
given and pp. 22-61 of the Appendix on high level manpower requirements,
regional socio-economic needs and the likely contribution of the proposed
Universities towardmeeting them.

4. Points of Interest. It is noteworthy that the Report appraises a
project which is in a much more advanced stage of preparation than it is
usually the case for most education projects. Master lists of equipment,
architectural master plans for the Universities and preliminary drawing
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for a larger number of the buildings, terms of reference for the technical
assistance, all these steps have apparently been already completed before
the appraisal. As a consequence, the implementation period (3 years) is
considerably shorter than in Bank education projects, in spite of the
complexities of a scheme involving no less than 9 regional Universities.
In addition, the Report defines clearly the role of the IADB field staff
in helping implementation and in supervising the project. Finally,most of the
"conditions" recommended for inclusion in the Loan Agreement are standard
in nature (appointment of Project Unit staff, keeping of project accounts,
etc.) as all the main issues appear to have been settled during the project
formulation period preceding the appraisal.
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US-AlD-Appraisal Feport "Brazil Education Sector Loan II", of
June 15, 1970.

1. The Project The Report appraises a sector program consisting
of the following elements:

(a) Construction and equipment of primary and secondary
schools in 6 states of Brazil; and

(b) technical assistance for planning, management, curriculum
development, staff training, etc.

The detailed definition of the content 6f the program (number of
schools, types of experts services) will be worked out during implementation,
by the Brazilian Ministry of Education and the US-AID mission in Brazil.
Specifically, the States will present plans to be approved by the Ministry
of Education and US-AID.

2. Financing The total cost of the program is estimated
at US$ 100 million, 50% of which is to be covered by a loan for 40 years,
including a 10-year grace period, at a 2% interest rate during the grace
period and 3% thereafter. The loan will be channeled through a Fund under
the control of the Secretariat of the Ministry of Education with the aim,
inter alia, of gradually rationalizing a complicate system of transfer
from the Federal Government to the States.

3. The Report

(i) Presentation The Report consists of : (a) Summary and
Conclusions (17 pages); (b) Main Report (104 pages); and (c) six Annexes
(41 pages) including draft loan authorization and other statutory documents.
It is, therefore, much longer and more detailed than a standard Bank
appraisal Report which, in length, does not usually exceed the Summary and
Conclusions of the Report. In the Main Report, an analysis of the main issues
in education and training (29 pages) is followed by : (a) description of the
program (44 pages); (b) education financing (15 pages); (c) economic
justification (12 pages); and (d) implementation (4 pages). There are
several repetitions, even of entire paragraphs or pages that could have
been avoided by some editing. It is obvious that the five sections of the
Main Report have been written by different hands. Finally, some key
information, such as medium term projections of enrollments, teacher needs
and costs, is missing, in spite of the length of the report.

(ii) Content Some parts of the Report are very good, never-
theless. The section on educational issues and finance are well-written and
strategy-oriented. In addition, the contribution of the program to solving
some of the major problems of the education system is spelled out clearly and
adequate emphasis is given to the software aspects of the program in build-
ing a case for its financing. On the other hand, the "economic section" of
the Report is weak and redundant, especially with regard to an unsuccessful
attempt to quantify the benefits of the program.
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4. Points of Interest A point of interest for our work

is the approach of sector loan to finance the program in a highly

decentralized education system and to obtain a significant institutional

impact in the modernization not only of curricula but also and mainly

of administrative procedures. The technique of establishing a Fund to

rationalize separate systems of financial transfer from the Federal

Government to the States appears to have considerable merit. This

approach, however, may require the existence of field staff to help

implementation.
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Bernard Chadenet DATE: May 15, 1972

FROM: H. F chs

SUBJECT: Comparison bet"?en Bank Appraisal Reports and

Smilar Reports from IADBADB andU.S. AID

I have reviewed the report prepared by the Asian Development Bank

(ADB) with date of September 30, 1971 on the Appraisal of the Mineral

Sands Project in Ceylon. I am assuming that this is a report for ADB's

Board rather than one for internal staff use. My comments below are

given separately on the report's form and its substance.

Form

The report is very much structured along the lines of our Bank

Appraisal Reports and it appears fairly evident that our sreports have
served as samples. There are nevertheless differences. The ADB report

contains a the outset two pages of statistical information on Ceylon

and its economy similar to the Country Data tables in our President's

Reports. Also prior to the discussion of project aspects there are about

three pages devoted to general background on Ceylon's economy and its

mining sector. I do not know whether this report is the only basis on

which the Board has to make its decision on the project or whether there

is some additional paper to support the proposal similar to our President's

Report.

Excluding the Summary which in intent is identical to our Summary

and Conclusions, the report contains 34 pages and another 19 appendices,

mostly tables. The report presents the findings of the appraisal mission

rather than ADB's. With the exception of a summary of capital costs,

there are no tables in the text and since the report despite its length

is not too well focused it is not only somewhat difficult to comprehend

but the reader pretty well has to consult the appendices if he wants to

obtain a full picture of the viability of the project. On the other hand

there is a good deal of rather detailed technical information much of

which we would show .in Annexes.

There is no particular reference made to issues already negotiated

or to be negotiated except for the recommendation that certain managerial

aspects of the project authority should be strengthened and the terms

(length and grace period) of the ADB loan.

In summary my main comment on the form of the report is that--although

the Table of Contents would suggest a report very similar to ours--the

appraisal does not make an attempt to present information in an adequately

concentrated and well focused manner and thus requires from the reader a

good deal of additional "work" to enable him to come to his own evaluation

of the project.
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Substance

As mentinned before the coverage of the fundamental areas of anappraisal,techinical financial and economic, is quite similar to thatof our reports, although the technical and generally descriptive partdominates. For example only about three pages are devo ted to past andfuture financial and economic analysis. In contrast a fair amount ofspace is given to organization and management (about 5 pages).

There is very little analysis and focus given to the real risksof the project--a company that has been showing losses until recently;a project that is to increase mining output more than four times; mar-keting arrangements which are rather unclear and where virtually allthe output is destined to one market, Japan; and finally the fact thatADB contributes more than 60% to the cost of the project and upon itscompletion will virtually be the sole lender.

While the benefits as presented in the report are high (21%financial and 28% economic return) they are likely to be overstatedThere is for example no explanation why variable production costs areexpected to go up by only 2.7 times as against increases in sales pro-ceeds (without any price changes) of more than four times. Capital costscontain a contingency of 15% but it is equally applied to both local andforeign expenditures and there is no explanation why such a particularpercentage, who estimated.,capital costs or when they were established orwho in fact conceived or designed the project. Working capital is neithershown nor discussed in the report except in an appendix. There are other
questions that the report does not answer and thus raise the query howthoroughly the appraisal was made.

Inputs into the appraisal appear to have been heavy both as to timeand staff resources. The project came to ADB in December 1969; a factfinding mission went to Ceylon in January 1970; the project was pre-appraised in November 1970 and again in June 1971 and appraised in August1971. The appraisal mission consisted of six people; on the face of it thisis a very substantial .manpower allocation, particularly for a relativelysmall loan of US$4.1 million.

If you wish to have more details I will be happy to supply them butI have intentionally kept them to a minimum because I do not think thatthe appraisal report offers any features or approaches to issues, evaluationtechniques, and in the way of presentation that could serve as a guide forimproving our own appraisal reports.

HFuchs:sml

cc: Messrs. Baum
Urquhart
Kalmanoff
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OFFICE MEMVORA\NDUM
To: Distribu'tion List DATE: May 10, 1972

FROM: Kerman G. van dor Tak

su3JECT: Shadow Priccs and Project kprai

Follcwing recent discussions, mmcioranda (from Balassa, Henderson,

van der Tak) and research prooosals (DRC,- Economics), I should like to

meet ,with you on MLonday, 1ay 15, 10 A.M., in Room C-303, to:

(i) Agree on a program of work on shadow prices and project appraisal,

and

(ii) discuss a series of seminars on this topic.

Work pro7ram. Tentatively this work program includos the following:

1. Alternative project appraisal methods.

(a) General survey paper on Little/Mirrlccs, Bruno Test,

UNIDO0 (Marglin), etc.;

Deepak Lal (ECD), in progress, draft being revised and

completed, ccmpltion date?

(b) Case studies.

(i) Agriculture, Purna project;

Duane and Lal (ECD), in progress, completo;I date?

Parish (ECD) and ? (APD), Start? Completion?

(iii) Industry, project?

Carmignani (IPD) and ? (ECD), Start? Completion?

(iv) Other?

2. Shortcut methods of estimating shadow prices for capital, labor,

and foreign exchange.

(a) BDalassa, Blitzer, Goreux

Scope? Start? Comletion?
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(b) Deepak Lal (ECD)

Scope? Start? Completion?

(c) Maurice Scott (ECD?)?

3. Implications of partial use of shadow prices (second best

problems).

(a) Deepak Lal (ECD)

Part of survey paper sub I above?

(b) Schydlowski?

4. Sensitivity of shadow prices to specification of objective
function (in particular, income distribution considerations).

(a) Practicable method of taking account of income distribu-
tion in project selection.

Author?, Start? (soon), Completion (6 months?)

(b) Long-term study of impact on shadow prices of alternative
specification of objective function.

Goreux and others (DRC); in progress, copletion date?

5. Fiscal constraints in implementing shadow price allocation?

(i) Effect of fiscal constraint on relevant shadow prices.

(ii) Tax/subsidies system for implementing shadow prices.

Author? Start? Comletion (6 months?)?

6. Sensitivity of shadow prices to different policy assumptions.

(i) Trade policies;

Irma Adelman (DRC) Start? Completion'?

General question also to be discussed in Lal's survey

papen, (sub 1 above).
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7. Changes in shadow prices over time.

Manne (DRC), Start? Conpletion?

Bruno (RC), Start? Copiltion?

I hope that during our meeting we can firma up this progra assign
definite responsibilities and agree on timetablos.

Sominars

I have received several suggestions for a series of seminars and
othr discussions on the use of shadow pr~ces in project analysis, and
fully agree that this would be useful and desirable. In my view it -ill
bo most effective to organize "limited access seminars" to discuss
specific topics on the basis of preoared papers. In addition, open
semicnr should be hold from time to time to disseminate whatever results
are obtained more widely in the Bank,

A tentative series might include the following seminars:

1. On altornative project appraisal methodology.

(a) Deepak Lal, on general surroy paper being prepared.

(b) Maurice Scott, on Little./ rirrlees with special reference
to experience with actual application. (Paper now being
comleted).

(c) Stephen Marglin on UNIDO hethod (Gaidoline volume has
just been published).

(d) Authors of Bank case studies.

I propose we start the series in September, after the summer recess,
and allowing adequate time for preparation and absorption of papers for
discussion. I suggest we limit participation to twenty or loss, and get
some of the participants as dic ussants, or at least participans, in
other sessions. 'ould it be preferable to concentrate a number of seminars
in a short period, say a we k, or rather stretch it out?

2. On second best problems etc. (see work program sub 3 and ' above).
To be scheduled after completion of relevant papers.

3. On shortcut methods for estimating shadow prices (see work
program sub 2 abov). Idom.
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4. Treatment of incono distributio/poyment in projoct
analysis. Idem.

5. Other.

HCvande rTak: lfb

Distribution:

cc: M.-essrs. Haq, B. B. King

Mlessrs. Henderson, Hawkino, Reutlinger, Mrs. Hugheso (o.r.)

Mlessrs. Goreux, Balassa, Blitzer

Mcr. Tim~s
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May 8, 1972

Nr. Erich Bachem
Board of Mnacernent
Kreditanstalt fur wiederaufbau
Palmengartenstra'sse 5-y
6 Frankfurt-an-Main, Germany

Dear hrich:

You may not recognize this voice from your
past but many years ago we had occsion to work together
on Mal1 y as it was then called. I recall a few days in
Kuala Lumpur when you, John Edelman and I were there

together.

I returned to New Delhi to work for the Govern-
ment of India in the mid-sixtics and then joined the staff
of the Pearson Comission. After the Comission finished
its report, I joined Bill Diamond's Department.

I im writing to you about some work we are doing
to develop a computer program for undertaking sensitivity
analysis in the context of proect appaisal. Apparently,
KfW already has such at computer rogram. Mr. Adva<ni, an
ICICI official who visited you recently, was told that such
a program 'as in an advanced stage of readiness. ,W would

like very much to know more about it. If at all possible,
could you send us a copy of this computer program. It may
be that you have already done the work we are now initiating.

Looking forward to seeing you one day either in
Washington or in Frankfurt and with my best wishes,

Yours sincerely,

Ravi Gulhati
Chief Economist

Development Finance Companies

RG//mo





Mr. David L. Goi don May 8rp 1972

G. B. H. .Renger

Comparison between Bank appraisal reports and similar reports from
other institutions

1. I went briefly over IDB's appraisal report of CORFO, Chile, dated
August 1969. This report is woefully long in description but equally short
in analysis. host of the body of the repo: t should have been put in annexes.

2. Recomimendations are mostly very general and the reader often looks
in vain for the specific action required to achieve a desired objective. Also,
one does not get a feel of CORFO's perLformance under previous IB loans; at
most, one finds statement like "the intent of the loan contract does not seem
to have been fully carried out". The report contains long descriptions of
industrial sectors but again specifics of policy changes required etc., are
lackin. The discussion of the financial projections and prospects is complete-
ly inadequate.

3. All in all, there is nothing in this report on the basis of which we
can improve oua own work.

4. I attach a more detailed note b r. Kendall on an AID appraisal of
CABEI.

GBEftenger/ie
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Mr. H. A. Adler May 8, 1972

T. W. Bartsch

Comparison between Bank Appraisal Reports and
the Asian Development Bank Appraisal of Walawe
in Ceylon

1. As requested, we have reviewed the ADB'a appraisal report and
compared it with our own irrigation appraisal reports. Although AD' s
report is considerably longer than our own, there is little difference in
substance or presentation between them. In fact, this appraisal report
and another one for Korea, which we have reviewed on a previous occasion,
follow closely our outline and methodology in every respect. When ADR
started operations, some of their staff spent time at the Bank reviewing
our appraisal procedures and it appears that we had some influence on
their thinking.

A pa
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Mr. L.J.C. Evans May 5, 1972

Don Stoops

Comparison Between Bank Appraisal Reports and Similar Reports from IDB,
ADB and US5AID

You have asked me to review an appraisal report of the Inter-American

Development Bank concerning Mexico, agro-industrial loan to Nacional Financiera.

Attached please fini comments made by Mr. F. van Gigch.

FvanGiq idsq

Attachment
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Mr. Don dti s May 5, 1972

F. van Qigeh

Comparison Between Bak Appraial Reports and Similar Reports from 1DB,
ADB and U AID _

As you requested, I have reviewed the IDB appraisal report on
exico, Agricultural and Agro-Industrial Credit to the Nacional Financiera
(Mexico - Prestamo a Nacional Financiera, S.A. Credito Agricola y Agro-
industrial). This appraisal report concerns a re-uest from the part of the
'exican Governmient for U 0 million loan to help support a U0?102 million
>roject cons istin in inancing agricultural and agro-industrial development.
This is a follow-up operation to an initial credit program for small farners
(163/Fr-Me) operated through one of Bank of Mexicols Funds, with the addition,
this time, of nn agro-industrial component.

The appraisal report of IDB is longer than our. and different in
structure. There is obviously much less emphasis on editorial presentation
since parts of the report are written in Spanish and others in "nglish.
Clearly, different portions of the report have been written by differet
persons and therefore the style as well as the auality of the content vary.
The appraisal report is made up of three jor portions: (1) techni.)0
report, (2) economic evaluation, and (3) legal report. I did not hnve a
chance to see the legal report but I presume it would consist on the 17e1
draft documents. I found it difficult to go through the report because
anneves and appendice: are intermingled with the body of the report.

The technical report starts out by a sumaory, conclusions nand
recomendations section. This section is longer than the sunnra of our oen
appraisal report (10 pages). I found it Ouite inforative and I notice- that
it included also a recommendation section similar to our own reconnendations,
wich we place at the end of the report. ' Ot few ,odifications, hi:. first
section could constitute the appraisal report proper, since most of the
iWformation contained in the body of the report would, in the case of our
oM renorts, go into the annexes. ince the economic evaluation is a
separate report, the surwiry section did not include any reference to the
econoiics of the project. The body of the technical report is long, often
repetitious, and places more emnhasis than most of our report on institutiofnl
aspects. I r~ised in the report any cost analysni of the project or any

Stification of the financial arrangements Understandably, there as no
detailed dc :nPt on of the project area ince the project is countrywide
aid constitues - fo low up to a previous operation. 1 do not remember seeing
ny reference to procurement. Organizat annd "nagemert And lAndinA policies
,ere dealt Wit me det"il. . -V n l h L r .

The economic evaluation is a elf-contained report including a sumary
r: recoendations. In 'dition to the evaluation nroper of the project, it

includes detailed econonic background :imilnr to :hat we would find in our CPY
or thc ?res ntY- report. It A inc-des f nncial and economic rntes of
returm.

FytnGigch tdsq
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. S. Kirmani

Project Costs ad ; tion Time

I re fer to your memo of April 18 and April 21, 1972 on the
above subject. Att.c ed are Tble 1 "Completion Time" Table 2
"Proect Gosts" for four projects.

The explanation of delays and cost increases as required by
you is shown on Attaclimnt 1. le are reportin on 39-PA* nd 40-PAK*
which were terminated before the Special Proect Department was ectab-
lished onlg because all tne files have since been tranerred to us from
the Agriculture Projects Departent. Please note tIt the Braha putra
lood Embtudnent Project was cpleted one onnth before the beginin of

the reporting period.

For Loan 39-PAKi the actual foreign cost corponent was
assumed to be the sae as that stated on the Appraisal report. :!
record of actual local cost component s availaole for any of the
above projects id the -figures on t Appraisal reports were used. For
Loan 40-PAK* G npur I pro ject, information was obtained from the
Appraisal report on Chandpur II (Ioan lo4-PAK*) project.

KDKikuchi :yhk
cc: Msere. Picciotto, Gyamfi, Kikuchi, Blout (Agriculture Projects)



ATTIACH MENT 1

1. Explanation for Table 1 - Completion Time

39-PAK* Pakistan Brahmaputra Flood Embankment Project

Project features modified by project consultants.

Delays occurred in obtaining local financing.

40-PAK* Pakistan Chandpur I Flood Protection, Drainage &
Irrigation Project

Land for irrigation canals could not be acquired.

Project was modified in 1965.
Project work was halted in, 1967 and a new feasibility
study commenced shortly thereafter.

S8-PAK* Pakistan Dacca Southwest Irrigation Engineering

Delay in completing consultant report.

2. Explanations for Table 2 - Project Costs

40-PAK* Pakistan Chandpur I Flood Protection, Drainage &

Irrigation Project

Land could not be acquired for irrigation system.

Civil works cost escalated.

Original project revised in 1965.

New feasibility study started in 1968, remainder of

project carried over to Chandpur II, Irrigation

Project (18h-PAK*).
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Table 1

COMPLETION TIME OF IDA PROJECTS

Projects Completed During Period July 1968 - March 1972

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10)
Loan/Credit Month/Year Month/Year of Completion Time (Months) Variance

Amount (millions US$) of Completion Estimated Variance as % of
Type of Project Number Original Final Agreement Estimated Actual (5 to 6) (6 to 7) Estimate

Agriculture

Brahmaputra Flood 39-PAK 5.0 - 6/63 6/66 6/68 36 24 +67
Embankment

Chandpur I 40-PAK* 9.0 5.2 7/63 9/66 6/671/ 38 9 +24
Flood Protection,
Drainage & Irrigation

Dacca Southwest Irrigation S8-PAK* .82/ - 12/69 12/70 9/71 18 9 +50
Engineering

WAPDA General Consultants 136-PAK 2.0- - 1/69 6/71 8/71 30 2 + 7

1/ Last closing date April 1970 and last disbursement December 1970.for consultant services only.
/ Disbursements suspended due to civil war. $741,000 disbursed as of 12/71, additional billing for $38,000 is outstanding.

3/ $2.0 million has been disbursed; final amount being negotiated.

May 2, 1972



Table 2

PROJECT COST OF IDA PROJECTS

Projects Completed During Period July 1968 - March 1972

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16)(ii)
Month/Year Estimated Cost Exchange Actual Cost Exchange Variance

Loan/Credit Amount of Foreign Local Rate Foreign Local Rate As % of Estimate
Type of Project Number Original Final Agreement Cqomp onent Comp onent Total Rupee s/US$ Component Component Total Rupees/Us$ Foreign Local Total

(in US$ millions) -------- (in US1 millions) -------- ----------- (in US$ millions)------

Brahmaputra Flood 39-PAK 
* 

5.0 - 6/63 1.7 8.1 9.8 4.762 8.1 - 9.8 4.762 0 0 01.7
Embankment

*
Chandpur I 40-PAK* 9.0 5.2 7/63 3.5 14.8 18.3 4.762 .. - 42.0 4.762

Flood Protection,
Drainage -& Irrigation

(revised 1965) 5.2 19.8 25.0 4.762 5.2 5.5 10.7 4.762 0 -72 -57

*
Dacca Southwest S8-PAK* . 01 - 12/69 0.8 0.6 1.4 4.762 0.8 0.6 1.4 4.762 0 0 0

\ Irrigiation Engineering

WADAPA General Consultants 136-PAK* 2.C 2/ - 1/69 4.0 2.6 6.6 4.762 2.6 6.6 4.762 0 0 04.0

Disbursements suspended due to civil war. $741,000 disbursed as of 12/71, additional billing for $38,000 is outstanding.

2/ $2.0 million has been disbursed; final amount being negotiated.



INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. R.H.S. Fennell DATE: May 3, 1972

FROM: R. Gomez

SUBJECT: An Analysis of the Project Appraisal Cycle

As you know I have been working for some time in collecting and
assembling data which could be used for analyzing the appraisal stage of
the project cycle.

The attached tables 1 - 3 cover three complete years (FY1969 -
FY 1971) of the lending operations. The tables are a slightly modified
version of the time elapsed study prepared in late 1970. The main
difference is the source used for recording critical events, especially
initiation; previously, terms of reference, back-to-office reports, etc.
were used to trace the development of a project. This time the data were
extracted from appraisal reports. Also, I have included dates of the
critical events and have expanded the information regarding the appraisal
process.

This study, as you will recall, was provoked by Mr. Blaxall's
memorandum dated November 15, 1971 (attached), on elapsed time. He indicated
that the median processing time (from departure of the appraisal mission to
Board presentation) for all projects had increased in FY1971 to 9.5 months,
after falling from 11 months in FY1969 to 9 months in FY70. As far as this
Department's experience is concerned, records indicate that project processing
time decreased from approximately 10 months in FY1969 and FY1970 to 9 months
in FY1971. The following table gives a breakdown of time elapsed (in approximate
months) between main events in the appraisal process.

Size Appraisal Yellow Green Start Total
of to to to of Time

Sample Yellow Green • Start of Negs. to

_ _ _Negs. Board-

FY69 10 4 5 6 1 1 3 1 2 3 1 2 4 7 10 16
FY70 11 4 5 6 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 3 3 7 10 12
FY71 14 4 5 6 1 1 1 1 3 1 2 2 7 9 13

The above data indicate that the elapsed median time from departure
of appraisal mission to completion of yellow cover report has remained unchanged
for the last three years. This is 1 month more than the "standard" time (4 months)
allotted for this phase in the timetables. Of the 35 projects reviewed 12 yellow
cover reports (see table 4a) were completed in 3 to 4 months time, 11 in 5
months (median time) and the remaining 12 in more than 5 months. A preliminary
review indicates that there are no correlations between time taken for the
completion of the yellow cover report and such factors as the number of institutions
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included in the project, experience of mission chiefs (although all of
Mr. Lethem's projects took less than 5 months; Mr. Pennisi's too* appear
to take less than the median time), repeater projects (second projects)
or size of missions. You will note that each category of projects, as
separated in table 4, contains a sample of projects whose characteristics
are not dissimilar. It is obvious that the time taken for the completion of
appraisal report etc. is determined by a combination of various- factors
which are not easily discernible. However, as a start I attempted tolook
for some reasons for delays concerning completion of yellow cover reports
listed in 4c. A survey of timetables, progress or operations reports, minutes
on slippage meetings etc. indicate that of the 12 late yellow covers, 4 can
be attributed to delays caused by government, 3 to extensive revisions of
white drafts, 3 to other staff commitments, 1 to inexperience of the appraisal
team, and 1 to consultant. You will note that with the exception of 2 projects
(Colombia and Chile) listed in 4 c, delay in completion of yellow cover reports
resulted in total processing time (appraisal to Board) to exceed the median
time (10 months of FY69-FY71). The following table summarizes number of delays
caused at various steps in the appraisal cycle.

No. of projects which exceeded 10 months 21

-of which caused by internal delays (white
to yellow i.e. exceeding 5 months) 8

-of which caused by delays in production
of green cover 5

-of which caused by delays in start of
negotiation, approval of loan documents etc. 8

A rough calculation shows that about 25% of the delays were caused
by time taken to produce reports (diverted by other staff commitments, due
to extensive revisions etc.) and 75% by factors not under our control.It
would be interesting to know if the delayed projects were, for instance
in countrieswhere (a) education is usually of minor interest, (b) the
Ministry of education does not have the competence or understanding of
problems, etc. I think the insistence on predicting loan signing and other
events to the month for such projects creates a false sense of accuracy in
the planning; calender quarters would seem to be more appropriate dates for
these events. I think we can then get away from that unrealistic "norm"
of 9 months, we seemed to have created for the completion of the appraisal
process. Again, must the appraisal process be strictly defined from departure
of appraisal mission to Board? Mr. Koulourianos has implied, regarding his
experience with Iran, that there might be a saving in money if the appraisal
schedule was geared to project implemention.

A feeling I have is that given the present procedures for processing
appraisal report, I doubt if more time can be saved from the appraisal date
to loan signing; a large but sometimes overlooked time consumer is the
mechanical process of typing, proofing, stencilling, printing and distributing
half a dozen or more editions of a report. The main opportunity for time-saving
now is to streamline the process itself. It seems incongruous to take the
same amount of time processing say a $1 million project as for a $30 million
dollar multi-facet project.

* C.A.R & Malaysia



-3-

This is a preliminary analysis of the appraisal process, more
as a report to inform you of the progress made. You mentioned about
comparing manpower input for each project; I suggest that since the
end of FY72 we will have a good record for two fiscal years, this aspect
of the study should wait printouts of the TRS system about mid-July 1972.

cc: Mr. Calika



Development of Education Projects FY69-FY71

4(a) Completion of Yellow Cover reports within 4 months

No. of

Project Content Mission Composition Previous Tim-e elapsed (approx. months)

Missions
Led By Departure of Appraisal

No. of No of Size of IJNESCO/ Mission Staff Missicaj to Completion to

FY Project Institutions Items Mission Bk Cons FAO/ILO Chief Member of Yellow Cover Board

70 Cameroon 24 5 5 2 2 1 Germanacos 1 3 8

69 Guyana 8 4 4 3 1 - Lethem - 3 6

71 Somalia 23 5 5 2 1 2 Pennisi - 3 9

70 Spain 47 5 5 3 2 - Lethem 2 3 8

Zambia II* 4 2 4 2 2 - van Dijk 2 3 7

70 Colombia 9 3 5 2 2 1 Thint - 4 12

71 Dominican Rep. 17 4 4 2 2 - Koulourianos 1 4 7

71 Greece 5 2 4 3 - 1 Byron - 4 15

69 Guatemala 17 3 5 2 1 2 Adamson 4 11

70 Ivory Coast 11 4 6 3 2 1 Lethem 1 4 13

69 Korea 33 6 6 4 1 1 McMahon 5 4 14

70 Pakistan IV* 2 3 4 2 2 - Braithwaite - 4 8

Tanzania* 13 3 4 3 1 - Gayle 4 10

* Repeater

1/ As listed under project disciiption in L/C agreements.



4(b) Completion of Yellow Cover Reports within
median time - 5 months

No. of
Project Content Mission Composition Previous Time elepsed(approx months)

Missions Appraisal

l/ Led By Departure of to
No. of No. of Size of UNESCO/ Mission Staff Mission to Completion Board

Project Institutions Items Mission Bk Cons FAO/ILO Chief Member of Yellow Cover

China 6 5 5 4 1 - Bahr 1 5 9

El Salvador 29 6 6 4 1 1 Hultin 1 5 29

Indonesia 5 3 4 3 1 van der Wal - 5 8

Iran 40 7 5 3 1 1 Koulourianos - 5 11

Malaysia 21 3 5 4 1 - McMahon 4 5 22

Senegal 4 3 6 2 2 2 Cherniavsky 1 5 9

Tanzania 11* 25 4 4 4 - - McMahon 3 5 12

Trinidad 23 4 5 4 - 1 Stewart 3 5 10

Turkey 52 7 7 3 2 2 Sung 1 5 8

Zambia 70 2 4 2 2 - van Dijk 1 5 12

*Repeater

l/ As listed under project discription in L/C agreements.



4(c) Completion of Yellow Cover Reports
ranging from 6 months to 43 months

No. of
Project Content Mission Composition Previous Time elapsed(approx months)

Missions
Led By Departure of Appraisal

No. of No.of!JSize of UNESCO/ Mission Staff Mission to Completion to
Project Institutions Items Mission Bk Cons FAO/ILO Chief Member of Yellow Cover Board

Chile II* 39 7 5 4 1 - van Dijk 2 6 17

Chile III* 22 3 4 3 1 - Bahr - 6 10

Colombia 10 3 5 4 - 1 Hultin 3 6 9

Jganda* 39 1 6 5 1 - Brewin - 6 13

Congo(B) 5 5 5 2 2 1 Bahr 2 7 12

Ethiopia 11* 66 6 5 3 1 1 Markgren - 7 13

Jamaica 11* 45 4 6 4 2 - Sung - 7 11

Brazil 16 4 5 3 2 - Cherniavsky - 10 13
Chad I 2 3 4 3 - - Blakey - 11 15
ChadII* 15 3 3 2 1 - Germanacos 2 15 19

Sierra Leone 16 7 5 3 1 1 McMahon 1 43 49

Kenya* 30 7 6 5 1 - Hultin 3 9 16

*Repeater

l/ As listed under project discription in L/C agreements.
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I

Time Elapsed (in approximate months) in the Development of Education Projects

approved by the Board - FY196 9

Total Time 
Flapsed

Initiation Negotiation Board Appraisal to I ni ti ation
Identification Preparation Appraisal Yellow Green

Rec., Econ., Board to Board
etc. -

5 /68 6/68 8 /68
• 

U - 12/65 U - 11/66 B - 5/67 4 /68 
--1-----(29) -- 1-----(30) -- 22-------------------------------(32)

Chad x- -- - - - ----------- 11------(11)-----6-----(17) ------ (28 -------------
(15)x ----------------

5 /68 6/68 6 /68 7/68
U - 4/67 B - 11/67 --1 (16)--(1-( 1 6 )1-(17

Colombia B/U - 2/67 -(2)7- 7 (9)- 6---(15 --------------------------------------
(17)

.------------------------------------ 2------ x.- 
- - - - -

- - - - - - -

5/68 12/68 4 /69
B/U - 12/66 B - 12/66 4/67 

-13- 

(30--- 37 ------ (37 -- ---4 ------------------------------- (41)
El Salvador B/U - 11/65 -- (11)- 1- (12)-- 5------(17

x --- 
-------------------- x - - -- - - - - - - - -- - - ------------------------------- (29)

9/68 12/68
U - 4/67 B - 1/68 5/68 6 /68 

3(------(18 -- 3-------------------------------(21)
Guatemala ..------------------- 10---- (10)-----4- -- (14)--1-----(15) ---

X-------- --------------------- (11)

12/68 1/69

U - 3/68 B - 7/68 10/68 

--- 

11/68 
-1----- (7 -- 1-------(18 -- -1--- ----------------------------- (19)

Guyana B/U - 6/67 -9--9_--_-- --(9)------4----313)- 
3

x ------- x -------- ------------------------------------ (6)

4 /69 

- -

/ 69
B - 10/68 2/69 3/69 --1 - ( 1--(3 ) - - -1-(14)-- - -- - - -- - - -- -( 4

Korea B/U - 3/68 6/68 U - 7/68 
----- 4----.) 

1-------(12) --

x-------------------- 3-- - (3) ------ 1---------(4)------3-----(7) - ......--.....---------------------------- (7)
x --------------------- 

--

4/69 4/69 5/69
U - 11/66 B - 8/67 1/68 -I------(29) ----- ---------------

Malaysia _......-----------8------ (8)-----5-------(13)-----15----(28)--x ---- ----------------------- (22)

10 /68 11/68 4 /69
B - 5/68 10/68

Tanzania B - 9/67 ------------------------ -- -- (8)-- ----- --- 1-~-~--(14)----(15) -------------------.---------- (20)

X------------- x - - - - - - - - - - -------- ------------------------ (12)
10 /68 

1U - B - 12/67 6/68 7/68 8/68 
-l------(13) -- 2-----------------------7/67 ----- 11)------- (12)--Trinidad x---------------- ---- 5------(5)-----6

X -
- - - -

- - - - - ----- --- ---- --- ---- ----------------------- (10)

12/68 2/69 -(35) 4/692-3
U - 3/68 B - 4/68 9/68 -12-----(35-------------------( )azbia U - 3/66 

-----------
241------(24)------1-----(25)-----5 ----- 30) - --- 3-----(33)

X .-....-- x--------------- 
.-- - ---- _--_ - ____-- 1

I



Time Elapsed (in approximate months between missions) in the Development Table 2
of Education Projects approved by the Board in FY 1970

Initiation Total Time Elapsed
Rec. Econ., Identification Preparation Appraisal Yellow Green Negotiation Board Appraisal to Initiation

etc. Board to Board

Cameroon B/U/F 5/68 U 11/68 B 1/69 4/69 5/69 6/69 9/69
-6---.--------------------------------6-----(6)--------2--------(8)-----3-----(11) ---- 1-----(12) ----- 1-----(13)-----3 --------------------------------- (16)

x ------------------------------------------------------------------------------- (8)

Chile mL B 5/69 11/69 12/69 1/70 3/70
x------------------6-----(6)----1------(7)------I------(8)-----2---------------------------------(10)
x-------------------------------------------------------------------------------(10)

Chile IIt U 7/67 U 6/68 B 10/68* 4/69 5/69 6/69 3/70
x-------------------.--11-----(11)- -4----------(15)--S~---1 ------ (22)-----1-----(23)-----9---------------------------------(32)

China U 1/69 U 5/69 B 9/69 . 2/70 3/70 4/70 6/70

x-------------------------10-----------4-----(14)------4---------(18)-----5--(23)----1-----(24)-----I-----(25)-----2---------------------------------(27)
x ------------------------------------------------------------------------------- (9)

Colombia II B 5/69 '9/69 12/69 2/70 5/70
x ----------------- 4-----(4)----3------(7)------2------(9)-----3---------------------------------(12)
x-------------------------------------------------------------------------------(12)

Ivory Coast B/U/F 1/67 B/U 5/68 U 11/68 B 2/69 6/69 8/69 9/69 3/70
x 1-------------------------17-----(17)--------------------9-------(26)----4-----(30)----2----(32)-----------(33)----6----------------------------------(39)

X-------------------------------------------------------------------------------(13)

Kenya II F/B 9/68 B 1/69 10/69 12/69 2/70 5/70
x ------------------- 4-------(4)-----9-----(13)----2----(15)------2------(17)---3----------------------------------(20)

X-------------------------------------------------------------------------------(16)

Pakistan IV B 6/69 B 11/69 3/70 4/70 4/70 6/70
x--------------------------------------------------------5-------(5)----4------(9)----1-----(10)------1------(11)---2---------------------------------(13)

2-------------------------------------------------------------------------------(8)

Sierra Leone F 2/65 U 6/65 B 1/66* 8/69 10/69 10/69 1/70
x----------------------4------(4)--------7------(11)----43-----(54)---2-----(56)-----1------(57)----3---------------------------------(60)

2 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------- (49)

Spain B/U/F 10/68 , U 6/69 B 10/69 1/70 2/70 3/70 6/70

x7-------------------------------------7-------(7)--------4------(11)-----3-----(14)---1-----(15)-----1------() ------------------------------------ (19)
x--------------------------------------------------------------------------------(8)

Zambia U 3/68 B 4/69 7/69' 9/69 10/69 11/69

x------------------13-----(13)-----3-----(16)----2------(18)----1-----(19)-----I----------------------------------(20)
S-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- (7)

*First appraisal mission



Time Elapsed (in approximate months betwcen mis.ions) in the Development. Table 3
of Education Projects Approved by the :il n FY 1971

Init iat ion Total Time Elapsed

Rec. Econ., Identification Preparation Appraisal Yellow Green Negotiation Board Apprais to initiation

•tc. •Board 
to Board

Brazil B/U/F-6/68 U -9/69 B - 2/70 12/70 1/71 2/71 3/71

x -------------------- 153--------3(15))-------5------(20)-----10-----(30)------- - --------- (32)----------(I---------------------------------(33)
S1-------.------------------------------------------------------------------------(13)

Chad II U -2/68 E - 9/69 12/70 1/71 3/71 4/71

-9------------------------------------19-----(19)----15---(34)-----I--.-(25)-----2--(37))--------.--- ---------------------------- (38)
S------ -- ------------------------------------------------- (19)

Congo (B) B -1/68 U - 1/69 U - 10/69 B - 3/70 10/70 11/70 12/70 3/71

° ------------------ 12(----------------(--------(21)-----5-----(26)-----7------(33)-----I------(34)-----1-----(35)---------3---------------------------------3(38)
-)----------------------------------------------------------------------(12)

Dominican Republic B/U - 6/69 U - 11/69 B - 4/70 8/70 9/70 10/70 11/70

------------------- 5---------(5)7------5-----(10)------4------(14)-----1------(15)-----1------(16)---------I--------------------------------(17)
-(----------------------------------------------------------------------(7)

Ethiopia II U - 12/68 B - 2/70 9/70 12/70 1/71 3/71

x ---------------- 14------(14)------7------(21)-----3------(24)----1------(25)--------2--------------------------------(27)
-- -------------------------------------------------------------------- (13)

Greece B/U - 2/67 U/F - 4/69 B - 8/69 12/69 1/70 9/70 11/70
G-6--..-4----------------------------26---------(26)'-----4------(30)-----4------(34)-----1------(35)-----8------(43)---------2-------------------------------(45)

----------------------------------------------------------------- (15)

Indonesia B - 1/69 B - 6/69 U - 11/69 B -2/70 7/70 8/70 9/70 10/70

n ---- --------- - ---- (5)- -- -5-------(10)----- 3 --- (13)------ ----- (18)----- ---- (19)----- --- (20)------ ------------------------------- (21)
-- -.------------------------------------------------------------------------ (8)

Iran U - 9/68 U - 9/69 B - 11/69 4/70 6/70 9/70 10/70

Sran2-----------------12--------(12)----2------(14)-----5------(19)-----2------(21)-----3------(24)---------1-----------------------------(25)
- ------------------------------------------ 7------------------------------------ (11)

B - 4/70 11/70 12/70 1/71. 3/71
x - -- 7---_-(7)..-I -- -(8) ...- I------(99 )9---------2--------------------------------(11)

x ---------------..-------------- -------------------------------------------------- (1

Senegal U - 5/69 U - 2/70 B - 9/70 2/71 4/71 5/71 6/71

e --- (---. 9)------9------- (9)-----7-----(16)------5------(21)-----2------(23)-----1------(24)---------2I2------------------------------(25)
------------------------------------------------------------------------- (9)

Somalia U - 5/69 U - 4/70 B - 8/70 11/70 12/70 3/71 5/71

s x---------------------1--------(11)-----4-----(15)------3-----(18)-----------(19)-----3------(22)---------2--------------------------------(24)
x -------------------------------------------------------------------------------- (9)

Tanzania III B/F - 5/69 B - 2/70 6/70 7/70 8/70 2/71
T I- (9)----------------9------(9)-------4------(13)-----I------(14)-----I------(15)----------6--------------------------------(21)

x----------------------------------------------------------------------------------(12)

Turkc) U - 7/69 U - 7/70 B - 9/70 2/71 3/71 4/71 5/71

x--------------------12---- (12)-----2------(14)------5------(19-----I------( ------- (21)----------I--------------------------------(22)
x--------------- - ---------------------------------------------------------- (8)

Uganda 11 U - 2/69 U - 1/70 r, - 5/70 11/70 12/70 3/71 6/71

x---------------------1---------(11)-----4------(15) ------ 6------21(211--(27)---3------(25)---------3)---------------------------------(28)
S- -i------ ------------------------------------------------------ (13)

*First appraisal
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OFFICE MEMORANDV\UM
Mr. Bernard Chac'ene{ DATE: October 15, 1971

FROM: John Blaxal cc: DSB

JECT: Time Elapsed Procssn Lending Ocerations, FY9-71

Chies
Advisers

As you k.t, we have been working for some time on an analysis ofproject processir4 ; experience in FY71. For a variety of reasons we havenot finished as quickly as we had hoped. In the meantime, hciever, youmay find it useful to have the basic data tableswc have assembled.

2. The attacied tables cover three complete years of lending opera-tions. You will note that in FY7 the average p rocessin- tie increased
to 5-1/2 months, after falling from 11 months in FY69 to 9 months in FY70.The median processing time, in many ways a more meaningful indicator sinceeit is not so subject to distortion by extreme values, also increased againto 8-1/2 montns after it had fallen from roughly 9-1/2 months in FY0 to8 months in FY70. As in previous analyses, the time elapsed figures forprojects brought to the Board in FY71 are from dearture of the firstappraisal mission to Board presentation. Three FY71 projects were excludedfrom the sample cs their processing data were not comparable: Guinea - BokeExtension, Indonesia - Technical Assistance, and Nigeria - RehabilitaticiProgram Loan. The follcw,ing table, which compares FY71 processing timewith that of FY6, and FY70 confirms the overall impression that projectprocessing in FY71 took longer than in FY70, particularly. for projects in:the upper quartile--those taking the largest tire to process.

Project Processing Time inlonths

Size of Loe..er Upper
Sample Quartile Medien Quartile

-FY69 105 7.2 9.6 13.1FY70 117 6.3 8.0 10.5FY71 126 6.8 8.5 11.7
3. The tables aTso present processing 7ime by reci.-i and byand the data we produced earlier describing Fi.' c and FY70 are incufor your convenice. are continuing to stucy these statistics andother informaticn we have garnered in the course of this study, and hopeto send you a paper within the next two or three weeks.

At t a c!h me nt s
cc: 1r. A7dewa; re id

.r. Cope/Mr. Williams

M-2 t lt te: Gmc1



FY71 Time Elapsed in Days
Etrcen Departure of FirstAppraisal Mission

and 3oard Presentation

Lower Median Upper
Quartile Quartile

TITAL DeLparture of Appraisal Mission
to Board Presentation 20 25 351

Appraisal Mission in Field 21 27 311

- Return of Mission to Yellow Cover 71 98 122

Yellow Cover to Green Cover 24

Green: Cover to Invitation 13 20 38

Invitation to Start Negotiations 10 22

(Start Nlegot-iations to Agreement) (14) (28) 9

Start Negotiations to Board Presentation 37 h9 76

Sun o Staes 161 j228 327

Size of Sample 126 -

1 Projects excluded: Nigeria - Rehabilitation Program, Loan

Guinea - Boke Extension
Indonesia - Technical Assiltance II

Average trne for processing a project: 287 days3

0 - I-



FY71 Tima Elapsed in Days bt'een the Departure
of the First Appraisal Mission to Board Presentation

Distribution by Area -

Size of Lower Uppor

Sample Quartile Median Quartile

South Lmerica 17 -87 323 470

Eastern Africa 17 237 323 406

29 225 268 h28

South Asia 13 160 265 351

- Western Africa 16 220 261 393

East Asia & Pacific 21 198 225 265

Central AM. & Carib. 12 .187 218 230

ver all FY71 Pro ranl 126 205 255 351



FY71 Tir Elapsed in Days
of the Stagcs in Project Processin

from the Departure of the First Appraisal Mission
to Boai-d Presentation

(Upper Quartil.e - Median - Lower Quartile)

East Asia
Eastern Western & South
Africa Africa Pacific Asia

TOTAL 6-323-237 3 933 0-2 20 25-9 35 5fe
Appraisal Mission in Field 33- 27- 21 ~0- 27- 17 35-28 20 ~ 35- 21
Return.of iission Yellow Cover 1-58-113- 86 127-108- 70 113- 90- 81 116- 79-- 61
Yel)o0-Creen Cover , 36- 23- 15 78- 30- 15 33, 21- 13 31- 21- 1f
Green - Invitation 52- 27- 12 27- 16- 9 41- 20- 10 41- 23r 10Invitation - Start iegotiations 2!)- 10- -7 31- 12- 6 26- 1h- 9 39- 16- 2
(Start egotiation4reent) (63- 58- 24) (38- 30- h) (28- 18- 7) (42-- 14- h)Start 1egotiation - Board Presont-
ation 99- 77- hi 91- 57- 36 60- hh- 36 h2- 38- 30Sum of Stages 1102-277-182 384-250-153 308-217-169 317-212-133

Size of Sample 17 16 21 14

Europe Central
Middle East America & South Western
& North Africa Cnribban America Hemisonere

TOTAL 266 230-21d187 - 70-3-187 £02-230-1s7
Appraisal Mission in Field 35- 30- 20 28, 22- 17 .55- 27- 19 35- 24- 19
Return of Mission - Yellow Cover 130-116.- 7Lr 111-1 94- 69 156-101- 65 12h- 98- 6
Tellow - Green Cover 39- 27- 21 35- 25- 20 37- 28- 16 37- 27- 16- Green hInvitation 55- 30- 16 32- 15- 11 97- 16- 13 61- 15- 13
Invitation - Start Negotiations 19- 10- h 5- 3- 3 21- 7- 2 10- h- 2(Start !egotiation- Agreement) (68- 31- 21) (38- 22- 15)(101- 45- 19) (77- 35- 19)Start Ie;;otiation - Board Present-
ation 90- h9- h3 53- h3- 34 127- 7i- 39 104- 53- 35Sura of Stages .. 368-262-178 264-210-15- 493-252-15b 371-221-154

Size of Sasple 29 j12 •. 17 29



FY71 Time Elapsed in Days
of Stages in Projeot ProceSsin

-rom the Departure of the First Appraisal Mission
to Board Preoentation -

Distribution by Sector

(Upper Quartile - Median -- Lower Qaartile)

Agric. Agric. Agric.
Gen1ral Indu.3tries IriJation

TOMTA 1-32-231 09 :2t3 237-250

Appr.is-al Mission in Field 5-- 21 30-37- 2L L0--3r 27
Return of Mision-Yollow Cover 171-122- 90 32h-1h3-103 113- 9b- 63

- jYelow-Green Cover . 30- 2 -- 15 5- Eh- 12 28- 25- 21
Green- Invitation 27- Ih- 9 57-- 38- 0 86- 22- 14

Invitation-Start 7e gotiations 28- 14- .7 39- 33- 6 14- 6- 0

-(Star' eoito-geret 65 - 32- 11) (176- 34- 7) (31-- 28- 9)

Start Negotiation-2oard Present-
ation 106- 57- 39 195- 71- 42 61- 36- 22

Sum of Stages 399-256,.181 707-366-187 3L2.2 1 8 -147

-Size of Sample • 12 44

-Agric.
Livestock %Credit • DFC

TOTAL - 19-~Tr 9 75- -o 3-2L -1
Appraisal'Mission in Field 38- 33- 22 49- 2- 22 41- 23- 17

Return of ission-Yellow Cover 102- 85- h2 195-107- 78 96- 56- 35 \

-Yellow-Green Cover .39- 27- 16 30- 21- 13 55- 27- 13
Green-Inritation 167- 38- 1 4 68- 35- 13 65- 27- 16
Invitation-Start o 40- 8- 3 18- 6- 2 30- 26- 2

(Start !egotitio-greenent) ( 96- 31- 19) ( 19- 4- 0) (IL6- 14- 25)

Start Fegotiation-E'ard Present-
ation 1.48- 53- 35 44- 35- 28 153- 90- h 0

Sum o1 Stages $31-2UL 132 -29-232-156 bb -29123
Size of0Sa--Ole -15 10



FY71 Tie lasd in Days
-t aZcs in Project Processing

- from. the Dcpar as the First Appraisal Mission
to Board P

edian - Lower Quartile)
(Jpper Q'uartile -

ter Sum 1

39 3 2 ~9- 20 55- 30- 26
TOTAL .ss~o i- Yl C o- 38- 3 21 113- 91- 62 - 151-123- 86

A raial 3iso-i eiw oe 82- 83 66.Oh5-..31.-1

^Y1oGe ssver - Yelo Cove 1-h 22- 3.14- 0 c) 31 .Return of A-sio 2 -17- 13 6197 53- 13
Yelo-GrniTl cver 20- 13- 10 1,3- 23- 6 2h- 11- 3

I nvitationSart c .O 19- 8- 3 16- 7- 3 (62- 59- 3h)
Invitation -I trt otains (58 26/- li1) (1,51- 27- 7)

( 4 Start Ne9otiati90- 7h- 
9

Start eoti 8-- ad3- 36 28M- 61- 36 90-328-193
sentao 369-19h 150 507-230-127 562-32

Sum Of~ Stages
Size of Sanple -

Education h s Ralwa .- o

TOTA-Ti ~37 29 ~-~T

ALpraisal ~5of in Field 35- 31- 27 30- 2  , • 6- 61
praisal 1 18ission n Yel-17-C'o'11- 98-' 68 116- 80- 67 103'- 85- 61
turn eef Cove 5-- 35- 23 38- 28- 13 20-- 21- 13 -3- 16- 1

Green co h 28- il 50 20- 10 97- 17- 2 63-- 17- 0

rnitati-n In tatn « ations 22- 18- 11 25-.12- 7 2L- 9- 2 (3- 7- 7
Invitation Seotar 1-o" ,) (60- 28- 15)(L9- 37- 1) (77- .5- 18) (38- 31- 7)
(Start Negotiati l -oard Pr-c 78- 9- 38 100-56- h0 10- 14- 40 56- 36- 33

sentatio .. a8 35-179-12
380- 298-218 365-230-156 S09-2

Sum of Sta;es 
1 5

Size of i18'

* - - .



-PROJECT f,OCZSS 1!: TlyIN lF ''y s 12,Sl~9 i ' t7.

(F rori Cepartirc of First Appraisa1 Ms--,ol throup 1ord Pres!r.~tton)

_____ 19 3- Y______ Ff970 ___ 16

in ci Le:r ~Upper Size of Lo-er ppr 5ze of Lc.:r Upp

$t~~pfe Q-n tl e o g ar Ile e en Yetl t e ed a, "art; 
c

Cto-

l-. 7 .3 135 15j 5 0.~ 12.? 58 .8 10.5 13.4

A . A3 . Ind0t 12.3 13.S§ 15.1 11 7.8 11.7 12.1 2 22 I.

6 6.0 8.9- - 5.9 9 8.2 9.3 11.2 15 7.4 9.3 11.2

vCstock £ Crcdit i 7.8 5.2 15.3 11 7.0 0.2 13.3 22 7.5 5 .3

Sn8os. 5.9 8.2 10.2 12 5.1 8.1 5.0 20 5.3 8.2 9.

eo 9.2 ac.0 15.4 11 7.1 ".4 13.4 21 7.4 9

ty 5 7.0 9.5 13.3 5 7.0 9.5 13.3

c uti; 26 6.0 8.4 10.3 l 6.0 .. 4. 8
'~t,;c P .5 9 I0 5.7 .6 5.0 30 5.7 7.1 5-4

es5 6.7 8.4 9.5 6 6.0 7.2 9.3 II 6.0 8.4 9.3
r sopty 5 7,9 10.3 13.7 3 7.2 9.) 10.0 8 8.3 9.7 10.9

S.por t 04o1 R ! 6.0 7• , -6 --

I; Sh-a1s 7.5 10.2 13.1 21 1-i 7.0 8.6 6 u; H.2

orLs Pi;el res 6 9.3 15.0 19.2 6 •5.8 7.2 --8.3 12 6.5 8.8 15.0
ta Iways 4 6.1 6.6 8.9 4 6.5 9.2 12.6 8 6.1 7.1 11.0

* . *

stern Afric 17 8.5 '11.3 14.9 16 8.0 10.1 13.2 33 8.3 30.6 14.3

~ern Afre 20 10.0 12.5 15.3 19 6.0 7.3 9.7 39 7.2 9.7 13.8

ast Asia 9 racTfic 38 6.0 8.4 11.6 17 6.o 7.8 11.7 35 6.0 8.1 11.6

3 As's 13 6.7 8.9 14.6 24 5.7 7.3 9.3 37 6.2 7.4 9.7

aen. x*le East 13 6.5 7.8 11.9 14 7.2 8.5 9.3 27 6.8 8.4 30.8
Srth Africa- --

entral Amer. L Cari5. 10 7.6 9.7 10.6 10 6.2 7.9 9.4 20 6.6 8.3 30.1

oth A-erica 14 6.1 9.1 9.2 17 5.7 9.0 1.1 31 5.8 9.0 30.7

11 fro;e:ts 105 7.2 . 33.1 117 6.3 8.o 10.5 222 6.7 8.7 11.3

nl~c1.udn a- ;rac: ~~eriin stvral SIse :2rs. p

-. - 3/4/70,

* *



Ar. David L. Gordn ( y 2, 1972

Vijay LChaudhry n

sal and Similar e

. This is in resyna to your memorandu on the above ubject
dated April 25, J-72, adrsdto Mr. Powell with the attached

radum from lr. Chadiat and an attwhed Appraisal Report of
China Development Corporation (CDC) b the Asian Development
Ban (ADB).

2. I ave rviewd the above a.raisal report and ored it
with siilar Bank apraisal reports. r findings are given below.

3. The outline or frame aork of th ADB report is very similar
to Bank reports. Wthin this vimilar framwork, however, the content
and prestion of the ADXB report is acawhat inferior to Bank
reports. The following was a boar this out:

(a) The ADB3 report is mre descriptive and lngthier than
Bank reports but containa little additional information. The
iiformation on certain item is scattered and omtdime duzplicated.

(b) IT*re is injufficiant reortin and discussion of the
Governnt's linustrial policy via-a-vis the structure and gro4t
of induatry, the taxation poliy, eort-iport duties and incentive
sebaMMS if arg. La a result, it is difficult to evaluate CDC's
presit and future roil. in the development of the industrial sector.

(c) There is no consideration of Ca' ro.le (or abwce of it)
in obi~lising finanial resources from the market.

(d) Althoi only since recently, the Sank reports do stress
the igortan eonoic evaluation of sub-projocts that are appraised
by the Dv nt Finance Cmani. The ADB report in~wes this aspect
and does not iention if CDC includes ecic evaluation in their project
agpraisals.

(,) Certain financial ratios relatirg to CDC's profitability
are not eVaroated.

ver all une gets the eion that th ADD report is lees
&~a tical and critical than similar Bank reports. O no an point
is the ADD report uignificantly u

cc: . z-.
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Mr. E. J. Capbert, April 28, 1972

A. J. Carmichael

Information Requested by Mr. McNamara on
Project Costs and Completion Time

As specified in Memorandums dated April 18 and April 21, 1972,

from Mr. H. B. Ripman to Heads of Projects Departments, enclosed are

Tables 1 and 2 (with Explanations attached) containing the requested

information on Ports Division Projects physically completed in FY69

through March 31, 1972.

JPZedalis :ov

Enclosure



TA Mi9 1

(2 () h)(5) ()(7) ()(9) i

Loan/Credit Monh/Year 1ct th/ ear o Comp tIon Ti:me (Months)

Amount (million Us$) of Va; ation E1ta ted VarianeC

I u umber Orifinal Final Agreement Estimated actual (5 to 6 (6 to 7)

n -uructi on 29h.-IN 21.0 18.8 8/61 9/65 7/68 49 +34 7

nst-uction 364-NZ 7.8 6.7 11/63 12/67 7/68 49 +7

water Tranmport 65-PAK* 5.3 5.2 8/64 3/68 3/69 43 +12

.xt. and Improve-
a37-PA 2.75 2.75 12/65 9/70 5/71 57 +3

nstruction h63-Ho 4.8 4.6 8/66 12/70 12/70 52 0

"n s ruction 4h6-PE 9.1 8.1 5/66 10/69 7/70 4 1 +9

r;eding Project 617-LBR 3..6 3.5 6/69 11/71 7/71 29 -h

nostruection
n29-SP 40.0 40.0 9/65 12/68 3/72 39 +39

rojects previously reported and listed in Annex to Memorandum of Apri2 1, 1972.

Project previously reported in Annex to Memorandum of April 18, 1972 with data "filled in by Division".

w projects physically completed by March 31, 1972 but not previously reported.



:elanation '1 D 7lays Exceedinr 1- of
&:timatedi Tin f'o' Projeci, omole ien

Following projects more than 15- in excess of estimated com-
pletion date (see colum (10) - TA2E 1):

*29h-IN TIDIA Port Ccnstrryction and Ea-uinmert

6-PAK PAKISTAN Inland V.Tater Transport
( BA(GLADES H)

hh6-pE PERU Fort Construction

The contractor on this pro>ject, an Italian-Peruvian consortium
was slow.~ in progressing the work; construction work was completed some
18 months late. There were soe serious foundation problens encountered
which contributed to the delay.

).29-P_ SAIN Port Construction and Equipment

Execution of project items was delayed principally by contracting
and procure'.ent practices but this was considered acceptable because the
work involved 121 international and local tenders. Administrative procedures
also contributed to the total delay.

i.-.-.4 In



xplanation of Oost Overruns 'ore Than 15)

Fo(lo")an nr( le20 Ss moore than 15% in excess of estimate (Columns(14) and (1) - Table 2)

TTe of Proje-t No. L.C. Variance (3) Total Variance<(

Port Construction
& Equipment 294-IN +105 427

Inland Water Transport 65-PAK g +81 +32

Port Extension &
Improvement 437-PA +29

Port Dredging 617-L3R +50

INDIA: 29-IN

L.C. Variance (Jh)

The local corpoonent of actual project costs increased by 10--from an estRads. Ps-7. 6 :ailiion to Rs. 97.6 -tj.ljoni iaL;erous delays
were incurrea in t Je ro0n j .2i
price increases. Sl1 oo j is rnkesuling +inea maor
proval procedures (referral of decisions to ew b$ for aerovae, ae
in list of goods. a esi:1sis on ].ooul. (and aclce , can
contributed si-i f c aiy to the Cost escalat')F. - vaation of the hdj a an
Rupee on Jun , 1966 ws also a priDae factor.

e crasesica price incr.caase of 27over the anount originally estiated.rs

PK STA ( T N, IM A, 6 5-PAK

L.C. Varce L)

fho local comnonent of tual project costs increased by 81),fro:. "n estL7:at-d~ ~~i~ to R-1. ~. ~ ~ sa otices

r cuarters
cr-e s n a fac cra- the substantial in-c., .n ir La~ accau-, e ton ecsts a:- rjetpc esd



The 32, increase in total cost is solely ce to the increase inthe local currency componert.

P,,. ?.A JAY: 7?

L.C. Variance (1L)

On this project, the local currency compcnent increased by 295,from an estimated A 183 illijon to .- 235.6 million. The cost increase was
caused by engineeri' changes based on more detailed information on physicalconditions, gonral price cscalation, and increased payments to engineeringconsultants for tne extended constrgticion period.

LITPERIA: - 617-La

L.. Variance (1h)

The increase in local currency costs, approximately LIP4$ 300,000
over the original estimate of LIB3 &0,000, was due to the contractor's bidwhich was below -he estimated foreig-n comnponent and hilter in the localcomponent. This increase in the local component cost of some 50,' is con-sidered reasonable. ho-,wever, when viewing the projact on a total cost basis;i.e., total project cost exceeded the original estimate by only 5 v.



(1)
(2) (3) (4) (5)

Loan/Crcdit (6)
ionth/*.- Estiruated Project Es t Prk i l rojecT 0 f r C 

7 
Ac uI 

Pro 

ct Actua 

1 

rr_P½Oject Amount 1nil l ion US$) f i.i 

i 

I 

-Ac.. 
o jectCosts 

lot 
Al

sUhber orinal Costs, Yoreis:n Cont 

local 

Com- Costs, Total be tw.eenFinval et Cos;t s be twe enAgrec- Local C 
oTmn! (mi loT s

PORTS ponen't (.illionu) 2 Cos 

(mi 

i on) (milli on u s( 2 

s) 

1 0>&o(6) ) (7> I
plon 

C 

l
U' ( 

-- 

,Port Construction (i1 (
i (MI C' I

and Equipment
2 94 -IN 21.0 18.8 8/61 21.0 Rs. 47.6 31.0 R s 18.8Port Construction 

.. 

6 
2 

Rs.97.6 39.3 -10 +105 +273 64-Nz 7.8 6.7 11/63 7.8 NZSh. 34.3 12.6 NZ .7.1.4 6.7Inland Water Transport NZSh.34.3 (a)/ 11.5 

-14 

0 -9
65-PAK* 5.3 5.2 8/64 6.2 Rs. 24.3 11.3 s.4. 7 5.7 Rs.44.0 

(a)/

Port Ext. and Improvement 14.9 

-8 

+81 +324 37-PA 2.75 2.75 12/65 2.5 , 

( 

183 3.95 

4 

126 2.7Port Construction 235.6 4.5 

+8 

+29 +14
463-HO 4.8 4.6 8/66 04.8 L. 4.8 7.2 L 2.0 4.6 ,Port Construction L 

.

5.4 7.3 -3 +13 +1446-PE 9.1 8.1 5/66 9.1 S /. 1 5 0 12.6 S/. 43 8.1 S/. 161 11.8 -11 +7 -7
Port Dredging (b) / 6 17-L3R 3.6 3.5 6/69 3.6 LIB$ 0.6 4.2 3.5 LIBPort Construction $ 0.9 4.4 0 +50LIB$1 .c0 +5
and Equipment ( c) /

429-sp 40.0 40.0 9/65 40.0 Pta s . 1,484 61.2 Ptas. 70 40.0 Ptas. 1,574 62.5 0 +6 +2

&

Credit

USS1.00 equivajent

(a / Estimated "Actual" 
cos -st -n... 

s in ormation available at this time.
(b)/ Projec t consilderec 

Db .
I...'. *emainin, items to be fi-nancc to July 1973) fr 

c- 
lo-in account 

in US$50,000 for 

.dviser's 

y -((c)I/ Project conss idered 3 : e
C-' 2'tVii financc- an2~in~Dc:iOI' 

02.

I.:, 'I. 

c(,)o , r th.
* t'scrt 01



Mr. E. Capbert April 28, 1972

B. du Parc

Projeet Costs and Completion Time

1. According to Mr. Ripmani' s request, we have prepared information
on project costs and completion time. Attached are the tables with
footnotes and explanations where necessary.

2. As suggested in the memorandum dated April 21, 1972, we have
excluded from the project costs sheet two program loans/credits
(162-1' and t28-1&) on the following grounds: The two loans covered
financing o' items under broad categories and reallocation among
categories occurred; in the Indian case, the Bank financed less than
10% of the project, spread over two years. In the case of Sast Africa,
a substatial part of the progrz was carried forward after 1967, 1king
any comparison with the planned program almost impossible. Attached
are the data related to these two loas/credits.

3. As indicated in the memorandum dated April 21, 1972, railway
projects consist essentially of equipment lists. Le have, therefore,
limited our analysis to a coparison of estimated with actual costs
of Bank-financed items. Therefore, figures in Columns (3) and (6)
are identical.

h. In three cases (57-PAK, 387-SP, h96-PAK), the appraisal report
did not give any breakdown in the local cost component between the
part related to Bank-financed items and other items. Therefore,
only the actual cost of the foreign component of Bank-financed items
could be estimated. In such cases, the figure for local component is
zero.

5. Railways projects have experienced substantial delays in compie-
tion time ranging from 25% to 100%; but almost no overruns have
occurred. There are two principal explanations:

(a) time delays have affected only a few low cost items in
the loan and usually were related to civil engineering
works. In most cases, a substantial percentage of the
loan was disbursed at the closing date; and

(b) the cost estimates were fairly accurate because in all
the projects, almost all goods financed were equipment
goods, for which good estimates could be made. In addi-
tion, cost estimates for equipment items, which are
completely imported and therefore completely financed



4r. E. Capbert - 2 - April 28, 1972

by the Bank, somietimes beoone self-fulfilling, wher
the borrower is able to adjust the number of ite
to be purchased in one category to meet cost esti-
mates (typical cases are the number of freight cars,
rails, etc.). Railways very often plan in financial
rather than physical terms arnd we have no way of
checking urit oost estimates agairst unit prices in
these old loans.

Attachmenta
TCurein/BdnParc :bh
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ivis1on Chief Aril 24, 19 72

Project Costs and Completion Time

As y will see from the attached co.Aes of emorana fr
r. Ipan, certan cost data are required on. cop.ltd projects. v Friday,

April 2.

At the time of the ist reiew of such projects ony tw1o
education pro~ects yere. conid ered, namely Kenya T and Chile- . T the
9 month period which has ela since July 1971, Control record
show that no additional eucation projecta hve been complted Howeveur,

in view of the definition in Mr. Ripman's oranda of Ari 21 you may
ish to conider w.hether Ethiopia I and P pines I should r r
a1 subtatially complete

I would be gratful If vou could nominate one of your

rchitects to meet wth r to orrow at 11".3 a. to icus t!- n
which we can most easily coplIte the - ce sar data for 'Ir. XThon. It

woul elp in the meantime if the persons could read over the attaedi

Tccran a,
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Forciqf exchnge benefits (/ i forji $ 20

Dlorstic benofi.ts Iocral 2

Fore.gn exchango cost (lafoei14cy

Doimtic cost (n locl c 3c

of which wago bill 33
Shadow w1ae rate 6
Number of workers
Shadow exchange ra to2e

The proposed test of employment effect !dea olo

Project (A): (60 x 2) + 20 - ()0 x 2-6) > 3

project (B)1 (60 x 2) + 20 - (H0 x 2 - 12) 6 12 0 3

Both projects, t femore, I-Iy thc CIO t0ts i
both cases are hi-- er thJn 's 11u rer e

employed as in project () 111 1 C 2- hS t A gener-

alization might le :d to tc In otul d

It would, in any er o be I s d

require varying of I and of

production with - elopye :

6. ltaneousiy, I nroose an Auional test which takea into

account the two questions ri.c in par2raph . The new tet doee

not require aCditi onal data ot her than th e incor --ated in cba calcula-

tion of the tradi-tional cost b1nefit alyris. T ProeoE -ast is in

the form of a ratio Ihere t- umerat' i a on a redef-1nto n of tV

net benefits of a project, z] As vi 9 an 'a ctlonal r- L;-z than a

substitite for the traditional cost bcn-it ratio.

7. Let us redefine thei benefits oil a projct in a manner consisterit

with the develonmenlt objectreos of a c'Into encoflT-s

both grou.'th and eployment. Tha for:r is a i'mcion of a project a ab ity

to generate more v-luie than it user oe t'sr ts 'd life TIe meci ic

test for thiS iwhich the Bankt a project, Iork is p r _rily con rnod with,

is measuring tho size of the surplus in relation o n cost of producin1

it i.e. the earning poaer of capital. The lattr, e ym loyRenT, is measuar c

in terms of the dostic labour input into the project measured by the

siza of the wage bill, thus,

Not Benefits - Gross Benefits - Cost of Production + Vage Bill

(rowth) (Employment)

All the variables are measured os stre; e:pres!sed in terms of present val-

ues, disdounted at the shadow rata of interest (opportunity cost of capiTal.

In symbolic terms:

the current Bank C/B ratio *

the proposed Meguid C/B ratio G

1/ Thora popears to be a bypographical error in the text of tha DIT. In para-

graph 16, the fonula in te tenth line does noA equal tha in .ine i. e

have applied the former. Tha latter woeuld lve different nimerical results
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(11 itn '-it s, hrth are o c~ibz 1 ea 43;Ntmld

be eon aof in p d i

p) a of ' os iJ:. in the coco.anying U<gr no lotoS b^ cserra-

11 .O co ort'o, t he pro...d eer'c) might proveC~ to3b

(a) at aiont ad gth re no;t cIpSil C f o ha is

i .+. c

n Jex ot "o

(c) That th rosant NT3 projectoaito ahoooyi o

two

- ot: 31ts2, Eschenberg
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Mr. B. Chadenet April 12, 1972

anA.Adler

Tof Rin A s

l. At our recnt :eetin on the Ivory Cost hubber Pro ect (,"ach '}), you
askeu -e to ceiu you - re 4inc e about the neen Lo &larificat ion in the treat-
rent of Governm ent revenues in appraisal reports.

2. It is 'y impremion that there is a lack of tunifor itty in the treat -ent
an( reporting of the project' impact on Govern,,ent revenues anc expenditures.
For example, should aisburse..ents nd repayments o1 Bank loans or IDA credits
be taken into meccount that about injreusez c; reactions in the delitts o&
Govemn eut corporationes t ,ome reports ay not fully allow ror all aor taxe -
inco .e taes, sales taxes, castos duties, export taxes, etc.

3. I suspect that much o the 6iversity o' treat -ent arises Croi the fact
that the purpose of the analysis is iregnently not 'lea Is it, for ex le,
to indieAte the i )pact o' the pro ect on the Government' buqcet, the inancuial
return to the Government, the a ount of subi<y provioet, or the share oc the
econo iT benefits ;oing to the Govern ent? These different purposes, wnhile
interrelatea, soul require different treatJCent, at least in part.

You aay wish to conside a Director's Meorandum on the subject.

iHAAdler:yt

cc: Messrs Bar, ovani, van der Tak
Evans, Wapenhans, McIvor, Takahashi, Darnell
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Mr. Mahbub ul Haq March 23, 1972

0. T. W. Price

iatimates of Constant Prices

1. In the course of preparing our price for casts for the Board,
I have became concerned at the differences ir interpretation being given
to the teri "constant prices" and also at the belief that there is some
absolute correction factor which the Economics Department can apply to
prices quite independently of. the asumptions being made about project
costs in the country in which the investment is being executed.

2. I wish to recomend ta .he 3teerig Coitee (of which you
are a member), which is looking at project appraisal tech ues, should
examine the assumptions and con ep"ul framework relating to the cost and
income streams and the way th a treated in arriving at the financial
and economic rates of retur. t seems to me that there should b same
co. on underlying assumptions relatin to the way both the cost and in-
come streams are treated.

3. On the price side, even for a single comodity there is a whole
range of price assumptions which can be made and none of them are right
or wrong in any absolute sense. It is first necessary to define more
precisely in relation to the camodity and the country in which the in-
vestment is being made what we wish to measure with the price. A fore-
cast price is a valuation and this can vary depending on the purpose of
the valuation. For example, in estimating the financial rate of return,
an indigenous investor aiming to sell his products on the local market
would be interested in the cost and income streams in current prices in
the local currency, even if these exhibit an inflation rate of 50 percent
or more per annum. Local entrep neurs in Brazil have had to make their
financial calculations under these c ircumstances and some of then .have

done pretty well. On the other h and, an investor in a developin. country
who intends to export all his production would be more interosted in
current prices on the international markets and possible changes in ex-
change rates.

4. mkhen we wish to convert these current prices (local or inter-
national) into constant prices the criteria will vary depending on cir-
cumstances. I understand - but I might be wrong - that whenever one
refers to constant prices one is concerned with maintaining the pur-
chasing power of money. This is asimnle concept at an abstract level,
but when applied in practice it bEcomes necessary to define the objec-
tives or aspirations of the investor more closely. At present it is
being assumedia the Bank that genera1 inflation in the XTD countries
will oroceed at 3 percent per annum during much of this decade. This
ininlies that the value of mony, in the way that it is being spent in
the OECi countries, will fall at this rate per annum. The OECD pattern



* t.hbub ul Haq - 2 - March 23, 1972

of exendbture includes a very substantial amont o services such as health,
car mainence, haircuta, dini out, etc. It is also true, however, that
if noney in t'y YD cout ries er e used paurely to purchase goo ds (but ex-
eluded services) the purchasing power of money over this sane period would
f,11 on average by only 2 percent per annum. ither of these indices could
be used for arriving at costant noies, depending oa the object of the
exerciae.

If we now ov on - : ils and the wa7 they send the Money
ad their desire to kee> tel - u chasiar power intact over time, it will be
a -pareit that a different dir)sor i t be necessary fra that used in a
developed country. Certainly a far smller nroportion of the Gross Domestic
Product would be snent on services and a higher proportion o1 capital and
basic consumer goods, includin foo. In these countries we are concerned
wih mcesuring; the purchasing onwer of the cerings from a project in buying
roods nolly purchased either on the local mrket or imported by that coun-
try. The adjustment required to be mde to current prices would be different
in e ch of these two cases and it could certainly be different fron that in
a developed country.

''. I would like to point out also that converting current prices (i.e.
rices ct 1ruling in the market l ace at any given point in time) into
constant prices in order to ensure that we have taken into account the pur-
chasing power of the earnings for the project is quite different from estima-
ting the effect of inflation on the price of a comilodity. For examle, the
world prices of rubber might have an inflation element of 10 percent over
the next decade, but it seems to me dubious to deduce from this that you can

Lrrive at the earnings from rbber nrojects la eylon or Malaysia in constant
prices by correcting the income stream (or rubber prices) by 10 percent. The
adjustment could be more or less tan 10 percent and it might even be differ-
eaft for eylon and Malaysia - atries which have very different standards
of living and patterns of ene. i ure.

7. I do not pretend to o e answers to all the issue I have raised.
I consider, however, that as lo7 s .3 , ania pays att:ntion t the rIte of
return from a project - and ~ a t uesti oing th use of tais rdstick -
it is vital that close scrutia - a e to the assumions underlying our
price and cost estimates u , wi c; are estiated and ad-At~. is the
costs and prices are estimi n u. a i deptents of the aak it is
la vital that the various d , r 3uns are opering on conly eld ,.ssup-

tions.

.- ssibility that the 3teeri 'nte shoul co iden is
whethe dr ors to arrive at constant pa s and costs should be selected
o1 te basis of project objectives rather thn being cornodity specific as La
the past. If this approach were taken the L'conm.1cS Jeartment would still

:rovide forecasts in current prices of cnodities traded on inte Ational
markets It should also probably premre several general economic indicators
for the LDs such as, for erml, iadices of changes n the uit value of
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imcxas to LD'Ys which var-y by country and region. These could be applied
s poriate to bring the cost stream and income stream into constant

1 e + r oil

cc: Iessrs. cel roon, e ut~ ' i r< - as, '013s:1
TesarS. nas, Ielar~3, 7 i , I auen C ei

OTice/h1
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Mr. S.C. Hardy March 22, 1972

H.R. Young

Re: Project Cost Over-Runs

1. The following are some corments on your memo of March 15 on the difficult
problem of cost over-runs. I agree with your list of factors influencing cost
over-runs and wish to suggest an additional factor which we have frequently en-
countered in some of the countries covered by Highway Division II. I would like
to see the responsibility for mitigating the effect of the factors you mention
more widely shared; I doubt whether it is either reasonable or practical to hold
consultants responsible to the extent suggested and to apply the onerous penalties
proposed.

2. Three parties , as noted in paragraph 4 ,are concerned with initiating,
preparing and executing projects: the government, the consultant and the contractor.
I suggest that a fourth be added, the Bank. Not only does the Bank normally provide
the bulk of the financing, but it is usually an active participant in the identi-
fication, preparation and execution phases you mention. Thus it seems to me that
the Bank has the leverage and the opportunity to take the leas in resolving the
problems which cause cost over-runs.

3. Of the twelve factors listed as the principal ones influencing cost
over-runs, six (paras. 4.1-h .5, '.11) are largely attributed to government action
or lack of it. lany of these problems could be considerably eased if not eliminated
by our borrowers if they chose to do so. The Bank should be prepared to take a
firm stand against those whose performance in these matters is unsatisfactory.
Mr. Ripman mentioned in his recent draft report on supervision that the Bank rarely
availed itself of the recourses open to it to ensure better performa.nce. More
effort on the part of the Bank to use its influence to secure compq lance with its
covenants, and a willingness back it up with appropriate action would have a
salutary effect on borrowers whose Andifference to the problems they create for
contractors and consultants is often responsible for cost over-runs.

h. Only two of the factors listed can be directly attributed to consultants:
poor quality of design and poor supervision. The remaining are largely beyond
their control other than pointing out their existence to the government or con-
tractor. Thus I do not think that penalties against consultants will eliminate the
main causes of cost over-runs. `hile a consultant should be able to prepare an
accurate bill of quantities, I do not see how he can be expected to accurately
estimate prices in countries where works are so infrequent that bids are liable
to range widely depending on contractor interest, competitive pressures and in-
dividual assessment of the hazards of working in a country where contractors are
unfairly treated.

5. The penalties suggested would discourage all but the largest corporate
and hovernment-supported consulting enterprises, and I doubt if even they would
risk penalties which could amount to many times the size of their fee, and lead
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to their being "blackballed" from Bank work. Turthermore, penalties would eli-
minate consultants' interest in difficult projects and tempt them to bring pro-
ject costs into line with the bid during execution by lowering design requirements
and specifications.

6. Para 5 of your memo infers that a contractor is likely to take all
factors into account when preparing an estimate while a consultant may not. An
important reason why contractor's estimate is likely to be more accurage than
a consultant is tht his bid is only valid for a limited period, normally 60-90
days. On the other hand, a consultant's estimate is often two years old from the
time of Bank appraisal to bid opening with the result that substantial changes in
bidder interest, the competitive situation and the political environment may have
taken place after the engineer's estimate was prepared. A recent check on time
taken from loan signing to start of work on road projects in French speaking
West Africa indicated an average period of 19 months (see annex). I believe that
no amount of technical skill and judgement can predict what a contractor will
bid under the above circumstances, particularily where major wocrks are infrequent.

$. I subscribe fully to your suggestion in para 6.17 that the Bank defer
the making of a loan until bids have been received. However, this may present
a problem in some countries where the law forbids a call for tenders without
assured financing. Deferred lending would also eliminate the problem you note
of unreasonable claims and extras which some contractors submit when they see
that considerable sums remain in the loan account.

Attachment: 1

HRYoungdb

cc.: Messrs. Malone, Mahoney, Brandreth.
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irch 21, 1972

Dear George:c

In your lettcr of karco 9 Lo Dick, - )f, the u

asked w whether n fro th Bank be aitt ig a

meeting of expert;, t.o b commn: d prob > on y30-31, to

discuss a report prepared for on pro-t r

I have just had a note m ;iernard Chdnt

that Mr, van der T will:AU atte to. meetn. to j. assume

that th indicated date is i r i niess you let us know other-

wise.

Sincerely,

ne.vi or.ent -ervices Depart:ent

Mr. Gecore C. Wisa.t
Chief, iisoi Oporations
European Office
International Ea2uk for

Recons tructiou tnd DeOv eloprunt
64/66 avenue d'Iena
Paric 16a., France

SEBoskey:tsb



FORM No: 58 INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATONAL 3 X NANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AN, PM1L CORPOR R N

OFFICE MEM \
TO: Messrs. ChaLandATI March 15, 1972

FROM: Shirley Bo ey

SUBJECT: Experts' Meeting on Project Appraisal ( )

On March 9 1 sent to you DAC(72)15, concerning future DAC work on

project appraisal, which refers to the possibility of convening an

expert group on May 30-31. (Another coyy of the document is attached

for reference.) George Wishart has just informed us that it has been

decided to convene a meeting on those dates, and hc asks to be told

whether we plan to send anyone. He says that it was; stressed at the

DAC meeting which took the decision that Bank participation would be

very desirable. Messrs. Duane and van derTakhave recently been

involved with DAC work on project appraisal, having prepared comments,

at the request of the Paris Office, on a study done for the DAC Secre-

tariat. Will you let me know, so that I can inforn Wishart, whether

we intend to send someone to the meeting?



Mr. A.T. Davis March 1 , 1972

F. Higginbottom

Publication

In reference to Mr. Knox's comment in the recent 1vision
Chief's mieeting, Mr. Brandreth and I have discussed the position
and believe it might be worth considering publication of the standard
Ports questionnaire "Information required in connection with appraisal".
It is not suggested that this document is ready for publication in its
present form, but after some editing it is thought there are some
matters which it would be useful for any port authority to consider
when appro ching investment deciaions.

jjIigginbottom/npr



:TER NATNAL BANK FOR RECON5TRUCTJON AND E'VELOPMENT
C'- Ad- I AP \ AD PAR -

NTERNATiONAL DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATON
CAINAdds--!NDEVAS PARIS

EUROPEAN OFFICE
66, ANI Ni m D'I£NA, 75 PARIS 16V YRANCE

Telephow - 720.25.10

March 9, 1972

Dear Dick,

Future D.C ork on Ioj ect appr aisal

May I refer to a note by DAC Secretariat on the above (DAC(72)15)
which we sent on to you a few days ago. At the DAC meeting yesterday, it

was agreed to try and convene a meeting of experts on May 30 and 31. Can I

now ask you whether this would be suitable for a Bank expert. It was stressed

at the meeting that, of course, participation by the Bank in the expert
meeting would be very essential.

DAC High Level Meetin

After some discussion yesterday, the tentative date for the DAC High

Level Meeting this year was fixed at October 16 and 17. Probably to begin

in the afternoon of the 16th. Ed Martin asked all delegations to find out

from their Ministers whether or not these dates would be suitable and

advise the Secretariat in due course. Could we have an indication please

whether this would seem suitable from the point of view of Bank representation

Incidentally, one of the reasons for moving the meeting up to October 16

and 17 is that it is proposed to have a Summit Meeting of the enlarged European

Economic Community in Paris on October 19 and 20 and it is likely that an

item on Development Assistance will feature on the agenda of that meeting.
Accordingly, ministers concerned with development aid may have to be in

attendance on their Prime Ministers for that item at some time during
October 19 and 20.

With kind regards.

Yours sincerely,

G. C1 Wihart

Mr. Richard H. Demuth
Director
Development Services Department
International Bank for
Reconstruction and Development

Washington D. C. 20433



iss lora "hite March 8, 197?

Gottfried Ablasser

ro Prices for Project mopraisal

1. To complete the economic evaluation of the Secnd Atlantico
Development Project in "Olombia, need urgently the following world
arke prie estimates for 197-80:

1. .>esame Baraanguilla c.i.f.
2. Sojyboans
3. otton3ec

k. Peanuts a) vera e iterim. erort
qualits (f.o.b)

b) 'onfectioiary quality

2. lthou h calculations aro not :inal, the following annual
production levels are indicate for the pject:

Sesame 3200 tons
so--han- h000 tons
.ctt orse~ 6h t0 tons

ae xts 15 0 tons

3. our speedy attention is appreciated.

U~hlsser1L-v
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:r. Thomas lalbW n& Frary 1, 1972

S. ShahId Husain A

Time taken for processing i

Attached penasc find an analysis r. de long has done of
the time it has takn for pro jects in fiscal 71 betuoen te departure,
of appralsal missaion and prespntation to the Board. I am truch 1y
th tire it has tal- to process some of the projects in Yaire and
:adagascar in particular

. Xairo -ver Transport - Ketween green cover and invitation
to neotiate 25 days

2 caganscar lantra - 'oteen green cover and invitation to

I would appreciate your let ting me kno -%at the reason in
each case was for the time taken for te teps mentined above.

SSHusain:ab



Nr. . J. G. ut January 2, 1972

D. H.Lai

The ?ole of A et in C ie Per_-l _s n

The o n comen t7 ra te to O if
Deemabor 23, 1971 nT :r van niet cocoin the role of arcites on

combined preparatior&appraisal Diasons.

1. The alterntiva operaZtia arr =0t can!lae ad dicussed

by all. Liina a asume thn 2igant of ta) xc iinet (one beaco and
one pant) to a codined proje aaao/prin prto.Gi

sea ns to ii l d -. o _;a iglo , -mttion of the

preo Aly mepra v SC 1 03v a AonaB vi 0 9% 9 wto hfu
in ia i hin a it IS

BanI) &i rign ht in the ca . erx -P eats or thoseo
com~risnife dikret £9 0 0EC a asin~learchitct

i o e i. If te e ri .d i n Lh in w si A

repesn2ve ofw prfson-o eimi Cd involved Unes

an Bn sa V ill M; 4ial iil o sir t h n epo

fonoa releai ofimc Cnd Ra arit U - rial hosa of
f~ ~ ~4 I,.,c. "''* ". -o

Un2c * ~ UUk msor i enaniat ca uch: ciam llaitr

chageble (~u o ae f he oe riai U U. thf imi of

1. i i Ar I LA "A 1 iT

a)00 . ji w CI "

diff i cros Ca 7- ne been the n. r llt nTr. V

p oeri y emo Sr tiov. :--

?. If1 U nc ni nv era wed d viouM

t u

pro!hitMtill
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oprational remon3 & itat t m u aoite divison of
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conec ij! th irozo obtaine byhm n to apprico citUeo

prcessoa in a before r n tton to fi o proect

4. For t rnte oS th rn th:n 5ome Yote suomnd x md3
of the rI o or the crtie by 1yaia )ri-7t fem Lan

or cdit r gt d o I. o fnd. In mr

experie~ce uch da3 rtur;; hve use ten c1 iiu r h nn

r;d& ieraely krteaeo no roof d daon u;b
thbo irra' iinc cfi n o Crd iot doent it
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Messrs. Ballantine, Calika, Birt, Stewart, van Diftjk,
Koulourianos, Lethem, Thint, Miss Grosse January 28, 1972

Mats Hultin

Treatment of Statistics in Appraisal Reports

1. I talked about the use of statistical data at the on-going
department workshop on report writing. Before my presentation I re-
viewed some recent reports and noticed that several reports dealt
with statistical data in a way which creates a wrong impression of
accuracy. As such treatment of data makes the report vulnerable to
criticism, both at Board presentation and later on at supervision
and project evaluation, I would urge that we give it some attention.

2. Eirollment figures are often given to the last individual
student enrolled. Even in countries with good educational statistics,
the accuracy is not that high and I would, therefore, prefer a rounding
of all global enrollment figares. When it comes to enrollment pro-
jections such a rounding is -bsolutely necessary, and even an accuracy
to the nearest thousand is in fact often not achievable. It also
happens that figures with different degrees of accuracy have been added
without subsequent rounding.

3. "False" accuracies in manpower estimates also occur. In a recent
report the teacher demands during the period 1970-82 are given as
10,840 and the supply as 11,085. In those cases, 11,000 would probably
be a figure with less than a 10% accuracy.

4. Cost estimates should also be rounded. The basic cost ealcula-
tions must, of course, use detailed estimates and figures. However,
in my opinion, it is not appropriate as it is done in a recent report,
to give a projected cost as US3 9.296 million and add a contingency of
US 2.49.5 million and arrive at a total of U$ 11.791 million. The
con tingency is supposed to describe the uncertainty in the calculation
and can, therefore, by its nature not be given with four figure accuracy.
The inaccuracy is, of course, revealed by the fact that actual costs
later on may be found to differ 20-30( from the estimates.

Mi/mms



INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAl. FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Files / DATE: February 29, 1972

FROM: Paul Duane and Herman G. van der Tak

SUBJECT: Mr. Bussery's Draft Paper on Project Approval

Our comments on Mr. Bussery's draft will deal largely with his
references to the Bank's approach to project appraisal. Some comments
are offered below on the draft as a whole, but their purpose is to put
his treatment of the Bank's methodology into perspective and to give
some impression of the draft's overall quality.

The author sets out to describe and compare the methods of
project appraisal in developing countries as practiced by several
national and international lending agencies or, more correctly, as set
forth in their "manuals." His sources of information are as follows:

(i) the Manual of the United Kingdom's ODA (and the closely
related Little Mirrlees Manual);

(ii) the Guidelines for capital project appraisal of the
United States' AID;

(iii) the Operational Memoranda of the World Bank . . .
although it is conceded that these do not constitute
a manual;

(iv) the UNIDO Guidelines; and

(v) a work by Prou and Chervel ("Etablissement des programmes
en economie sous-developpee," Volume 3, "Etude des grappes
de projets," Editions Dunod, Paris, 1970) which, according
to Bussery, "provides a good indication of the approach
taken by firms of consultants and more or less explicitly
adopted by French cooperation organizations."

After describing and contrasting the general features of these
different approaches in Chapter II, the author largely confines his detailed
comparisons and critical analysis in Chapter III to two methods: the ODA
method; and what he calls the "direct assessment" method put forward by
Prou and Chervel. This narrowing of focus in the draft helps to reduce
the number of Bussery's references to the Bank. Concomitantly, it also
makes it somewhat less appropriate for the Bank to offer comments on
Bussery's understanding of how the other agencies (mainly the ODA) go about
their appraisals.
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There are other probably more relevant reasons for limiting our
comments on this paper overall. It lacks the strength which would come
from the author expressing his own preferences clearly; i.e., it has no
well-defined thesis. The author appears to rely entirely on his own per-
ception of the several methodologies - his interpretations are not docu-
mented and there are no citations "from the literature" of other peoples'
critical views on the issues discussed. The draft uses only a couple of
illustrations and no algebraic expressions whatsoever to support its
presentation of arguments or statements of fact. Finally, although the
author appears to be well acquainted with his subject and expresses, in
our view, many well-rounded judgments about the art of appraisal, his
writing is obscure in numerous places, which makes it difficult to follow,
let alone criticize many parts of his draft.

References to the Bank

The Bank is mentioned in twenty paragraphs throughout the draft,
often only in passing. There are a number of paragraphs, however, that
call for some comment.

Paragraph 5. It should be made quite clear that the Operational
Policy Memoranda and the checklists, as well as other staff instructions
not mentioned, are strictly internal documents which are not to be published,
quoted or cited. As the paper points out later, in paragraph 23, they are
not in any sense a manual. They do not give a complete treatment of the
subjects covered and do not always give a complete or accurate account of
the Bank's current practices. The reference to "a practical approach based
more directly on the financial analysis of the project" is misleading and
should be deleted.

Paragraphs 23 to 29, "Methods used by the World Bank," are in
fact largely a thinly disguised paraphrasing of 0.M. 2.21 and give, in part,
a somewhat misleading account of what the Bank actually does. In paragraph
24, for example, it is suggested, inter alia for transport infrastructure,
that initially project appraisal was essentially based on a financial
analysis supplemented by a qualitative appraisal of its economic impact.
As far as I can remember road projects have never been based on a financial
analysis, but on an economic analysis of the cost savings and of the economic
benefits involved in generated traffic.

These paragraphs do not give an adequate account of the distinction
we make between financial and economic analysis, and of the various purposes
of our financial analysis. Some of the references to our financial analysis
are irrelevant for the topic of the paper, which is concerned with economic
evaluation of projects. In paragraph 25 (Page 19), the sentence beginning
with "The Bank's economic analysis is based on financial analysis (calcula-
tion of the internal rate of return) etc." is wrong and should be deleted.
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What should be made clear is that in our economic analysis we often arrive
at a better guesstimate of economic values by correcting market prices or
ruling prices for taxes and subsidies. The suggested accounting prices,
mentioned in the Operational Memorandum, of one-half to three-fourths of
actual wages of unskilled labor and of an opportunity cost of capital of
8-14% have no official standing, and, at least, for wages other figures
are used fairly often.

Paragraph 26 should indicate that consumer surplus concepts are
used in some relevant cases, for example, in road projects. In other cases,
they are left out, not as the paper says "in order to keep the estimated
profitability of projects to a minimum," but in order to arrive at a minimum,
or conservative, estimate of the economic return, and in view of difficulties
of estimation.

Paragraoh 27 should be clarified. In public utility projects
where the Bank largely relies on a minimum cost criterion, the calculation
is sometimes supplemented by an internal economic return, using revenues
from additional output made possible by the investment as a proxy for gross
benefits.

In Paragraph 29 it should be stressed that use of shadow prices
has been evolving in the Bank over a long time. The sentence beginning "The
method of Little and Mirrlees is being systematically tried etc." should be
deleted. The last sentence should indicate that sensitivity analysis is
systematically used in project appraisal by the Bank, with occasional more
elaborate use of risk analysis.

Paragraph 59. The Bank uses the principle of opportunity cost
to a much greater extent than suggested here. But, of course, reasonable
people might differ about what its implications are in any particular case.

In Paragraph 81, Pages Sh-55,it is not quite clear what is supposed
to be the Bank's position. In brief, for traded commodities, where the border
prices are relevant, the Bank would evaluate the benefits in terms of these
border prices (which the paper assumes not to be affected by the project) and
the question of consumer surpluses does not arise. For non-traded commodities,
i.e. where domestic supply prices are below the cif import price but still
too high to enable exports at fob prices, the Bank would recognize, in prin-
ciple, possible consumer surplus gains, but, in practice, it would usually
evaluate the benefits in terms of the ex-post price, thus arriving at a
"minimum" return for the project. See earlier comment.

Paragraph 92. The treatment of income distribution and project
analysis is being debated in the Bank, as elsewhere, but there is no consensus
and income distribution effects are not, at present, included in the Bank's
project analysis.
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Paragraph 9h. The statement that the Bank "has not made it

clear whether its economic appraisal of projects is based on the point
of view of the country receiving the loan, the developing countries as

a whole, or the world economy" is somewhat misleading. Certainly the
Bank's current practice of project analysis is based on the point of
view of the country receiving the loan. Benefits accruing to other
countries are not considered unless captured through the pricing mechan-

ism or taxes. There have been staff suggestions that the Bank should pay

more attention to the impact of, say, a cotton project on other developing

countries (still ignoring the possible impact on the developed countries)

but this is not part of our current appraisal practice.

Paragraph 95. See earlier comments on the Bank's treatment of

consumer surpluses.

PDuane/HGvanderTak: lfb

cc: Mr. Baum
Mr. Henderson
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I 7f7

Tn the nexit several months the Steeing Group' expcts to

pos he folwn issues: fal

poect apprisa mi ethod u a the "Bank 7etho

xpecte in arc, an to be dis :csed during the authors

2-a Cn the 2an "ig1ac/Ar

(ii a is ofopationl difrn , if any ~SHO, between

vaiousCi eehdswl, iitially, delwt giclua n

iepart ent, igrticultural project to be taken up) in the
sprng indusral pr'oject in May/June if' suible apraisal

ma2terializ'.esnd staff' con.rat ca '-n be ovrercome, otherwisez
probabl not bef'ore~ the ll,
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Mr. D. J. Wood February 23, 1972

Nobuo Takaramura

The treatment of inflation and working capital in DFCs project appraisal

teports

Please refer to Mr. Gulhati's memo of February 11. Concerning
the above, the experience of the DFCs in Division IV -- DFCC, ICICI, IDBP,
IMDBI, PICIC -- is as follows:

1. Inflation: There is no explicit reference on the
record how DFCs treat the problem of inflation in the appraisal
reports. Based on the forecast in such reports, it seems that
constant prices are used. In their forecasts, DFCs assume
constant figures after capacity utilization has been reached,
i.e. usually after the third year. ( DFCC, however, follows no
uniform methodology, at least as judged from the appraisal
reports in our files.) The only notable exceptions are estimates
for wages and salaries which are increasing also after the third
year (IDBP for instance assumes a 5' increase p.a.); but these
estimates could be considered as increases in real wages.

2. Working Capital Requirement: In their estimates for
project financing on the one hand and the cost of the project
on the other, ICICI, IMDBI and PICIC estimate working capital
requirements under full capacity operations, whereas DFCC and
IDBP estimate initial working capital requirements for the first
year or, sometimes, the first two years.

ELoish er: ad

cc: r. Gulhati
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Mr. 3. J. . B.urt February 23, 1972

D. . L.eis

Analyses of Qontruction costa - as bases for
Pro iect Foreign r xchange Gaculations

1. With reference to the discussion in our recent divisional
staff meeting concerning the availability of data ho support foreign
exchange comoonents allowed for in the costing of our projects, I
attach, for your information, analyses of construction costs in
(a) China, (b) Thailand and (c) Singapore whiich were prepared during
project appraisals for the purpose of determining the foreign exchange
components of construction elements. The estimated local and foreign
coat components for the materials and labor factors of every major
construction operation (i.e. excavation, concreting, walling, etc.)
are indicated as percentages of total construction coats inclu,' ng
overheads. The sum of the percentages relating to (i) imported
materials and (ii) the indirect foreign costs of labor expresses in
each case the foreign exchange component of construction as a 'whole.

2. ach of the attached analyses repreaents an averaging of data
obtained from a number of sources - g., local practicing architects,
contractors, government departments concerned with construction,etc.

3. Mr. Venkateswaran has filed copies of these analyses with
related architectural worksheets and other reference documents for
the projects concerned.

cc. Messrs. Hazeners chidt, Naimie, Stam, Welter,Venkateswaran
Ilewis :ldz
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VANDERBILT UNIVERSITY

N ASH VILLE, TENNESSEE 37203 TELEPHONE 322-7311 AREA 615

- Graduate School of Management • 2505 West End Avenue • Direct phone 322- 2534

Nashville 2/15/72

Mr Shlomo Reutlinger

World Bank

Dear Sir,

As a french teaching assistant at the Graduate School of Management

,Vanderbilt U.,I am writing a thesis on "Risk Analysis in the long Term".

I have read with considerable interest your World Bank book on"Techniques

for project appraisal under uncertainty",and further information on

risk assesment or coping with uncertainty in World Bank activities

would be extremely valuable to me.

I thank you in advance for any information you could provide me with.

Sincerely yours

Marc TEJTEL

G.S.M. Vanderbilt U.

Nashville ,Tenn.

/372o3



INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Files DATE: February 11, 1972

FROM: D. J. Wood

SUBJECT: Project Evaluation of DFCs: Case Study Materials

1. On February 9, 1972, a meeting was held in

Mr. Gulhatits office attended by Mr. Gittinger (EDI),
Mr. J. Hansen (Economics of Industry Divisin) Mr. Gulati

and myself to discuss ways and means of developing case

study materials which could, after initial testing in a

seminar in DFCD, be used in EDI Industrial Projects courses

and perhaps also in our dealings with DFCs.

2. The original suggestion for case studies emerged

from the recent seminar we held in DFCD to discuss approaches

to economic project appraisal, (based on two papers prepared

by Mr. Hansen). I felt that the seminar, while useful and

certainly interesting to participants, suffered at times from

a tendency to drift away from the topic at hand. Also some

of the questions asked revealed a strong desire to establish

the operational implications of the discussion, that is, to

show how it could be applied in particular cases. A case study

approach seemed to offer a possible solution to these problems

by focusing attention on a concrete situation and guiding the

discussion through a series of rather specific questions. The

immediate question arose as to how such a case study could be

prepared. Mr. Gulhati took the question up with Mr. Kamarck,

and, as a result of that talk, the above mentioned meeting

was arranged.

3. It quickly became clear that both the DFCD and the

EDI could benefit from the development of case studies.

Three different steps in constructing a study were discussed.

First, the points to be brought out in the case studies

must be identified. Mr. Gulhati mentioned some issues of

interest and Mr. Hansen agreed to note down a list of points

for Mr. Gittinger. Secondly, materials must be selected.

Here a distinction was drawn between materials which describe

the general framework within which the selection of appropriate

economic appraisal techniques have to be made and materials

which illustrate how individual techniques should be applied.

The former type of material should be readily available whereas

the latter type may pose more problems. Thirdly, a list of

questions must be drawn up which bring out the major points

inherent in the case materials.
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4. Mr. Gittinger noted that Messrs. Lamson-Scribner

and von Stauffenberg, the two EDI staff members directly

concerned with industrial projects courses, were presently

away from Washington. He said that when they returned he

would ask them to contact me. In return for assistance in

defining the points to be brought out, in helping to draw

up a list of questions, and in holding a departmental seminar

where the case material could be tested in practice, Mr.

Gittinger felt sure that either Mr. Lamson-Scribner or

Mr. von Stauffenberg would take the lead in assembling

and refining case studies illustrating the principles

and techniques of economic project evaluation.

cc Messrs. Diamond Messrs.Kamarck

Gordon Gittinger

Gustafson Lamson-Scribner

von Stauffenberg

Hansen

Mrs.Hughes

DJW/mo



Mr. S. Shahid Husain February 10, 1972

Rog;er A. Hornstein

Your Memorandum February 1, 1972 re Timing Taken
for Processing Projects

Please refer to your memorandum of February 1, 1)72 mentioned
above. I a attaching a copy of a note from Mr. Kaji relating, to items
1 (Nairobi Water Supply), 2 (Kenya Kamburu) and 6 (Uganda Tobacco), all
of which he worked on.

With respect to the others, Ty comments are as follows:

Item 3: Tanzania (Kidatu Power Project)

The time between the end of negotiations and approval of the
documents of about two months is our normal experience in the
East African countries. In this prticular case which in-
volved a joint financing with SIDA of Sweden, the Swedish Cabinet
did not approve the documents until about two weeks after final
action was taken by the Tanzanian parties.

Item 4: Tanzania (Third Education Project)

The information on the table attached to your memorandum ,rith
respect to the time between yellow cover and green cover ap-
pears to be erroneous the yllow cover is da:ted June 25, 170,
and the green is dated july 15, 170 and was available on July
21, . £n either event, less thn thirty days elapsed be-
tween yellow and green. With respec.t to the ti me between end
of negotiations and approval of documents, tiie main reason for
the delay seems to be that the (overncnt ruoested deletion of
part of the project some time after negotiations wre conpleted.
This required chanes in the appraisal report and in the nego-
tiated documents- the latter, of course, had to be cleared with
the Tanzanian authorities.

Item 5: Tanzania (Flue-cured Tobacco Project)

The delay between end of negotiations and agreement on documents
was occasioned principally by the fact that Government had to sub-
mit letter relatir to the financial structure of NC.A (the
credit agency) which involved rather difficult policy questions



, tin Tnnzna. En aadltila, 'ction on cuents hai to be
taen by tha suonm>n entit a well as the Government.
'ith rep et to te d.iay b tween the approval of lo nurmnts

and Barc priesntan, were.tiona :r rained by the er c, n
'ov rnment re cp t2 t pos* ble effect of the project

on toacco m s .t w considered advisable that additional
4,r, be done - ths matter and an ppropriate representt tvC Of

tn i Lonomics Department be avllable to answer possible < etions
On ratn-at the .rd meet in.

In aition to ir. ai t o.unentb on tne :a mburu Power Project in
Kny, I uoul'' I-ki to add t. t in uns p- 17 t on which e woried very

close Ly it. to! 'overnmnt on tcI steps thev wre takin- to acquire
, oity intcest rn to por instry nI on thr financ n , plan for
project dAcusions er ½ d in Ken n a re ular basis from tne

t ,e of the >r in 1pp n I r in in p ' 1-7- until the material
necessary to complr t- the -L,4 cover was m 1a:wv-lable late in the year.
Th fiares based on t tivtabls would not adeuatry reflect the actal
situation In a ni+p neotirX fln tion of t.iu kind.

Attacmnt

RAornstein:pe



Mrr. Horns tein:

Time taken fo nro-cessir

You asked me to comiment on Mr. uscain-'s nmorandumn to you dated
February 1, 1972. The three projects wich I was involved with were:

1. Nairobi Water SipjpI:

(a) Between green and invitation to negotiate:
Green Cover was dated Ap1i lb and Area MCe to Loan
Co-miittee was dLstributed on :y 1, 1970. We eeted
to invite negotiators in May (Timetable dated Aril 22,
1970). This w as the Bank'. first lending to a muicipality
and a Loan Committee meeting ras held. There ,was Con-
sidecrable discYsion on some of the financJal covenxants
proposed with a view to s gain the Uater pp l
I)epartment frcom the other era tis of the N. h
led to (under 'the instructions of the Chairman, Loan
Committee) reconsideration of the proposals within
Projects Department (Ti.tale atcd I-y 21, 1970).
The revised proposals were agreed ith the Chairman
Loan CommTittee and invitation was finally issued June 5, 1970.

(b) Between end of negotiation and agreement on documents.
This involved.
(i) approval of docunents by the City Council and

MIinister for Local Governent;
(ii) approval of documents by Government including

legislative action on Guarantee
(iii) completion of action for acquisition of land

reanired for' pHrjet

There were considerable delays in corpleting (ii) and (iii).
The details are set forth in Mr. Lejeune's memorandun to Ir. M'c'amaara
dated October 7, 1970 and Mr. Lejeune's cable to Minister Kibai of
October 8, 1970. The essential problem was the Parliamnent recessing
before action on (ii) could be completed and hold up3in conveying informa-
tion to us.

(c) Between approval of docrments and Board.

Due to problems in (b) above Board date had to be rostponed twice.
When we were informed that agremcent on documents was likely by mid-Cctober,
we scheduled Board presentation for >oeder 37. The a-rovals were
received slightly earlier but we did not change Board date.

2. KBetw: Knrurnf

(a) Between return of appraisal Trission and yellow cover.
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At the time of anoraisal the Gov'ermaent1 had. not decided
on (i) the organization which .ould undertake the project
and (ii) the financing plan. The Government was contem-
plating a takeover of the power companies and hence we
had to await the outcome of thi3 before completing apraisal.
Appraisal was not in fact completed until ovember 1971.
(The timetables for the period April to October 1971
give month-to-month details.)

(b) Between negotiation and agreement on documents.
The matters involved were:
(i) approval of documents by Board of three power companies;
(ii) approval of documents by Government and legislative

action on Guarantee;
(iii) agreement by existing creditors to share security

with the Bank.

Apart from the complication in (i) and (iii) we again ran into
the Parliament recess in respect of (ii).

3. Uganda Tobacco '(Tea?)

Between agreement on documents and Board.

The Obote regime passed the nationalization act. IFC investment
was involved. Board consideration delayed pending El Emary/iRichards (IFC)
mission and agreement on treatment of IFC investment.

Gautam S. Kaji

February 2, 1972
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Mr. Bruce M. C' January 26, 1972

Stephen C. Schot

|ffect of currency revaluation on project costs

1. You requested that we prepare an evaluation of the effect of
currency revaluation on the cost, cost sharing and benefits of projects
for which loans or credits have been made. The attached country summa-
ries review our outstanding loans and credits. The only serious cases
revealed are the Ivory Coast Education project, the Upper Volta Cotton
project and the Dahomey Grand Hinvi project. Both the Education and
Grand Hinvi projects were in financial difficulties before the currency
revaluations.

With regard to the cocoa project in the Ivory Coast, I shall
request Mr. Bourgin who arrives in Abidjan, February 2, to consider the
effect of revaluation on the project. The same request will be made to
(fr. Tillier who leaves this week to supervise the oil palm and coconut
projects in the Ivory Coast. In the near future, other supervision
missions should be requested to coimiment on the effects of revaluation.

S at. p
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Nr. S. Shahid Husain February 9, 1972

Howard E. Tolley

Time taken for processing pro ects

1. I refer to your mearandum dated February 1, 1972.

Ethiopia Second Education Credit

2. The main reason for the delay between the yellow and green cover

reports was the disagreement between the Government and IDA as well as
between the Education Projects and the Easrnern Africa Departments on the

question of educational policies and priorities. The central issue was
the number of 'econdary school places to be provided in the proposed pro-
ject and whether some of these places should be in rural areas. The
Education Projects Department was against expansion of secondary ichool
facilities, other than limited extensions to existing schools, which were
located mainly in urban areas, until results of the education vector review
were available, whereas the Government w.as keen to have a larger expansion
in order to relieve the congestion in existing chools and in order to begin
to relieve tae rural/urban imbalance in educational opportunities. The
Eastern Afric Department generally -upported the Government s position.

3. Two meetings were held with Mr. Aldewereld followed by a special
Loan Comittee meeting in an attempt to resolve the differences. It was
decided at the special Loan Committee meeting to limit additional secondary
places to the extensions to exis ting schools and to initiate ation for
the preparation of an additional project to provide post-primary practical
training with emphasis on agricultural training in rural areas. (Subse-

quently during negotiations, the Minister of Education, leader of the
Ethiopian delegation, made a personal representation to Mr. Knapp following
which it was decided to restore rural secondary schools to the Second
Education Credit.)

4. The time between negoti ions and approval of documents for
Ethiopian projects i usually fairly long due to the requirement that
the negotiated docmnentd must be discussed and approved by the Council of
inisters. However, there was a further delay in this particular case

becaus e, subsequent to negotiations, the Government requested financing
of additional technical assistance for a manpower survey. W1!e agreed to
the request, and this required a revi-ion in the documents before they
could be submitted to the Council of Ministers for approval.

Somalia Education

5. There were two reasons for the delay between green cover and
invitation to negotiate:

a) Shortly after the green cover report was issued, we were
informed that the technical assistance - to be provided
by UNDP - could not be approved by UND? as soon as had



Hr. J. Said Husain - - February 9, 1972

been anticited in the green cover report. This neces-
sitated reconsideration of the timing and procedures for

implementing the project and, consequently, the draft

credit documents had to be amended.

b) After the project was submitted to the Loan Committee,
authorization to invite negotiators was withheld pending
consideration of whether IDA, as a matter of policy,
should finance 90% of project cost and clarification of
whether or not any taxes were included in the cost estimates.

6. After agreement on the credit documents, Board presentation
was delayed pending settlement of outstanding questions of Somalia's
external debt.

PRoeloff s/MAJalil/HETolley: tj



Ar. A. David February 3, 1972

P. C. MIalone

Appraipal Procedure

1. Kofarance our earlier correspondence, I discussed the processin-
of appraisal rervta with iarold eessier, who i turn discussed it with
r. u. The attar agreed that aeanger's liviaion should deote

tim to ooking at the procedure, a though apparently he was not overly
optimistic of the outcome.

2. awhile the iciinsey exercise is getting under way. I gather
from ijarold hsnger that the Acinaey team will be looking at the appraisal

report as .jor dciion-m0aking tool though possibly the team will not getinvolved too roch in the procedures by which the reprt is produced. I
think Aeasenger feels now that we should not move too quickly on a criticallook of th procedure at least until we see the results of the Ac.insney work.

3. I a~ attacing a copy of the appraisal procedure flow diagram for
yoyr retanton as you requested.

POVj one :pg

Attachnent
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t Ltim it ha tak f -or rojcts in fiscal 71 bt n t d rture
of appraisa miion and rnt-ation to te Board. I a struc y

the' tim3 it has taen to proces some of the projects in ' thWiin
SIul ' in particular

1. Ethionia Eduication -between vello cover and green
cover 3 daysbteen end of notiation A

2. SopaQia Educatloon bee green covr and invitation
to negotiate: dy beIn areement on documen ts

anv Boar' pYresentti 49

I would appreciate your letting e W at t Se reason in -aC,
case was for the time taken for th steps men ove.

SSHusain:ab



Ar. John M.oMal Jr. 
February 1, 1972

S. Shahid Husain-

Tlue taken for pro esingprocts

Attache pl ase find an analysis Mr. de Jong has done ofthe ti it has taken for pro hct, in fiscal 71 between the departureof apprati a missions and hrantation to the Board. I am struck bythe tfm it has taken to process the following project:

auritiusTea - between green cover and invitationto negotiate 54 nys,

w would appreciate your letting me know what the reasonSas for this delay.

SSHusain ab
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Teleplone 72025, 10

January 28, 1972

Dear Dick,

Attacied is copy of a study on methods of project appraisal

prepared for the DAC Secretariat by Mr. Bussery. You will recall,

of course , that project appraisal has been the subject of previous

discussion-; already at the DAC. In the study the Bank is referred

to in quite a few instances, with the main substantive passages

appearing on pages 18 to 22 and 61, and with further passing remarks

on pages 37, 38, 42, 60, 62, 76 and 81. I had a quick look at the

paper and found no gross misstatements about us. The DAC Secretariat

would of course like to receive our detailed co.ments, not only re-

garding the references to the Bank but concerning the whole paper.

In the iantim thoey would like to circulate the paper in draft form.

In view of this, I suggjested to Vincent that in his covering note

he should state that the IBRD, as possibly other institutions referred

to, did not have an opportunity yet to comment on the draft.

Best regards,

Sincerely yours,

Fritz Steuber

Mr. Richard 11. Demutih
Director
Development Services Department
International Bank for
Reconstruction and Development

Washington, D.C. 20433
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for produing~ es f'rom the U. .. ' prdctc cost till decre se - poai
ledn to 'dcese in r~tices as well. 'oer if 1inp.uts 're ipor'ted from

4 numbe of' different countrie the: net eue .4 ould.. deen on( the 11 overa ll

alimen.o the v ri.ous curncies, if the . cu.rrency 'r-ignment wxoks tr de
patterns. alikel to change to ccomoAte me new rela tive prices. Imprts

f'rom~ the U.. 5girae dlin to a loer costu of roduction an d thus
loe£ pi0 I h meiu hul, therefore, te price' of~ ood produced
outside. the , a. is likely to boe lo er t n the fully rev ilued price. Siil,

th pice o goodUprdce in th .40 . is likelyre to be higher th n the pre-
aligant ic. The 0 p.roximQate oiibi price is ikely, to be between the
p.ro-a lignment pric A the ial rev Aued. pric -~ t at is betw een U~ l 0 rnd

9. n obvou oxa rplie is th t of cost of. conesultants paid in do~lrs
buat niredJ to work in: "ountries which have rev' ued. IC the pre-rligmuent cosct
's US 30I thoua nd the post- ligront cost 'ill be beten US y to 0. thousandi.

In th2is;C cse, since the aimer ire (th U.. doaw.r) ha been0 dev lued the
quntit; of the rU erire imsit be increased to provide the smaa value. That

men, that proet cost estite denointed in. U.. dollar rm t be reied

up4Ords0 simpi; beenuo' ec U.. dolr is .worth liess.
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Mr. 1. A. Adler January 24, 1972

.W.-M. oane s

ikta on te' zares

1. "ith re eren-eo to your memorandn o January 11, 197?, 1 attah
d on eigt c,':: ets of the thirteen nrojects suyrvised by this division

together 1th r note b . de Ponteves o; the d iculties encounteri in
this exercise. "e be b~ to produce data on hairur later. The

no ton given Inthe eport on the _irr behablitaton Mje- vIn Indoneia
is not deT uate for anys 1 . 1 m 1-lr, the aopryi sal ro rts on the 1961/63
projectr i- Inda do not invlude suffi-Tent Onration: hovever, the ondoing

valuations by r. lut inger :-a' throw ore light on cot recov at Puma

2 While the dat on past proiects revenil our intentions, I rear that
it will rove Wirleading sin e the actual covenants o' Mn eo rAran cual i o-
tion", e. a renaorblo , rooon", SKh (unaweciMed) ineresi", or
'having due re d to the -rvee abilst to re ". This divi.on i
responrible o nt of the Ta aic countriev thin i t to
that they reent cost recovery covenants as h, n: t more then a t
acproval ceannts. I also think it MY fair to 3a zhVt, durin~ ne ti aon
the stn1 firm until we agree to wordr wihI i "'ied tht no n.eault
could be proven durin the di bu re ant jio f, in eed, ever.

3. ->o Iir as Auture projet : a con e-ned, think tht st e
on this som o 7resentatJon Wi be auseful di p. lIne "o . p is missin

It wIl acilitAte revew and povide a better bakground or the d. on
and negotiation of cost recovery covenants.

Attach ent

Im yne I At
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M. A. 0ae

Crnents on Tabe "Opations arre et rocessing (ja cm

1. 2n via the surrising sparoex c city~ proected for our d ~oo ent
jn ::bRe 7 r ol~ W the rogrwlin ana uideting Japartaaont, you alced
me to eaine thee grjoctione. I have clone so a:11 find that the indicated
rojectio s e c cit are niea >aa of the od wt; ject
rocessing : te ( aj hasbeen defi .

2. concoe~ of cu'menft - hao to be introduced, it shod d be based on
the groos wora progon, after adjustrier fo the results of the recruiL~taae
offorto :n chaigoe in the root of the work procn * his is mt now the a.

-. he V .re for , 2n 73 given i: , according to the footn~ote,
Yo taken f¶n uorr progrcrs cdeve oxyd braing preparation of the Uu7 hdget.

iowever they a.re infet different, as shown below :
r72 FY__ 7,3_

aro m "PC' o a Work: Prograi "PPC
rs ~et Gross

122e 12Teleco n 2 ~
~ater 2'110 7 l

_____-'p, 4. __ _ _ _

4. ~r~ut~ oig caoity~ (<dnt our aibilitj to bring prjects
to the 'oar W~nte i1'st cols:a heoK> tan as T. uow a a n
of the o r i 'Maxy of isoaxVredit tintei o re em~c ca beandled, te: iho
second collUi Dhoa2.2 be u0ed, LxileoG eone Eanuu Daition has resulted i
apare capiacity for o eriod, which io mat the ose. Arthirg htier th.i the
gross ni~arn is too h i. Xetheraore, i a recults ofZ the recr t~n efforts
fall short o thi t t, theacr. ac uoa irld be loer th h ir

/ 'uee h10 for oad-reso aL ao Version or ro a 2
tca ie, dated A:/l aloo showni the boeta o the saae tatle as Qsoar

an 7ove . ty oard in 5 .

O~ ~~~~~~~~~2, f 2' 00.M Ta 3M l.MP'l

gures y»reoot thu gross cop ad .. ud a dllwa eo for
slppg.
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said tina -rjc2oipn h' orpr ti aot uruem addto the o~o
nrmbero £zk tIo ior pr~oa tabileo to arri-e at C. The roblan s~rlth

this approach we the footrin:

a o >rojots froxm o ja to thu other 1s alx l en
into accoa in culatin the Croee nro'n. .ection ~ of our hylcot

uo to 0r. mar t era-5, 1:'71. :0 thiut qaite solicit.

(ii) ren i2the specific iroectu ubc oli; turn out to ediferent
frii those tqected, thls only chaaeo the imnar oi titabloeo aid duos mt
chango the 'uapa city . Tho capacity can charme or if the ;ral apotver
is higher or: .. ur thaA lecteL.

o timae the Vatta a;a .s ccou o Lor o:11; om~ third of
the sta'f time. "ho ea2city to pro eac xojects cramt be calculated without
talitr ~. othe: uo :oaccoiL. cu: e rn einat latobe used in
4reference to the 7000 hner in thiso et t ca or y b de dm ir

.zs aeoc/ Qc D
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